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Photo shows villagers in Darfur, Sudan with a new solar water pump.

As the specialist publishing arm of a 
global change-making organisation, 
we partner with the brightest minds 
to publish the latest development 
perspectives.

We put a�ordable knowledge into the 
hands of people who need it most, 
whatever their location, in a language 
and format that suits them best.

Rooted in hands on community 
development experience, we

innovate and respond to what 
change-makers need - from prac-
tical ‘how to’ manuals to academic 
texts and journals; online, in print 
and open access formats.

We put ingenious ideas to work so 
people in poverty can change their 
world. We all share the planet so let’s 
share the answers.

Find out more about us at
practicalactionpublishing.com

Practical Action Publishing is committed to making its resources accessible to the widest possible audience.
Our website is fully accessible to text to speech and screen reading software and accessible on mobile devices and 
desktop computers, and in various browser versions. When available and upon request, we can provide electronic 
files for the visually impaired. Our files can be supplied in accessible PDF format - please send requests to 
publishinginfo@practicalaction.org.uk.
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Keep up to date with the latest publications at
www.practicalactionpublishing.com

‘We partner with the brightest minds 
to publish the latest development perspectives’

‘We believe in the power of sharing knowledge 
to change the lives of people in poverty’

Our books spark inspiration, inspire debate, and provide technical expertise 
to change-makers, and are available in print, online, and ebook formats.

Our books



Our journals

Have you explored our three international, peer-reviewed journals?
Enterprise Development & Microfinance, Food Chain and Waterlines 

publish papers from researchers for the benefit of practice, 
and articles from practitioners to inform research and policy.

EDM encourages critical 
thinking on the role of 

markets, enterprises 
and financial services 

in reducing poverty and 
stimulating economic 

development.

Find out more at
bit.ly/EDMjournal

If you don’t have access at your organisation, why not recommend to your 
resources team an annual journal subscription, in print and/or online 

For more information email
publishinginfo@practicalaction.org.uk

Food Chain journal 
encourages critical 

thinking on the production 
and marketing of food 
in developing countries 
and its implications for 
alleviating poverty and 

hunger.

Find out more at
bit.ly/FoodChainJournal

Waterlines is a forum for 
the latest perspectives in 

the WASH sector. Articles 
suggest how key challenges 

may be tackled using 
a�ordable, sustainable 
systems with reference 

to wider policy and 
institutional frameworks.

Find out more at
bit.ly/WATERLINESjournal

Keep up to date with the latest journal issues at
www.practicalactionpublishing.com



Open      Access

Knowledge should be in the hands of 
changemakers, not publishers.

Our goal at Practical Action Publishing is that 
quality titles across a broad range of specialist 
subjects are easily accessible to as many people 
as possible, and distributed throughout the 
world.

Content in this catalogue 
marked with the padlock 
symbol is part of our Gold 
Open Access programme 
Open Online.

Browse all of our Open Access     
books and journals at

www.practicalactionpublishing.com

Our latest Open Access titles

We o�er both Gold and Green Open Access routes for publication in our peer-
reviewed journals, and Gold Open Access options for our book programme.

Many of our Open Access books and journal articles are available from 
leading providers of research databases, e-journals and other subscription 
services, including EBSCOHost and JSTOR.

Open      Access

www.practicalactionpublishing.com/Open-Access



Any book 
Any chapter
Any article

ANYTIME
ANYWHERE
ANYTIME
ANYWHERE

e     Libraries

‘A wealth of international development resources
and the latest perspectives at your fi ngertips’

Build your bespoke elibrary - to o� er your faculty and students the best 
resources when and where they need them.

Contact us for a 30 day free trial!
email publishinginfo@practicalaction.org.uk

Find out more
www.practicalactionpublishing.com/knowledge-elibraries

www.practicalactionpublishing.com
Request an institutional trial email publishinginfo@practicalaction.org.uk

e     Libraries
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Agriculture and Food

Agrarian Change & 
Peasant Studies Series

Scientifically rigorous yet accessible, politically relevant, policy oriented 
and affordable books in critical agrarian studies. 

HIGHLIGHT

Print editions are not available for sale in the US & Canada from Practical Action Publishing



Agriculture and Food

Agriculture and FoodAgriculture and Food

Agrarian Change, Migration andAgrarian Change, Migration and
DevelopmentDevelopment

Henry Veltmeyer and Raúl Delgado WiseHenry Veltmeyer and Raúl Delgado Wise

2016 • 160 pag es2016 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781853399176 PaperbackISBN 9781853399176 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781853399169 HardbackISBN 9781853399169 Hardback
£37.95  • �56.95  • $75 .95£37.95  • �56.95  • $75 .95
ISBN 9781780449173  EPUBISBN 9781780449173  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449166 PDFISBN 9781780449166 PDF
£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80

Agricultural Trade Policy in DevelopingAgricultural Trade Policy in Developing
Countries During Take-offCountries During Take-off

Michael StockbridgeMichael Stockbridge
This study looks briefly at the agriculture and
trade policies of South Korea, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Chile and Botswana. Their
experience may shed further light on the extent to
which governments should retain their powers to
intervene in trade as opposed to relinquishing
them in favour of market liberalisation.

2006 • 60 pag es2006 • 60 pag es
ISBN 9780855985844 PaperbackISBN 9780855985844 Paperback
£9.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£9.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855986544 PDFISBN 9780855986544 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Agriculture and the Generation ProblemAgriculture and the Generation Problem

Ben WhiteBen White
Smallholder or family farms still account for 80
percent of the world’s food. However, smallholder
farmer populations are ageing, and many of them
have no successor. Agriculture and the Generation
Problem argues that we must take generational
relations seriously if we are to understand the
future of farming and of rural communities.

2020 • 160 pag es2020 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781788530118  PaperbackISBN 9781788530118  Paperback
£12.95  • �16.95£12.95  • �16.95
ISBN 9781788530101 HardbackISBN 9781788530101 Hardback
£35 .95  • �44.95£35 .95  • �44.95
ISBN 9781780447438  EPUBISBN 9781780447438  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99£9.99 • �9.99
ISBN 9781780447421 PDFISBN 9781780447421 PDF
£44.94 • �56.19£44.94 • �56.19

Agroecology: Science and PoliticsAgroecology: Science and Politics

Peter M Rosset and Miguel A AltieriPeter M Rosset and Miguel A Altieri
Rosset and Altieri, two of the world’s leading
agroecologists, outline the principles, history and
currents of agroecological thought, the scientific
evidence for agroecology, how to bring
agroecology to scale and the contemporary
politics of agroecology.

2017 • 160 pag es2017 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781853399954 PaperbackISBN 9781853399954 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781853399947 HardbackISBN 9781853399947 Hardback
£25 .95  • �38 .95  • $51.95£25 .95  • �38 .95  • $51.95
ISBN 9781780449951 EPUBISBN 9781780449951 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449944 PDFISBN 9781780449944 PDF
£25 .90 • �32.95  • $38 .85£25 .90 • �32.95  • $38 .85

Baking for ProfitBaking for ProfitStarting a small bakery

George BathieGeorge Bathie
This practical manual is invaluable reading for
those who are starting out in the bakery business,
those whose job it is to advise others doing so, or
those who want to scale up existing operations to
increase their profits.

2000 • 136 pag es2000 • 136 pag es
ISBN 9781853394072 PaperbackISBN 9781853394072 Paperback
£12.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95£12.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95
ISBN 9781780444536 PDFISBN 9781780444536 PDF
£20.91 • �31.37 • $41.83£20.91 • �31.37 • $41.83

Beating Hunger, The Chivi ExperienceBeating Hunger, The Chivi Experience
A community-based approach to food
security in Zimbabwe

Kuda MurwiraKuda Murwira
This book describes a project among small-scale
farmers in the drought-prone and arid
communal lands of Zimbabwe which, within the
broad remit of promoting food security, helped the
farmers identify their problems and choose their
own solutions to them.

2000 • 160 pag es2000 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781853395246 PaperbackISBN 9781853395246 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780442624 PDFISBN 9781780442624 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Print editions not 
available for sale in 
the US & Canada 
from Practical 
Action Publishing

Print editions not 
available for sale in 
the US & Canada 
from Practical 
Action Publishing

Print editions not 
available for sale in 
the US & Canada 
from Practical 
Action Publishing

Agrarian Change, Migration andAgrarian Change, Migration and

DevelopmentDevelopment

Henry Veltmeyer and Raúl Delgado WiseHenry Veltmeyer and Raúl Delgado Wise

The focus and concern of Agrarian Change,

Migration and Development is the problem of

labour migraton. Veltmeyer and Wise explore the

dynamics and development implications of the

migration processes set in motion by the

capitalist mode of production.

2016 • 160 pag es2016 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781853399176 PaperbackISBN 9781853399176 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781853399169 HardbackISBN 9781853399169 Hardback
£37.95  • �56.95  • $75 .95£37.95  • �56.95  • $75 .95
ISBN 9781780449173  EPUBISBN 9781780449173  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449166 PDFISBN 9781780449166 PDF
£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80



Agriculture and Food

Beyond ReliefBeyond Relief
Food Security in Protracted Crises

Edited by Luca Alinovi, Günter HemrichEdited by Luca Alinovi, Günter Hemrich
and Luca Russoand Luca Russo
Using concrete examples, Beyond Relief
demonstrates how food security means different
things in different contexts while also advocating
a crosscutting learning process for longer-term
approaches to protracted crisis. Published in
association with the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations.

2008  • 192 pag es2008  • 192 pag es
ISBN 9781853396601 PaperbackISBN 9781853396601 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780440057 PDFISBN 9781780440057 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

A Bucket of WaterA Bucket of Water
Reflections on sustainable rural
development

Kanayo F. NwanzeKanayo F. Nwanze
A Bucket of Water reflects on the work of the
International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD) in tackling challenging issues in rural
development, and provides an accessible
discussion of themes such as peace and
development, the cost of inaction, engaging young
people in farming, women’s contribution,
business, and technology and research.

2017 • 214 pag es2017 • 214 pag es
ISBN 9781853399718  PaperbackISBN 9781853399718  Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781853399701 HardbackISBN 9781853399701 Hardback
£37.95  • �56.95  • $75 .95£37.95  • �56.95  • $75 .95
ISBN 9781780449715  EPUBISBN 9781780449715  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449708  PDFISBN 9781780449708  PDF
£47.44 • �59.95  • $71.95£47.44 • �59.95  • $71.95

Cities, Poverty and FoodCities, Poverty and Food
Multi-Stakeholder Policy and Planning in
Urban Agriculture

Marielle Dubbeling, Henk de Zeeuw andMarielle Dubbeling, Henk de Zeeuw and
René VeenhuizenRené Veenhuizen
This book provides valuable insights and
guidelines which are essential reading for the
staff of municipal authorities, producer groups
and community-based organizations; and others
who seek to enhance participatory governance,
urban food security, urban poverty alleviation and
improved urban environmental management.

2010 • 184 pag es2010 • 184 pag es
ISBN 9781853397097 PaperbackISBN 9781853397097 Paperback
£14.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£14.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9781780440545  PDFISBN 9781780440545  PDF
£27.91 • �41.87 • $55 .83£27.91 • �41.87 • $55 .83

Community-based Animal HealthcareCommunity-based Animal Healthcare

Edited by Andy Catley, Stephen BlakewayEdited by Andy Catley, Stephen Blakeway
and Tim Leylandand Tim Leyland
This book is a how to do it manual covering all
aspects of community-based animal health work.
The book is designed for animal health
professionals at field-level, though will also be
relevant to policy makers, donors and veterinary
training institutes.

2002 • 368  pag es2002 • 368  pag es
ISBN 9781853394850 PaperbackISBN 9781853394850 Paperback
£29.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£29.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780441078  PDFISBN 9781780441078  PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

The Complete Manual of Small-scaleThe Complete Manual of Small-scale
Food ProcessingFood Processing

Peter FellowsPeter Fellows
Written by an experienced food technologist and
author, this book provides comprehensive
technical and business information on all aspects
of small-scale food processing in a single text. It
is written in simple language suitable for the
non-specialist and also for people who have
English as a second language.

2013  • 568  pag es2013  • 568  pag es
ISBN 9781853397660 PaperbackISBN 9781853397660 Paperback
£32.95  • �44.95  • $59.95£32.95  • �44.95  • $59.95
ISBN 9781853397653  HardbackISBN 9781853397653  Hardback
£59.95  • �89.95  • $119.95£59.95  • �89.95  • $119.95
ISBN 9781780447650 PDFISBN 9781780447650 PDF
£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00

Controlling Crop Pests and DiseasesControlling Crop Pests and Diseases

Rosalyn RappaportRosalyn Rappaport
This book covers pest and disease damage,
causative agents, and methods of combatting
them and also covers protection against larger
animals and wind.The examples are illustrated
stories presented as strip cartoons for extension
staff or teachers to show and hand out to farmers
and students.

2004 • 112 pag es2004 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9781853396007 PaperbackISBN 9781853396007 Paperback
£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95



Agriculture and Food

CounterrevolutionCounterrevolution
The global rise of the far right

Walden BelloWalden Bello
The rhetoric of anger and resentment emanating
from personalities like Donald Trump, Marine Le
Pen, Rodrigo Duterte and Viktor Orban is
captivating and mobilizing large numbers of
people. Counterrevolution is a remarkable and
timely study of counterrevolution against far-
right power, by one of the premier intellectuals of
the South.

2019 • 160 pag es2019 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781788530521 PaperbackISBN 9781788530521 Paperback
£13 .95  • �17.95  • $20.95£13 .95  • �17.95  • $20.95
ISBN 9781788530514 HardbackISBN 9781788530514 Hardback
£32.95  • �42.95  • $49.95£32.95  • �42.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781788530545  EPUBISBN 9781788530545  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781788530538  PDFISBN 9781788530538  PDF
£40.46 • �52.96 • $62.34£40.46 • �52.96 • $62.34

Cover Crops in Smallholder AgricultureCover Crops in Smallholder Agriculture
Lessons from Latin America

Simon AndersonSimon Anderson
The publication includes selected case studies
from four different countries in Latin America.
These address key issues regarding crop cover
integration in LEIA systems. A wide range of
agroecosystems are covered by the case studies, so
that the information can be adapted for use in
other regions.

2001 • 152 pag es2001 • 152 pag es
ISBN 9781853395307 PaperbackISBN 9781853395307 Paperback
£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781780442921 PDFISBN 9781780442921 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Cultivating BiodiversityCultivating Biodiversity
Understanding, analysing and using
agricultural diversity

Edited by Harold BrookfieldEdited by Harold Brookfield
The book draws on the experience of farmers' own
enterprises, combining superior production along
with enhancement of biological diversity. It is
based on work in 12 countries with collaborating
scientists and farmers, showing how its authors
perceive and quantitatively analyse agrodiversity,
and how they work together with farmers.

2002 • 304 pag es2002 • 304 pag es
ISBN 9781853394935  PaperbackISBN 9781853394935  Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780441092 PDFISBN 9781780441092 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Disappearing Peasantries?Disappearing Peasantries?
Rural labour in Africa, Asia and Latin
America

Edited by Deborah Bryceson, ChristobalEdited by Deborah Bryceson, Christobal
Kay and Jos MooijKay and Jos Mooij
Analytical perspectives on the major peasant and
agrarian development debates, provide insight
into peasant studies and the western biases that
have permeated it. Case studies illustrate the
pressures and opportunities that have befallen
peasants, leading them to diversify into a number
of occupations and non-agricultural income-
earning avenues.

2000 • 344 pag es2000 • 344 pag es
ISBN 9781853394775  PaperbackISBN 9781853394775  Paperback
£24.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95£24.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95
ISBN 9781780440118  PDFISBN 9781780440118  PDF
£40.16 • �60.24 • $80.33£40.16 • �60.24 • $80.33

Drying Food for ProfitDrying Food for Profit
A Guide for Small Businesses

Barrie AxtellBarrie Axtell
This book has been written for existing and
prospective entrepreneurs who wish to produce
dry foods commercially at small and medium
scale. Great effort has been made to use simple
language but at the same time to examine all
relevant technical aspects.

2002 • 128  pag es2002 • 128  pag es
ISBN 9781853395208  PaperbackISBN 9781853395208  Paperback
£14.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95£14.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95
ISBN 9781780444819 PDFISBN 9781780444819 PDF
£20.91 • �31.37 • $41.83£20.91 • �31.37 • $41.83

Encouraging DiversityEncouraging Diversity
Crop development and conservation in
plant genetic resources

Edited by Conny Almekinders and WalterEdited by Conny Almekinders and Walter
de Boefde Boef
The authors analyse the experiences and
perspectives of genebanks, plant breeders, seed
programmes and NGOs involved in crop
development and conservation. They place them
in the context of new approaches in local and
global Plant Genetic Resource (PGR) management
by both the formal and informal sector.

2000 • 400 pag es2000 • 400 pag es
ISBN 9781853395109 PaperbackISBN 9781853395109 Paperback
£29.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£29.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781780443201 PDFISBN 9781780443201 PDF
£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33

Print editions not 
available for sale in 
the US & Canada 
from Practical 
Action Publishing



Agriculture and Food

Ethnoveterinary MedicineEthnoveterinary Medicine
An annotated bibliography of community
animal healthcare

Marina MartinMarina Martin
The bibliography is aimed at all involved or
interested in ethnoveterinary medicine: botanists,
animal production professionals, veterinarians,
anthropologists, social scientists, rural
development professionals and anyone interested
in Indigenous Knowledge.

2001 • 624 pag es2001 • 624 pag es
ISBN 9781853395222 PaperbackISBN 9781853395222 Paperback
£39.95  • �44.95  • $59.95£39.95  • �44.95  • $59.95
ISBN 9781780441146 PDFISBN 9781780441146 PDF
£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

Fairtrade ImpactsFairtrade Impacts
Lessons from around the world

Edited by Valerie NelsonEdited by Valerie Nelson
This book seeks to contribute to the lively debate
on the impact of fairtrade schemes by showing
the diverse outcomes and impacts that such
schemes have as they are adopted or implemented
in different geographical production and value
chain contexts around the world.

2017 • 140 pag es2017 • 140 pag es
ISBN 9781853399077 PaperbackISBN 9781853399077 Paperback
£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9781853399060 HardbackISBN 9781853399060 Hardback
£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95
ISBN 9781780449074 EPUBISBN 9781780449074 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449067 PDFISBN 9781780449067 PDF
£49.93  • �62.95  • $74.95£49.93  • �62.95  • $74.95

Farmer First RevisitedFarmer First Revisited
Innovation for agricultural research and
development

Edited by Ian Scoones and JohnEdited by Ian Scoones and John
ThompsonThompson
This book returns to the debates about farmer
participation in agricultural R & D, looks to the
future, and calls for a major rethink, boosting of
knowledge and capacities of farmers'
organizations to innovate, strengthening
networks and alliances to support and share
lessons on farmer-led innovation.

2009 • 369 pag es2009 • 369 pag es
ISBN 9781853396823  PaperbackISBN 9781853396823  Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780440156 PDFISBN 9781780440156 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Farmer Research GroupsFarmer Research Groups
Institutionalizing participatory
agricultural research in Ethiopia

Edited by Dawit Alemu, YoshiakiEdited by Dawit Alemu, Yoshiaki
Nishikawa, Kiyoshi Shiratori and TakuNishikawa, Kiyoshi Shiratori and Taku
SeoSeo

2016 • 220 pag es2016 • 220 pag es
ISBN 9781853399015  PaperbackISBN 9781853399015  Paperback
£21.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£21.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781853399008  HardbackISBN 9781853399008  Hardback
£49.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£49.95  • �59.95  • $79.95
ISBN 9781780449012 EPUBISBN 9781780449012 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449005  PDFISBN 9781780449005  PDF
£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80

Farmers' ChoiceFarmers' Choice
Evaluating an approach to agricultural
technology adoption in Tanzania

Edited by Helene Bie Lilleør and UlrikEdited by Helene Bie Lilleør and Ulrik
Lund-SørensenLund-Sørensen
Farmers’ Choice outlines the RIPAT intervention,
and examines how effective it has been. This
evaluation of RIPAT brings together the analyses
of economists, agricultural scientists, and
anthropologists who studied the impact,
implementation, adoption, and spread of the
programme approaches.

2012 • 168  pag es2012 • 168  pag es
ISBN 9781853397752 PaperbackISBN 9781853397752 Paperback
£19.95  • �28 .95  • $37.95£19.95  • �28 .95  • $37.95
ISBN 9781853397745  HardbackISBN 9781853397745  Hardback
£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95
ISBN 9781780447742 PDFISBN 9781780447742 PDF
£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83

A Farmers' JuryA Farmers' Jury
The Future of Smallholder Agriculture

Stuart Coupe, Jon Hellin, AbsolomStuart Coupe, Jon Hellin, Absolom
Masendeke and Elijah RusikeMasendeke and Elijah Rusike
This ITDG Working Paper analyses the
experience of a farmers' jury in Zimbabwe.
Representatives of poor farmers mapped out their
vision for the future of agriculture in their country
after hearing from policy makers and technical
experts of every shade of opinion.

2005  • 80 pag es2005  • 80 pag es
ISBN 9781853395765  PaperbackISBN 9781853395765  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781780441474 PDFISBN 9781780441474 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Farmer Research GroupsFarmer Research Groups

Institutionalizing participatory

agricultural research in Ethiopia

Edited by Dawit Alemu, YoshiakiEdited by Dawit Alemu, Yoshiaki

Nishikawa, Kiyoshi Shiratori and TakuNishikawa, Kiyoshi Shiratori and Taku

SeoSeo

Farmer Research Groups reviews the history of

participatory agricultural research, particularly

in Ethiopia. It introduces cases of research

conducted by FRGs in Ethiopia – both successful

and less successful – and describes how issues of

research quality, technology dissemination,

effectiveness and efficiency are dealt with.

2016 • 220 pag es2016 • 220 pag es
ISBN 9781853399015  PaperbackISBN 9781853399015  Paperback
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Feeding the MarketFeeding the Market
South American farmers, trade and
globalization

Jon Hellin and Sophie HigmanJon Hellin and Sophie Higman
This book rises above the fray to examine what is
happening at the interface between globalization
and producers in the South. Based on extensive
fieldwork from the sweeping grasslands of
Patagonia to the coffee farms of Ecuador, the
authors illustrate the practical obstacles that
farmers face in accessing markets.
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A Field Manual of Camel DiseasesA Field Manual of Camel Diseases
Traditional and modern veterinary care for
the dromedary

Ilse Köhler-Rollefson, Evelyn MathiasIlse Köhler-Rollefson, Evelyn Mathias
and Paul Mundyand Paul Mundy
The manual details major camel diseases and
conditions with the disease signs, its causes, and
simple prevention and treatment methods. Both
scientific and tried and tested traditional
treatments are presented, thus enabling the
veterinarian or livestock practitioner to make the
most appropriate choice in the prevailing
circumstances.
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Food Regimes and Agrarian QuestionsFood Regimes and Agrarian Questions

Philip McMichaelPhilip McMichael
Food Regimes re-examines the agrarian question
historically and its present-day implications,
introducing regional interpretations of the food
regime, incorporating gender, labour, financial,
ecological and nutritional dimensions into the
analysis.
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Food Security in Sub-Saharan AfricaFood Security in Sub-Saharan Africa

Edited by Stephen Devereux and SimonEdited by Stephen Devereux and Simon
MaxwellMaxwell
Food Security in Sub-Saharan Africa aims to
contribute towards an improved understanding
for more effective food security policy. This book
brings together eleven substantial chapters on
critical food security issues, and draws on a
variety of disciplinary perspectives, from
agricultural economics to nutrition.
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Food SovereigntyFood Sovereignty
Towards democracy in localized food
systems

Michael Windfuhr and Jennie JonsénMichael Windfuhr and Jennie Jonsén
In this Practical Action Working Paper , Michael
Windfuhr shows how the Food Sovereignty
policy framework has developed to address this
dilemma, what the basic assumptions are,
analyses how Food Sovereignty relates to the
current
problems in rural and agricultural policies and
discusses possible policy constraints to its
adoption.
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Hands On Food, Water and FinanceHands On Food, Water and Finance

Emma JudgeEmma Judge
Hands On - Food, Water and Finance looks at
innovations in agriculture, food processing, water
and sanitation and small business development.
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Hands On Food, Water and FinanceHands On Food, Water and Finance

Emma JudgeEmma Judge

Appropriate 'green' technologies are sometimes

regarded as a second-rate solution but this series

challenges this concept by presenting real-life

examples of successful appropriate technology

stories. Hands On - Food, Water and Finance

looks at innovations in agriculture, food

processing, water and sanitation and small

business development.
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Food SovereigntyFood Sovereignty

Towards democracy in localized food

systems

Michael Windfuhr and Jennie JonsénMichael Windfuhr and Jennie Jonsén

In this Practical Action Working Paper, Michael

Windfuhr shows how the Food Sovereignty

policy framework has developed to address this

dilemma, what the basic assumptions are,

analyses how Food Sovereignty relates to the

current problems in rural and agricultural

policies and discusses possible policy constraints

to its adoption.
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Horse HealthcareHorse Healthcare
A manual for animal health workers and
owners

Edited by David HadrillEdited by David Hadrill
This manual is designed for those who care for
working horses but who may have little or no
access to professional veterinary help. This book
will help alleviate the suffering of horses, donkeys
and mules and thereby minimize the lost
livelihood opportunities that can result.
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Livestock Emergency Guidelines andLivestock Emergency Guidelines and
Standards 2nd EditionStandards 2nd Edition

Edited by LEGSEdited by LEGS
This second edition of LEGS builds on the first
edition by incorporating new experiences and
evidence obtained since 2009 as well as user
feedback provided as a result of a broad
consultation process. The LEGS Handbook has
also been redesigned to make it easier to use.
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Living with WildlifeLiving with Wildlife
Sustainable livelihoods for park-adjacent
communities in Kenya

Stuart Coupe, Viv Lewis, Zadoc Ogutu andStuart Coupe, Viv Lewis, Zadoc Ogutu and
Cathy WatsonCathy Watson
Complex cultural and social issues are raised by
new livelihood strategies for traditionally
pastoralist communities, none of which currently
promote beneficial interactions with wildlife
conservation. This paper presents analysis of the
problematic situations which emerge in
communities and wildlife management issues in
Africa.
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Making Planning workMaking Planning work
A guide to Approaches and Skills

Cliff Hague, Patrick Wakely, Julie CrespinCliff Hague, Patrick Wakely, Julie Crespin
and Chris Jaskoand Chris Jasko
Drawing upon case studies from some 20 different
countries, Making Planning Work shows why
new urban development and planning skills are
needed so urgently, and what can be done to grow
such skills and enhance capacities.
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Negotiating the Seed TreatyNegotiating the Seed Treaty

Stuart Coupe and Roger LewinsStuart Coupe and Roger Lewins
This study provides vital lessons for governments,
international agencies and NGOs on successful
international treaty negotiation. Negotiating the
Seed Treaty will be of interest to all readers
concerned with international agricultural policy,
genetic resource diversity and multilateral policy
process.
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Normas y directrices para intervencionesNormas y directrices para intervenciones
ganaderas en emergencias (LEGS) 2ndganaderas en emergencias (LEGS) 2nd
editionedition

Edited by LEGSEdited by LEGS
LEGS extiende el compromiso contenido en el
Manual de Esfera (la Carta Humanitaria y
normas mínimas para la respuesta humanitaria)
con el fortalecimiento de los activos ganaderos
mediante la presentación de opciones claras y
prácticas para apoyar al ganado durante los
desastres y en la etapa posterior a los desastres.
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Normes et directives pour l’aide d’urgenceNormes et directives pour l’aide d’urgence
à l’élevage (LEGS) 2nd editionà l’élevage (LEGS) 2nd edition

Edited by LEGSEdited by LEGS
LEGS est un manuel essentiel pour tous ceux qui
fournissent une assistance en situation d’urgence
là où l’élevage contribue aux moyens d’existence
des populations, y compris les gestionnaires de
programme et les experts techniques des
organisations d’aide, les agences internationals,
ainsi que les bailleurs de fonds et les décideurs.
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Participatory Livestock ResearchParticipatory Livestock ResearchA guide

Czech ConroyCzech Conroy
This book is intended to help livestock researchers
and practitioners to overcome the potential
difficulties associated with participatory livestock
research and is aimed at: livestock and rangeland
researchers; extensionists and practitioners of
livestock development (in livestock service
agencies and NGOs).
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Pastoral Livestock Marketing in EasternPastoral Livestock Marketing in Eastern
AfricaAfrica
Research and Policy Challenges

Edited by John McPeak and Peter LittleEdited by John McPeak and Peter Little
This is an in-depth, evidence-based investigation
of livestock marketing in Eastern Africa which
approaches the issues from a variety of
disciplinary perspectives including anthropology,
economics, geography, and rangeland ecology.
Editors John G. McPeak
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Peasants and the Art of FarmingPeasants and the Art of Farming
A Chayanovian Manifesto

Jan Douwe van der PloegJan Douwe van der Ploeg
Peasants today, as in the past, are materially
neglected. By building on the pioneering work of
Chayanov, Peasants and the Art of Farming seeks
to address this neglect and to show how
important peasants are in the ongoing struggles
for food, food sustainability and food sovereignty.
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Perspectives on Pastoral DevelopmentPerspectives on Pastoral Development
A casebook from Kenya

Isobel BirchIsobel Birch
This book describes an integrated approach to
pastoral development: supporting the livelihoods
of livestock keepers and those who have lost their
animals; devising strategies to address drought
and conflict as part of a longer-term agenda for
sustainable development; and working to
influence key decisions made by high-level
policy-makers.
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Political Dynamics of TransnationalPolitical Dynamics of Transnational
Agrarian MovementsAgrarian Movements

Marc Edelman and Saturnino M. Borras,Marc Edelman and Saturnino M. Borras,
Jr.Jr.
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Political Dynamics of TransnationalPolitical Dynamics of Transnational

Agrarian MovementsAgrarian Movements

Marc Edelman and Saturnino M. Borras,Marc Edelman and Saturnino M. Borras,

Jr.Jr.

In Political Dynamics of Transnational Agrarian

Movements, Marc Edelman and Saturnino M.

Borras Jr. offer a state-of-the-art review of

scholarship on transnational agrarian

movements, a synthetic history of TAMs from the

early twentieth century to the present, and an

analytical guide to TAM research.
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Reconstructing Agriculture inReconstructing Agriculture in
AfghanistanAfghanistan

Edited by Jacky Sutton and Adam PainEdited by Jacky Sutton and Adam Pain
The book raises questions about humanitarian
intervention and development agendas in crisis
states. It contributes to the theories of post-war
rehabilitation in fragile states, providing an
important reference for agencies and researchers.
Published in association with the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
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Resilient Family FarmResilient Family Farm
Supporting agricultural development and
rural economic growth

Gaye BurpeeGaye Burpee
This book includes development successes and
failures, shares observations and lessons from the
field, clarifies the challenges and realities of rural
development work and provides guidance for
donors and practitioners who understand that
the complexities of smallholder farm life demand
complete, rather than partial, responses and
support.
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Restocking PastoralistsRestocking Pastoralists
A manual of best practice and decision
support tools

Claire HeffernanClaire Heffernan
The book provides a comprehensive background
to key concepts and literature. Use of the manual
will enable practitioners and policy makers to
improve the poverty alleviation outcomes of
restocking projects and programmes.
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Saving Lives and LivelihoodsSaving Lives and Livelihoods
Ten Years of Community-based Animal
Healthcare in Sudan

Louise TunbridgeLouise Tunbridge
This book is a brief and readable account of the
successful work undertaken by the Operation
Lifeline Sudan Livestock Programme and
explains the background to the problems of
livestock diseases and gives details on what made
this veterinary programme so effective – despite
the very difficult working environment.
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Seeds and SynergiesSeeds and Synergies
Innovation in rural development in China

Edited by Yiching Song and RonnieEdited by Yiching Song and Ronnie
VernooyVernooy
Seeds and Synergies reflects on the innovative
efforts of a group of Chinese researchers and
extension agents to connect scientists and
farmers. This book will be of particular interest to
rural development scholars, researchers, teachers
and trainers, and field-level practitioners.
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Setting up a Food Drying BusinessSetting up a Food Drying Business
A step-by-step guide

Fabrice ThuillierFabrice Thuillier
Setting up a Food Drying Business is essential for
people setting up food drying projects. It provides
the reader with the prior information and tools
necessary for starting such a business. It is also of
interest to those in partner organizations who
wish to develop a better understanding of this
important sector.
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Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
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Reconstructing Agriculture inReconstructing Agriculture in
AfghanistanAfghanistan

Edited by Jacky Sutton and Adam PainEdited by Jacky Sutton and Adam Pain
The book raises questions about humanitarian
intervention and development agendas in crisis
states. It contributes to the theories of post-war
rehabilitation in fragile states, providing an
important reference for agencies and researchers.
Published in association with the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
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Resilient Family FarmResilient Family Farm
Supporting agricultural development and
rural economic growth

Gaye BurpeeGaye Burpee
This book includes development successes and
failures, shares observations and lessons from the
field, clarifies the challenges and realities of rural
development work and provides guidance for
donors and practitioners who understand that
the complexities of smallholder farm life demand
complete, rather than partial, responses and
support.
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Restocking PastoralistsRestocking Pastoralists
A manual of best practice and decision
support tools

Claire HeffernanClaire Heffernan
The book provides a comprehensive background
to key concepts and literature. Use of the manual
will enable practitioners and policy makers to
improve the poverty alleviation outcomes of
restocking projects and programmes.
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Saving Lives and LivelihoodsSaving Lives and Livelihoods
Ten Years of Community-based Animal
Healthcare in Sudan

Louise TunbridgeLouise Tunbridge
This book is a brief and readable account of the
successful work undertaken by the Operation
Lifeline Sudan Livestock Programme and
explains the background to the problems of
livestock diseases and gives details on what made
this veterinary programme so effective – despite
the very difficult working environment.
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Seeds and SynergiesSeeds and Synergies
Innovation in rural development in China

Edited by Yiching Song and RonnieEdited by Yiching Song and Ronnie
VernooyVernooy
Seeds and Synergies reflects on the innovative
efforts of a group of Chinese researchers and
extension agents to connect scientists and
farmers. This book will be of particular interest to
rural development scholars, researchers, teachers
and trainers, and field-level practitioners.
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Setting up a Food Drying Business is essential for
people setting up food drying projects. It provides
the reader with the prior information and tools
necessary for starting such a business. It is also of
interest to those in partner organizations who
wish to develop a better understanding of this
important sector.
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Sharing the LoadSharing the Load
A guide to improving the welfare of
working animals through collective action

Lisa van Dijk, Joy C. Pritchard, Subir K.Lisa van Dijk, Joy C. Pritchard, Subir K.
Pradhan and Kimberley L. WellsPradhan and Kimberley L. Wells
Sharing the Load aims to stimulate collective
action among animal-owning communities to
improve the health and husbandry of their
draught and pack animals. It should be read by
anyone working with animals and their owners,
including veterinarians, community-based
animal health workers, government workers and
rural development NGOs.
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Small Farmers, Big ChangeSmall Farmers, Big Change
Scaling up impact in smallholder
agriculture

Edited by David Wilson, Kirsty Wilson andEdited by David Wilson, Kirsty Wilson and
Claire HarveyClaire Harvey
This book includes examples of achieving wider
change in smallholder agriculture, through
influencing policy decisions, linking
smallholders to value chains, innovating service
provision for small farmers, with an emphasis on
promoting equitable livelihoods and developing
rural women’s economic leadership.
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Small-Scale Food ProcessingSmall-Scale Food Processing
A directory of equipment and methods.

Edited by Peter Fellows and Sue Azam-AliEdited by Peter Fellows and Sue Azam-Ali
This completely revised and expanded second
edition is the essential reference guide for all
those involved in food processing on a small- or
medium-scale. Extensively illustrated , clearly
laid out and easy to use. A vital reference tool for
business advisers and trainers, development
workers and food processing.
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Smallholder Agriculture and MarketSmallholder Agriculture and Market
ParticipationParticipation
Lessons from Africa

Nigel PooleNigel Poole
Smallholder Agriculture and Market
Participation discusses the evolution of policies
for smallholder development, including the role of
value chains. Newer, innovative financial
mechanisms and linked initiatives are outlined,
and their potential to improve the availability of
financial services and reduce market transaction
costs.
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Speculative HarvestsSpeculative Harvests
Financialization, Food, and Agriculture

Jennifer Clapp and S. Ryan IsaksonJennifer Clapp and S. Ryan Isakson
The authors highlight the importance of
confronting the financialization of food and
agriculture, identify the challenges of
conventional approaches to reform and consider
innovative alternatives. Speculative Harvests is
essential for those who not only seek a better
understanding of the problems but are also in
search of effective interventions.
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Sustainable Livelihoods and RuralSustainable Livelihoods and Rural
DevelopmentDevelopment

Ian ScoonesIan Scoones
Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural Development
looks at the role of social institutions and the
politics of policy, as well as issues of identity,
gender and generation. The relationships
between sustainability and livelihoods are
examined, and livelihoods analysis situated
within a wider political economy of
environmental and agrarian change.
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Reconstructing Agriculture inReconstructing Agriculture in
AfghanistanAfghanistan

Edited by Jacky Sutton and Adam PainEdited by Jacky Sutton and Adam Pain
The book raises questions about humanitarian
intervention and development agendas in crisis
states. It contributes to the theories of post-war
rehabilitation in fragile states, providing an
important reference for agencies and researchers.
Published in association with the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
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Resilient Family FarmResilient Family Farm
Supporting agricultural development and
rural economic growth

Gaye BurpeeGaye Burpee
This book includes development successes and
failures, shares observations and lessons from the
field, clarifies the challenges and realities of rural
development work and provides guidance for
donors and practitioners who understand that
the complexities of smallholder farm life demand
complete, rather than partial, responses and
support.
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Restocking PastoralistsRestocking Pastoralists
A manual of best practice and decision
support tools

Claire HeffernanClaire Heffernan
The book provides a comprehensive background
to key concepts and literature. Use of the manual
will enable practitioners and policy makers to
improve the poverty alleviation outcomes of
restocking projects and programmes.
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Saving Lives and LivelihoodsSaving Lives and Livelihoods
Ten Years of Community-based Animal
Healthcare in Sudan

Louise TunbridgeLouise Tunbridge
This book is a brief and readable account of the
successful work undertaken by the Operation
Lifeline Sudan Livestock Programme and
explains the background to the problems of
livestock diseases and gives details on what made
this veterinary programme so effective – despite
the very difficult working environment.
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Seeds and SynergiesSeeds and Synergies
Innovation in rural development in China

Edited by Yiching Song and RonnieEdited by Yiching Song and Ronnie
VernooyVernooy
Seeds and Synergies reflects on the innovative
efforts of a group of Chinese researchers and
extension agents to connect scientists and
farmers. This book will be of particular interest to
rural development scholars, researchers, teachers
and trainers, and field-level practitioners.
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Setting up a Food Drying BusinessSetting up a Food Drying Business
A step-by-step guide

Fabrice ThuillierFabrice Thuillier
Setting up a Food Drying Business is essential for
people setting up food drying projects. It provides
the reader with the prior information and tools
necessary for starting such a business. It is also of
interest to those in partner organizations who
wish to develop a better understanding of this
important sector.
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Sharing the LoadSharing the Load
A guide to improving the welfare of
working animals through collective action

Lisa van Dijk, Joy C. Pritchard, Subir K.Lisa van Dijk, Joy C. Pritchard, Subir K.
Pradhan and Kimberley L. WellsPradhan and Kimberley L. Wells
Sharing the Load aims to stimulate collective
action among animal-owning communities to
improve the health and husbandry of their
draught and pack animals. It should be read by
anyone working with animals and their owners,
including veterinarians, community-based
animal health workers, government workers and
rural development NGOs.
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Small Farmers, Big ChangeSmall Farmers, Big Change
Scaling up impact in smallholder
agriculture

Edited by David Wilson, Kirsty Wilson andEdited by David Wilson, Kirsty Wilson and
Claire HarveyClaire Harvey
This book includes examples of achieving wider
change in smallholder agriculture, through
influencing policy decisions, linking
smallholders to value chains, innovating service
provision for small farmers, with an emphasis on
promoting equitable livelihoods and developing
rural women’s economic leadership.
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Small-Scale Food ProcessingSmall-Scale Food Processing
A directory of equipment and methods.

Edited by Peter Fellows and Sue Azam-AliEdited by Peter Fellows and Sue Azam-Ali
This completely revised and expanded second
edition is the essential reference guide for all
those involved in food processing on a small- or
medium-scale. Extensively illustrated , clearly
laid out and easy to use. A vital reference tool for
business advisers and trainers, development
workers and food processing.
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Smallholder Agriculture and Market
Participation discusses the evolution of policies
for smallholder development, including the role of
value chains. Newer, innovative financial
mechanisms and linked initiatives are outlined,
and their potential to improve the availability of
financial services and reduce market transaction
costs.
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Financialization, Food, and Agriculture

Jennifer Clapp and S. Ryan IsaksonJennifer Clapp and S. Ryan Isakson
The authors highlight the importance of
confronting the financialization of food and
agriculture, identify the challenges of
conventional approaches to reform and consider
innovative alternatives. Speculative Harvests is
essential for those who not only seek a better
understanding of the problems but are also in
search of effective interventions.
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Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural Development
looks at the role of social institutions and the
politics of policy, as well as issues of identity,
gender and generation. The relationships
between sustainability and livelihoods are
examined, and livelihoods analysis situated
within a wider political economy of
environmental and agrarian change.
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Sustaining Local Food WebsSustaining Local Food Webs

Edited by Ben MurphyEdited by Ben Murphy
The report has been prepared and published with
resources from the campaign europAfrica:
towards food sovereignty, a coalition of European
civil society organisations and African farmers’
regional networks working together for mutually
supportive and sustainable food systems in
Europe and Africa that help realise food
sovereignty.
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Women Feeding CitiesWomen Feeding Cities
Mainstreaming Gender in Urban
Agriculture and Food Security

Edited by Alice Hovorka, Henk de ZeeuwEdited by Alice Hovorka, Henk de Zeeuw
and Mary Njengaand Mary Njenga
Women Feeding Cities analyses the roles of
women and men in urban food production and is
essential reading for policy makers, planners,
researchers and practitioners working on urban
agriculture programmes.
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Small-scale Mining, Rural Subsistence,Small-scale Mining, Rural Subsistence,

and Poverty in West Africaand Poverty in West Africa

Edited by Gavin HilsonEdited by Gavin Hilson

Focusing upon the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), the book raises
important questions concerning the general
approach taken to deliver support for ASM, and
presents findings from community-based
research, a key to strengthening industry policy
and assistance.
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Building for climate 
resillienceHIGHLIGHT

‘A much-needed publication to 
promulgate confi ned masonry as a 
safer alternative to both unreinforced 
masonry and RC frame and masonry 
infi ll construction - especially in 
earthquake-prone areas. Very well 
illustrated with several hundred 
drawings and photographs, the book is 
ideal for masons, builders, construction 
supervisors and architects.’
Andrew Charleson, Victoria University of 
Wellington

Open Access

How can we stimulate lasting recovery 
from climate disasters, with limited 
resources and funds?

Widely available limestone is a key 
component to achieving this goal. Many 
communities are familiar with these 
materials, and so, once equipped with the 
skills to work with them, they can rebuild 
communities and lead their own recovery.

Available October 2020

‘A much-needed publication to 
promulgate confi ned masonry as a 
safer alternative to both unreinforced 
masonry and RC frame and masonry 
infi ll construction - especially in 
earthquake-prone areas. Very well 
illustrated with several hundred 
drawings and photographs, the book is 
ideal for masons, builders, construction 
supervisors and architects.’
Andrew Charleson, Victoria University of 
Wellington

Open Access
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Brick by BrickBrick by Brick

Participatory technology development in

brickmaking

Kelvin MasonKelvin Mason

Based on the experiences of a project of working

with brickmakers in Peru, Ecuador and

Zimbabwe, the text looks at the elements that

make up a successful technology transfer package.

These elements are likely to include local research

and development, training, access to capital,

marketing and quality control.
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Bridging the Finance Gap in Housing andBridging the Finance Gap in Housing and

InfrastructureInfrastructure

Ruth McLeod and Kim MullardRuth McLeod and Kim Mullard

Bridging the Finance Gap in Housing and

Infrastructure documents the radical changes and

developments that have taken place in this area

over the last 20 years, from the perspective of a

Northern NGO, Homeless International.
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Building Bridges with the GrassrootsBuilding Bridges with the Grassroots

Scaling Up Through Knowledge Sharing

Otto RuskulisOtto Ruskulis

This book covers a range of projects in different

continents, focusing on issues that affect the lives

of slum dwellers, e.g., housing, services, capacity

building and income generation, and looks at a

range of scaling up methods, including peer

training, exchange visits, information networks,

and appropriate communication.
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Building Sustainable Urban SettlementsBuilding Sustainable Urban Settlements

Approaches and case studies in the

developing world

Edited by Sam Romaya and Carole RakodiEdited by Sam Romaya and Carole Rakodi

This fascinating book explores environmental,

institutional, social and cultural aspects of

sustainability in a variety of towns and cities in

Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Central and

South America. The contributors focus

particularly on meeting the needs of the urban

poor.
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Building with LimeBuilding with Lime

A practical introduction

Stafford Holmes and Michael WingateStafford Holmes and Michael Wingate

This book is intended as a starting point for those

considering lime as a building material, and as a

general reference to the broad range of uses for

lime in construction. It shows how to make the

best use of different types of lime, whether

extracted locally or transported from further

afield.
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Confronting the Crisis in Urban PovertyConfronting the Crisis in Urban Poverty

Making Integrated Approaches Work

Edited by Lucy Stevens, Stuart Coupe andEdited by Lucy Stevens, Stuart Coupe and

Diana MitlinDiana Mitlin

This book makes a case for approaches to urban

development that are locally driven and which

complement the vast investments and efforts of

slum-dwellers themselves. It discusses a range of

approaches for achieving that, focusing on

practical experiences and clear lessons for the

future.
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Constructing Low-rise Confined MasonryConstructing Low-rise Confined Masonry

BuildingsBuildings

A guide for builders and architects

Tom Schacher and Tim HartTom Schacher and Tim Hart

The Construction Guide for Low-Rise Confined

Masonry Buildings addresses the needs of small-

scale contractors, technicians, government staff,

architects as well as non-governmental

organizations involved in post-disaster

reconstruction. The guide is for users with various

professional backgrounds, including a workforce

with little formal training.
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Contested SpaceContested Space

Street Trading, Public Space, and

Livelihoods in Developing Countries

Alison BrownAlison Brown

Based on a research study in four developing cities

- Dar Es Salaam, Kumasi, Maseru, and

Kathmandu - Contested Space explores the

survival strategies of street traders and their

relationships with city governments, and

examines the practical and policy implications

for pro-poor street management.
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Development and CitiesDevelopment and Cities

Essays from Development and Practice

Deborah EadeDeborah Eade

Development and Cities focuses on the political,

social and economic viability of new or

alternative approaches to urban management in

the South that aim to increase access to adequate

levels of basic services and healthy living and

working conditions for all.
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Double Standards, Single PurposeDouble Standards, Single Purpose

Reforming housing regulations to reduce

poverty

Saad YahyaSaad Yahya

The recent revisions of housing standards in

Kenya and Zimbabwe are explored, their origin,

the participants involved, their relevance to low-

income residents, their impact as well as lessons

learned. Overriding issues, such as informal

enforcement, which emerge from work with low-

income residents, and how to get future standards

right is examined.

2001 • 192 pag es2001 • 192 pag es
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From Infrastructure to ServicesFrom Infrastructure to Services

Trends in monitoring sustainable water,

sanitation and hygiene services

Edited by Ton Schouten and Stef SmitsEdited by Ton Schouten and Stef Smits

The book synthesizes findings and discussions

from the Symposium on Monitoring Sustainable

WASH Services in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in

April 2013. It presents a state of the art of

strengthening monitoring water supply and

sanitation in developing countries.
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Fuel for Free?Fuel for Free?

Waste Materials in Brick Making

Kelvin MasonKelvin Mason

This book demonstrates that if energy efficiency

is combined with appropriate fuel substitutions,

then the beneficial effect on income and the

environment can be significantly enhanced via

case-studies of the work of Practical Action.
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Gender, Roads, and Mobility in AsiaGender, Roads, and Mobility in Asia

Edited by Kyoko KusakabeEdited by Kyoko Kusakabe

This book explores the inter-relations between

gender, poverty, and mobility, especially in the

context of transportation development. It brings

together stories in a nuanced picture of how

people’s own positions and capabilities – gender,

age, ethnicity, literacy, and education – influence

their lives.

2012 • 240 pag es2012 • 240 pag es
ISBN 9781853397349 PaperbackISBN 9781853397349 Paperback
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Governing CitiesGoverning Cities

New institutional forms in developing

countries and transitional economies

Edited by Meine Pieter van DijkEdited by Meine Pieter van Dijk

The editors distil and discuss the elements

contributing to the changing role of urban

management: the prerequisites for and effects of

decentralization - the importance of good

governance and attention to cultural diversity -

the role and potential of technological

developments - the importance of formulating

policies at city level.
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Hands On Energy, Infrastructure andHands On Energy, Infrastructure and

RecyclingRecycling

Emma JudgeEmma Judge

These books promote appropriate innovations

and environmentally sound solutions which can

help reduce consumption. All of the new

technologies and scientific breakthroughs

described in the books can be applied by

individuals and entrepreneurs at a reasonable

cost to themselves and to the community.

2002 • 240 pag es2002 • 240 pag es
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How to Build Safer Houses with ConfinedHow to Build Safer Houses with Confined

MasonryMasonry

A guide for masons

Tom Schacher, Nadia Carlevaro andTom Schacher, Nadia Carlevaro and

Guillaume Roux-FouilletGuillaume Roux-Fouillet

This Guide is intended for the training of

professional masons in confined masonry. It can

be used as a building guide at construction sites or

as a training resource. It is presented in a simple

manner and explains in a step-by-step sequence

how to build a one or two-storey confined

masonry house.

2018  • 140 pag es2018  • 140 pag es
ISBN 9781853399893  PaperbackISBN 9781853399893  Paperback
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Land, Rights and InnovationLand, Rights and Innovation

Improving tenure for the urban poor

Geoffrey PayneGeoffrey Payne

This book examines the complex issues

surrounding land tenure, and the challenges they

present for urban planners in the South and in

the transition economies of Eastern Europe. It

discusses examples where authorities, non-

governmental organizations or communities have

evolved practical, innovative approaches to

providing tenure for the urban poor.
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Land Reform and Peasant LivelihoodsLand Reform and Peasant Livelihoods

The social dynamics of rural poverty and

agrarian reform in developing countries

Krishna GhimireKrishna Ghimire

The book provides a timely contribution to the

discussion on land reform; scrutinizing the

inadequacy of the market-oriented approach to

land reform which is linked to structural

adjustment policies and advocate convincingly a

flexible approach toward re-distributive reforms

as the most appropriate strategy towards

alleviating rural poverty.
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Partnerships in Urban PlanningPartnerships in Urban Planning

A Guide for Municipalities

Nabeel Hamdi and Michael MajaleNabeel Hamdi and Michael Majale

Based on a three-year project in Kenya, this

booklet examines the key features in

understanding the development of participatory

urban planning strategies and approaches that

will assist in safeguarding of the position of poor

and vulnerable.
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Planning in CitiesPlanning in Cities

Sustainability and growth in the

developing world

Edited by Roger Zetter and Rodney WhiteEdited by Roger Zetter and Rodney White

Planning in Cities is an innovative collection

which bridges theory and practice to explore the

conflicting challenges of the increasingly rapid

scale and speed of city growth with providing

effective urban planning policies and

management strategies.
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Rammed Earth StructuresRammed Earth Structures

A Code of Practice

Julian Keable and Rowland KeableJulian Keable and Rowland Keable

This book aims to show how high standards can

be achieved and the criteria on which rammed

earth structures and building techniques can be

judged. An important guide and resource for those

wishing to employ this economical and low-

carbon building material in the construction of

public as well as private buildings in Africa and

elsewhere.
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Sustainable CitiesSustainable Cities

Local Solutions in the Global South

Edited by Mélanie RobertsonEdited by Mélanie Robertson

The studies, conducted in the growing urban and

peri-urban areas of Peru, Senegal, Bangladesh,

Ethiopia, the Philippines, Thailand, and the

Democratic Republic of Congo, outline concrete

strategies for sustainable urban living and design,

developed in partnership with low income city

dwellers. Published in association with IDRC.
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Timber Pole ConstructionTimber Pole ConstructionAn introduction

Lionel JayanettiLionel Jayanetti

The book covers the processes of harvesting and

protecting timber poles through to specific

applications in the construction of domestic and

industrial buildings, and other types of

construction such as bridges and retaining walls.

Key areas of preservation and jointing are

addressed in detail and there are illustrations

throughout.
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Trail Bridge Building in the HimalayasTrail Bridge Building in the Himalayas

Enhanced Access, Improved Livelihoods

Artha TuladharArtha Tuladhar

This publication describes the rural infrastructure

support work conducted by Swiss development

agency Helvetas in Nepal and Bhutan where over

4000 trail bridges have been built in the last 40

years and considers both the technical aspects of

construction and the social and economic context

of community participation and funding.
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Uncharted TerritoryUncharted Territory

Land, Conflict and Humanitarian Action

Edited by Sara PantulianoEdited by Sara Pantuliano

The book explores the nexus between land,

conflict and humanitarianism, discusses the

challenges for an integrated response, and

presents the findings of case studies from Angola,

Colombia, Rwanda, and Sudan. It should be read

by humanitarian aid workers, policy analysts,

academics, and government officials in

developing countries.
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HIGHLIGHT

Defining the ecological and gender dimensions of the global and regional 
capitalist development process

Maristella Svampa explores the contemporary development and resistance 
dynamics of capitalist development — the workings (on people and societies) 
of the world capitalist system — in the context of Latin America, where these 
dynamics have had their most notable outcomes.

She focuses on the phenomenon of “neoextractivism,” the combination of the 
global advance of resource-seeking extractive capital (foreign investments in 
the extraction of natural resources) and the commodities consensus (export 
of raw materials), among both neoliberal and progressive governments — 
analyzing their common elements as well as their differences. 

The Critical Development Series 
provides a forum for a global network 
of academic and non-academic 
activists in both the global north and 
the south to generate knowledge and 
ideas that can be used to promote and 
bring about transformative change 
and alternative development.

This is an essential resource for anyone 
interested in international development, 
political economy, the sociology and 
politics of development, and globalization, 
indigenous and environmental studies.

Print editions are not available 
for sale in the US & Canada from 
Practical Action Publishing

Development in Latin AmericaDevelopment in Latin America

Toward a New Future
Maristella SvampaMaristella Svampa

Development in Latin America explores the
contemporary development and resistance
dynamics of capitalist development — the
workings (on people and societies) of the world
capitalist system — in the context of Latin
America, where these dynamics have had their
most notable outcomes.

2019 • 160 pag es2019 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781788530910 PaperbackISBN 9781788530910 Paperback
£18 .95  • �21.95£18 .95  • �21.95
ISBN 9781788530927 HardbackISBN 9781788530927 Hardback
£46.95  • �52.95£46.95  • �52.95
ISBN 9781788530934 EPUBISBN 9781788530934 EPUB
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Critical Development 
Series
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AfghanistanAfghanistan
Chris JohnsonChris Johnson

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries and the major

development issues they face. Packed full of factual

information, photographs and maps, the guides

also focus on ordinary people and the impact that

historical, economic and environmental issues

have on their lives.

2004 • 96 pag es2004 • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855985035  PaperbackISBN 9780855985035  Paperback
£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9780855986513  PDFISBN 9780855986513  PDF
£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

BoliviaBolivia
Marcela Lopez LevyMarcela Lopez Levy

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries such as Bolivia

and the major development issues they face.

Packed full of factual information, photographs

and maps, the guides also focus on ordinary

people and the impact that historical, economic

and environmental issues have on their lives.

2001 • 96 pag es2001 • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855984557 PaperbackISBN 9780855984557 Paperback
£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9780855986650 PDFISBN 9780855986650 PDF
£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

BrazilBrazil
Jan RochaJan Rocha

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries such as Brazil,

and the major development issues they face.

Packed full of factual information, photographs

and maps, the guides also focus on ordinary

people and the impact that historical, economic

and environmental issues have on their lives.
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CambodiaCambodia
I. BrownI. Brown

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries such as

Cambodia, and the major development issues they

face. Packed full of factual information,

photographs and maps, the guides also focus on

ordinary people and the impact that historical,

economic and environmental issues have on their

lives.

2000 • 88  pag es2000 • 88  pag es
ISBN 9780855984304 PaperbackISBN 9780855984304 Paperback
£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9780855986728  PDFISBN 9780855986728  PDF
£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

Development in Latin AmericaDevelopment in Latin America

Toward a New Future
Maristella SvampaMaristella Svampa
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EthiopiaEthiopiaBreaking new ground
Ben ParkerBen Parker

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries and the major

development issues they face. Packed full of factual

information, photographs and maps, the guides

also focus on ordinary people and the impact that

historical, economic and environmental issues

have on their lives.
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£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

Development in Latin AmericaDevelopment in Latin America

Toward a New Future
Maristella SvampaMaristella Svampa

Development in Latin America explores the
contemporary development and resistance
dynamics of capitalist development — the
workings (on people and societies) of the world
capitalist system — in the context of Latin
America, where these dynamics have had their
most notable outcomes.

2019 • 160 pag es2019 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781788530910 PaperbackISBN 9781788530910 Paperback
£18 .95  • �21.95£18 .95  • �21.95
ISBN 9781788530927 HardbackISBN 9781788530927 Hardback
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ISBN 9781788530934 EPUBISBN 9781788530934 EPUB
ISBN 9781788530941 PDFISBN 9781788530941 PDF
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from Practical 
Action Publishing
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GhanaGhana
Rachel NaylorRachel Naylor

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries such as Ghana,

and the major development issues they face.

Packed full of factual information, photographs

and maps, the guides also focus on ordinary

people and the impact that historical, economic

and environmental issues have on their lives.

2000 • 88  pag es2000 • 88  pag es
ISBN 9780855984311 PaperbackISBN 9780855984311 Paperback
£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9780855987596 PDFISBN 9780855987596 PDF
£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

IndiaIndia
Pamela BhagatPamela Bhagat

This book reflects some of its rich and varied

experience of India and its people. Focusing on

particular problems facing the country -

environment, trade and aid - the book will look at

how people are working together to find

solutions.
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ISBN 9780855984953  PaperbackISBN 9780855984953  Paperback
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IndonesiaIndonesia
Nicola FrostNicola Frost

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries and the major

development issues they face. Packed full of factual

information, photographs and maps, the guides

also focus on ordinary people and the impact that

historical, economic and environmental issues

have on their lives.
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ISBN 9780855984816 PaperbackISBN 9780855984816 Paperback
£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
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£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

PakistanPakistan

Khavar Mumtaz and Yameema MithaKhavar Mumtaz and Yameema Mitha

This book provides a concise and lively

introduction to Pakistan and the major

development issues it faces. Packed full of factual

information, photographs and maps, the guide

also focuses on ordinary people and the impact

that historical, economic and environmental

issues have on their lives.
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ISBN 9780855984960 PaperbackISBN 9780855984960 Paperback
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PeruPeru
John CrabtreeJohn Crabtree

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries and the major

development issues they face. Packed full of factual

information, photographs, and maps, the guides

also focus on ordinary people and the impact that

historical, economic and environmental issues

have on their lives.

2002 • 96 pag es2002 • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855984823  PaperbackISBN 9780855984823  Paperback
£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9780855988210 PDFISBN 9780855988210 PDF
£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

UgandaUganda
Ian LeggetIan Legget

This outstanding series provides concise and

lively introductions to countries such as Uganda,

and the major development issues they face.

Packed full of factual information, photographs

and maps, the guides also focus on ordinary

people and the impact that historical, economic

and environmental issues have on their lives.

2001 • 88  pag es2001 • 88  pag es
ISBN 9780855984540 PaperbackISBN 9780855984540 Paperback
£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£9.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9780855988623  PDFISBN 9780855988623  PDF
£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78
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The Humanitarian Standards are a collection of the world’s leading 
standards initiatives, aiming to increase quality and accountability in 
humanitarian response.

Find them in your chosen format and language at 
practicalactionpublishing.com

Humanitarian 
StandardsHIGHLIGHT

The Sphere Handbook is the oldest initiative in the 
field of humanitarian standards. It has been field-
tested over twenty years and regularly updated. Its 
rights-based foundations ensure that people have the 
right to assistance, the right to life with dignity, the 
right to protection and security, and the right to fully 
participate in decisions related to their own recovery.
Available in English, French, Spanish and Arabic.

The LEGS Handbook provides a single set of 
standards and guidelines for appropriate and 
timely livestock-based livelihoods responses in 
emergencies around the world, using a participatory 
and evidence-based approach.
Available in English, French and Spanish.

The Minimum Economic Recovery Standards 
(MERS) are the internationally recognised 
consensus on best practices for building economic 
resilience for crisis-affected communities. SEEP 
have developed and refined MERS over a ten-year 
process with input from hundreds of organisations 
and practitioners.
Available in English, French, Spanish and Arabic.
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Action Against Small ArmsAction Against Small Arms
A resource and training handbook

Jim Coe and Henry SmithJim Coe and Henry Smith
This handbook is a resource which draws
together lessons from successful campaigns in
many parts of the world. It is primarily designed
to be a resource for civil-society organizations,
but should also be of use to anyone seeking to
develop more effective action against the spread
and misuse of small arms.

2003  • 218  pag es2003  • 218  pag es

ISBN 9780855986490 PDFISBN 9780855986490 PDF
£44.89 • �67.33  • $89.78£44.89 • �67.33  • $89.78  

Adaptive Management for ResilientAdaptive Management for Resilient
CommunitiesCommunities
Development in a volatile environment

Jodi SugdenJodi Sugden2016 • 12 pag es2016 • 12 pag es
ISBN 9781780447094 PDFISBN 9781780447094 PDF

Africa - Up in Smoke?Africa - Up in Smoke?
Andrew SimmsAndrew Simms

Copies of the Original 2005 Report and the 2006
Update Report from the Working Group on
Climate Change and Development.

2005  • 40 pag es2005  • 40 pag es
ISBN 9780855985950 PaperbackISBN 9780855985950 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95

Aiding Peace?Aiding Peace?
The Role of NGOs in Armed Conflict

Jonathan GoodhandJonathan Goodhand
Traditionally the primary function of NGOs has
been to mitigate the effects of war; providing
humanitarian aid and protection on the
peripheries of violent conflict. Recently there has
been an increased focus on the impact of
humanitarian aid in general, and to a lesser
extent on the impact of aid on conflict and peace
dynamics.

2006 • 247 pag es2006 • 247 pag es
ISBN 9781853396328  PaperbackISBN 9781853396328  Paperback
£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780441467 PDFISBN 9781780441467 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Beyond the HeadlinesBeyond the Headlines
Amelia BooksteinAmelia Bookstein

This book calls for the UN Security Council and
global leaders to galvanise the entire
international community to take action more
consistently, both to protect civilians and to
ensure the impartial delivery of humanitarian aid
on the basis of need, rather than political priority.

2003  • 56 pag es2003  • 56 pag es
ISBN 9780855985264 PaperbackISBN 9780855985264 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855986636 PDFISBN 9780855986636 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Building Back BetterBuilding Back Better
Delivering people-centred housing
reconstruction at scale

Michal LyonsMichal Lyons
This book asks whether large-scale
reconstruction can be participatory and
developmental; can rebuilding be truly people-
centred, contributing to breaking the cycle of
poverty and dependence? Can reconstruction
reduce people’s vulnerability to disasters and
other shocks?

2010 • 392 pag es2010 • 392 pag es
ISBN 9781853397011 PaperbackISBN 9781853397011 Paperback
£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780440064 PDFISBN 9781780440064 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

 

Adaptive Management for ResilientAdaptive Management for Resilient

CommunitiesCommunities

Development in a volatile environment

Jodi SugdenJodi Sugden

Short-term projects and linear management

approaches are often unsuitable for achieving

resilient development in the face of volatile

complexity. Adaptive management combined with

longer-term project funding has the potential to

deliver more appropriate development outcomes.

2016 • 12 pag es2016 • 12 pag es

ISBN 9781780447094 PDFISBN 9781780447094 PDF

Africa - Up in Smoke?Africa - Up in Smoke?
Andrew SimmsAndrew Simms

Climate change is happening, and it is affecting

livelihoods that depend on the natural

environment, which, in Africa, means nearly

everyone. However, even without adequate support,

far from being passive victims, people recognise

even small changes in climate, and are taking

steps to respond to them.

2005  • 60 pag es2005  • 60 pag es

ISBN 9780855986520 PDFISBN 9780855986520 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Action Against Small ArmsAction Against Small Arms

A resource and training handbook

Jim Coe and Henry SmithJim Coe and Henry Smith

This handbook is a resource which draws

together lessons from successful campaigns in

many parts of the world. It is primarily designed

to be a resource for civil-society organizations,

but should also be of use to anyone seeking to

develop more effective action against the spread

and misuse of small arms.

2003  • 218  pag es2003  • 218  pag es
ISBN 9780855984977 PaperbackISBN 9780855984977 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9780855986490 PDFISBN 9780855986490 PDF
£44.89 • �67.33  • $89.78£44.89 • �67.33  • $89.78
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Building Trust in Diverse TeamsBuilding Trust in Diverse Teams

Edited by ECB Building TrustEdited by ECB Building Trust
Building Trust in Diverse Teams supports
humanitarian practitioners, human-resource
departments and regional and head-office
emergency professionals as they improve team
effectiveness during an emergency and ultimately
improve their ability to save lives.

2007 • 136 pag es2007 • 136 pag es

ISBN 9780855986704 PDFISBN 9780855986704 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Cash-Transfer Programming inCash-Transfer Programming in
EmergenciesEmergencies

Edited by OxfamEdited by Oxfam
This book presents the rationale behind cash-
transfer programmes, explaining how to assess
whether cash is the most appropriate response to
any particular emergency. The guidelines are
primarily intended for NGO personnel:
programme managers, food-security specialists,
public-health engineers, finance staff and
logisticians.

2006 • 116 pag es2006 • 116 pag es
ISBN 9780855985639 PaperbackISBN 9780855985639 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855986742 PDFISBN 9780855986742 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Climate Change and ThreatenedClimate Change and Threatened
CommunitiesCommunities
Vulnerability, Capacity, and Action

Edited by A. Peter Castro, Dan Taylor andEdited by A. Peter Castro, Dan Taylor and
David W. BrokenshaDavid W. Brokensha
This book presents 15 case studies and a variety of
approaches to document the capacities and
constraints to be encountered among
communities facing changing climates in
Bangladesh, Cameroon, Canada, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Italy, Malawi, Mexico,
Mozambique, Peru, South Africa, Sudan, United
States, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe.

2012 • 224 pag es2012 • 224 pag es
ISBN 9781853397356 PaperbackISBN 9781853397356 Paperback
£19.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£19.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781853397257 HardbackISBN 9781853397257 Hardback
£49.95  • �75 .95  • $99.95£49.95  • �75 .95  • $99.95
ISBN 9781780447353  EPUBISBN 9781780447353  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447254 PDFISBN 9781780447254 PDF
£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00

Community-Based Adaptation to ClimateCommunity-Based Adaptation to Climate
ChangeChange
Emerging lessons

Edited by Jonathan Ensor, Rachel BergerEdited by Jonathan Ensor, Rachel Berger
and Saleemul Huqand Saleemul Huq
The findings in Community-Based Adaptation to
Climate Change reflect on experiences of CBA in
practice, building on current academic research to
frame lessons for adaptation planning in
developing countries

2014 • 244 pag es2014 • 244 pag es
ISBN 9781853397912 PaperbackISBN 9781853397912 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781853397905  HardbackISBN 9781853397905  Hardback
£34.95  • �53 .95  • $71.95£34.95  • �53 .95  • $71.95
ISBN 9781780447919 EPUBISBN 9781780447919 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447902 PDFISBN 9781780447902 PDF
£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

 

Contribution au changementContribution au changement
Approche pour l’évaluation du rôle d’une
intervention dans le relèvement après une
catastrophe

Roger Few, Daniel McAvoy, MarcelaRoger Few, Daniel McAvoy, Marcela
Tarazona and Vivien Margaret WaldenTarazona and Vivien Margaret Walden
Le guide Contribution au changement est destiné
aux responsables humanitaires et au personnel de
terrain, ainsi qu’aux chercheurs spécialisés dans
l’aide humanitaire et le développement
international.

2014 • 120 pag es2014 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9781853398346 PaperbackISBN 9781853398346 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781853398339 HardbackISBN 9781853398339 Hardback
£29.95  • �38 .95  • $51.95£29.95  • �38 .95  • $51.95
ISBN 9781780448343  EPUBISBN 9781780448343  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448336 PDFISBN 9781780448336 PDF
£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

Contribution to ChangeContribution to Change
An approach to evaluating the role of
intervention in disaster recovery

Roger Few, Daniel McAvoy, MarcelaRoger Few, Daniel McAvoy, Marcela
Tarazona and Vivien Margaret WaldenTarazona and Vivien Margaret Walden
Contribution to Change provides a reliable and
practical method for identifying the contribution
an agency makes to changes to people’s lives in
the recovery period following disasters and
should be read by humanitarian managers and
field staff, as well as by researchers into
humanitarian relief and international
development.

2014 • 120 pag es2014 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9781853398124 PaperbackISBN 9781853398124 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781853398117 HardbackISBN 9781853398117 Hardback
£29.95  • �38 .95  • $51.95£29.95  • �38 .95  • $51.95
ISBN 9781780444871 EPUBISBN 9781780444871 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448114 PDFISBN 9781780448114 PDF
£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

Building Trust in Diverse TeamsBuilding Trust in Diverse Teams

Edited by ECB Building TrustEdited by ECB Building Trust

Building Trust in Diverse Teams supports

humanitarian practitioners, human-resource

departments and regional and head-office

emergency professionals as they improve team

effectiveness during an emergency and ultimately

improve their ability to save lives.

2007 • 136 pag es2007 • 136 pag es
ISBN 9780855986155  PaperbackISBN 9780855986155  Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855986704 PDFISBN 9780855986704 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28
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Development, Women and WarDevelopment, Women and War

Edited by Haleh Afshar and DeborahEdited by Haleh Afshar and Deborah
EadeEade
This selection of essays presents an overview of
different feminist approaches to peace building
and conflict resolution and puts forward concrete
policy measures to achieve these ends.

2004 • 400 pag es2004 • 400 pag es
ISBN 9780855984878  PaperbackISBN 9780855984878  Paperback
£24.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£24.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855987039 PDFISBN 9780855987039 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Disaster Risk Management andDisaster Risk Management and
Reconstruction in Latin AmericaReconstruction in Latin America
A technical guide

Bárbara Montoro and Pedro FerradasBárbara Montoro and Pedro Ferradas
This revised manual is an important resource for
all involved in humanitarian disaster response
and planning and is important reading for
development professionals and generally for all
who are involved in humanitarian disaster risk
response and planning.

2014 • 128  pag es2014 • 128  pag es
ISBN 9781853396724 PaperbackISBN 9781853396724 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780446721 PDFISBN 9781780446721 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Effective Consultancies in DevelopmentEffective Consultancies in Development
and Humanitarian Programmesand Humanitarian Programmes

John Rowley and Frances RubinJohn Rowley and Frances Rubin
This guide to good consultancy practice is
unusual in two respects: its focus is consultancy
work in the international development sector; and
it describes the process from the perspectives of
both clients and consultants, helping each side to
understand what the other does.

2006 • 112 pag es2006 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855985004 PaperbackISBN 9780855985004 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987091 PDFISBN 9780855987091 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

 

El derecho a sobrevivirEl derecho a sobrevivir
El reto humanitario del siglo XXI

Ben Heaven TaylorBen Heaven Taylor
El derecho a sobrevivir sostiene que el reto
humanitario del siglo XXI exige un cambio
radical en la cantidad de recursos dedicados a
salvar vidas en situaciones de emergencia y en la
calidad y la naturaleza de la respuesta
humanitaria.

2009 • 140 pag es2009 • 140 pag es
ISBN 9780855986445  PaperbackISBN 9780855986445  Paperback
£14.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95£14.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987107 PDFISBN 9780855987107 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

 

El Manual EsferaEl Manual Esfera
Carta Humanitaria y normas minimas
para la respuesta humanitaria

Sphere AssociationSphere Association
El Manual Esfera presenta un enfoque basado en
principios para abordar la calidad y la rendición
de cuentas en las respuestas humanitarias.
Traduce a la práctica la convicción fundamental
de Esfera de que todas las personas afectadas por
desastres o conflictos tienen derecho a una vida
con dignidad y a recibir asistencia humanitaria.

2018  • 454 pag es2018  • 454 pag es
ISBN 9781908176424 PaperbackISBN 9781908176424 Paperback
£15 .95  • �19.95  • $23 .95£15 .95  • �19.95  • $23 .95
ISBN 9781908176622 EPUBISBN 9781908176622 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781908176721 PDFISBN 9781908176721 PDF

Emergency Market Mapping andEmergency Market Mapping and
Analysis ToolkitAnalysis Toolkit
People, markets and emergency response

Mike AlbuMike Albu
The focus of this manual is on simple visual,
graphical and largely qualitative ways of
describing the impact of the emergency on people
and on the critical market systems upon which
they most rely. The manual also includes a free
CD-ROM of the Toolkit and supplementary
materials.

2010 • 232 pag es2010 • 232 pag es

ISBN 9781780440484 PDFISBN 9781780440484 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Emergency Market Mapping andEmergency Market Mapping and

Analysis ToolkitAnalysis Toolkit

People, markets and emergency response

Mike AlbuMike Albu

The focus of this manual is on simple visual,

graphical and largely qualitative ways of

describing the impact of the emergency on people

and on the critical market systems upon which

they most rely. The manual also includes a free

CD-ROM of the Toolkit and supplementary

materials.

2010 • 232 pag es2010 • 232 pag es
ISBN 9781853396991 PaperbackISBN 9781853396991 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780440484 PDFISBN 9781780440484 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83
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EMMA: le guide pratiqueEMMA: le guide pratique
Analyse et cartographie des marchés en
état d’urgence

Mike AlbuMike Albu
L'accent est mis sur les moyens simples visuelle,
graphiques et essentiellement qualitatives de
décrire l'impact de la crise sur les personnes et sur
??les systèmes critiques du marché sur lequel ils
comptent plus. Le manuel comprend également un
CD-ROM gratuit de la boîte à outils et des
matériaux supplémentaires.

2011 • 272 pag es2011 • 272 pag es

ISBN 9781780440125  PDFISBN 9781780440125  PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Engineering in EmergenciesEngineering in Emergencies
A practical guide for relief workers

Edited by Jan Davis and Robert LambertEdited by Jan Davis and Robert Lambert
Engineering in Emergencies is a hugely
successful practical handbook for all relief
workers involved in giving humanitarian
assistance. It provides the information needed to
implement an effective engineering response in
the aftermath of an emergency.

2002 • 738  pag es2002 • 738  pag es
ISBN 9781853395215  PaperbackISBN 9781853395215  Paperback
£39.95  • �44.95  • $59.95£39.95  • �44.95  • $59.95
ISBN 9781780441139 PDFISBN 9781780441139 PDF
£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

Extreme EmergenciesExtreme Emergencies
Humanitarian assistance to civilian
populations following chemical,
biological, radiological, nuclear and
explosive incidents -- a sourcebook

Anthea SanyasiAnthea Sanyasi
The book draws together key international
expertise and experience. It explains emergency
planning, management and safety issues; gives
guidance on the range of hazards, their
characteristics, clinical effects and required
treatment; and offers detailed resource
information on equipment, training issues and
relevant support organizations.

2004 • 240 pag es2004 • 240 pag es
ISBN 9781853396021 PaperbackISBN 9781853396021 Paperback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781780444901 PDFISBN 9781780444901 PDF
£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33

For a Safer TomorrowFor a Safer Tomorrow
Ed CairnsEd Cairns

This report, based on Oxfam International’s
experience in most of the world’s conflicts, sets out
an ambitious agenda to protect civilians through
combining local, national, and regional action
with far more consistent international support.

2008  • 148  pag es2008  • 148  pag es
ISBN 9780855986308  PaperbackISBN 9780855986308  Paperback
£14.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95£14.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987213  PDFISBN 9780855987213  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Foreign TerritoryForeign Territory
The Internationalisation of EU Asylum
Policy

David McKeever, Jessica Scultz andDavid McKeever, Jessica Scultz and
Sophia SwithernSophia Swithern
European Union asylum policy is shifting
overseas. The politicisation of asylum-related
issues and the desire to manage migration are the
forces behind a wave of new internationalised
initiatives which could have a serious impact on
the lives of refugees.

2005  • 144 pag es2005  • 144 pag es
ISBN 9780855985578  PaperbackISBN 9780855985578  Paperback
£14.95  • �11.95  • $17.95£14.95  • �11.95  • $17.95
ISBN 9780855987237 PDFISBN 9780855987237 PDF
£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78£17.89 • �26.83  • $35 .78

From Vulnerability to ResilienceFrom Vulnerability to Resilience
A framework for analysis and action to
build community resilience

Katherine PasteurKatherine Pasteur
This book sets out the key factors that contribute
to peoples’ vulnerability: exposure to hazards and
stresses, fragile livelihoods, future uncertainty
and weak governance and is of relevance to
practitioners (NGOs and local government staff),
researchers, and policy makers working in
livelihoods, disaster management and climate
change adaptation.

2011 • 128  pag es2011 • 128  pag es
ISBN 9781853397189 PaperbackISBN 9781853397189 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780440583  PDFISBN 9781780440583  PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

EMMA: le guide pratiqueEMMA: le guide pratique

Analyse et cartographie des marchés en

état d’urgence

Mike AlbuMike Albu

L'accent est mis sur les moyens simples visuelle,

graphiques et essentiellement qualitatives de

décrire l'impact de la crise sur les personnes et sur

??les systèmes critiques du marché sur lequel ils

comptent plus. Le manuel comprend également un

CD-ROM gratuit de la boîte à outils et des

matériaux supplémentaires.

2011 • 272 pag es2011 • 272 pag es
ISBN 9781853397288  PaperbackISBN 9781853397288  Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780440125  PDFISBN 9781780440125  PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83
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Gender, Development, and HumanitarianGender, Development, and Humanitarian
WorkWork

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
While the difficulties of integrating gender equity
goals into interventions are acknowledged, the
authors argue that gender-blind responses can
further endanger the survival of women and their
families and their long term position in society
and also deny them the opportunity of exercising
their potential as peace-builders.

2001 • 100 pag es2001 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9780855984571 PaperbackISBN 9780855984571 Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987404 PDFISBN 9780855987404 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Gender, Peacebuilding, andGender, Peacebuilding, and
ReconstructionReconstruction

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This collection explores conflict prevention
through development projects when resources are
scarce, and agreements between groups come
under strain. Other activities take place to arrest
existing conflicts, by forming alliances across
warring forces - the authors argue that women
play a significant but underestimated role in this
type of work.

2004 • 112 pag es2004 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855985332 PaperbackISBN 9780855985332 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987527 PDFISBN 9780855987527 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Gender Dimensions in DisasterGender Dimensions in Disaster
ManagementManagement
A Guide for South Asia

Madhavi AriyabanduMadhavi Ariyabandu
This is the first book to look at gender issues in
disasters in the context of South Asia, where
disasters have a crucial impact on the
development process. It shows how exploring the
specific capacities and vulnerabilities of men and
women in disaster situations will improve the
chance of success in development projects.

2005  • 176 pag es2005  • 176 pag es
ISBN 9781853396076 PaperbackISBN 9781853396076 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780445465  PDFISBN 9781780445465  PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

The Guide to the HAP StandardThe Guide to the HAP Standard
Humanitarian Accountability and Quality
Management

Edited by HAP InternationalEdited by HAP International
This guide provides everything needed for
humanitarian agencies and practitioners who
want to improve their accountability and quality
systems and are aiming for HAP certification. It
will also be useful to government departments and
international bodies interested in accountability
and good practice in the humanitarian sector.

2008  • 252 pag es2008  • 252 pag es
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Hacia la ResilienciaHacia la Resiliencia
Guía para la Reducción del Riesgo de
Desastres y Adaptación al Cambio
Climático

Marilise Turnbull, Charlotte Sterrett andMarilise Turnbull, Charlotte Sterrett and
Amy HilleboeAmy Hilleboe
Toward Resilience: A Guide to Disaster Risk
Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation is an
introductory resource for development and
humanitarian practitioners working with
populations at risk of disasters and other impacts
of climate change.
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The Humanitarian CompanionThe Humanitarian Companion
A guide for international aid, development
and human rights workers

John EhrenreichJohn Ehrenreich
Written with both the new humanitarian worker
and the experienced veteran in mind, the book
deals in turn with the main stages of a
humanitarian assignment. It deals with safety
and security in the field, staying healthy,
managing stress, coping with the trauma of
others, and dealing with returning home at the
end of an assignment.
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Humanitarian Accountability and Quality

Management

Edited by HAP InternationalEdited by HAP International

This guide provides everything needed for

humanitarian agencies and practitioners who

want to improve their accountability and quality

systems and are aiming for HAP certification. It

will also be useful to government departments and

international bodies interested in accountability

and good practice in the humanitarian sector.
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Humanitarian Needs AssessmentHumanitarian Needs Assessment
The Good Enough Guide

Paul CurrionPaul Currion
This guide is essential reading for field staff
carrying out assessments after a humanitarian
crisis; it should also be read by humanitarian
policy makers, students, lecturers and researchers.
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Impact Measurement and AccountabilityImpact Measurement and Accountability
in Emergenciesin Emergencies
The Good Enough Guide

Edited by OxfamEdited by Oxfam
This pocket guide presents methods for putting
impact measurement and accountability into
practice. It is aimed at humanitarian
practitioners, project officers and managers and
draws on the work of field staff, NGOs and inter-
agency initiatives including Sphere, ALNAP,
HAP International, and People In Aid.
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Improving the Safety of CiviliansImproving the Safety of Civilians

Edited by OxfamEdited by Oxfam
This book is an innovative tool which
strengthens the capacity of humanitarian field
workers to improve civilian safety through
humanitarian programmes. The materials are
designed for use by experienced facilitators, who
have some knowledge of protection issues, to train
emergency response teams.
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Lessons from AcehLessons from Aceh
Key considerations in post-disaster
reconstruction

Jo da SilvaJo da Silva
This book is targeted at decision-makers and
advisers to help them make informed decisions to
reduce risk in future responses. Also of interest to
built environment professionals, it looks at the
way in which reconstruction can act as a catalyst
to recovery, contribute to long-term development
and reduce vulnerability to future disasters.
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Listening to the DisplacedListening to the Displaced
Action Research in the conflict zones of
Sri Lanka

Kerry DemuszKerry Demusz
Oxfam, in partnership with Save the Children,
conducted a series of annual surveys of the
effectiveness of NGO relief efforts in northern Sri
Lanka. The results of these surveys were used to
inform and improve the relief programme, to
make it more responsive to the needs of the
displaced communities.
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Loin des camérasLoin des caméras
Un programme d’action pour protéger les
civils dans le conflits négligés

Amelia BooksteinAmelia Bookstein
Oxfam appelle le Conseil de sécurité de l'ONU et
les dirigeants mondiaux à galvaniser la
communauté internationale à prendre des
mesures plus cohérente, à la fois pour protéger les
civils et d'assurer la livraison de l'aide
humanitaire impartiale sur la base des besoins,
plutôt que priorité politique.
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Improving the Safety of CiviliansImproving the Safety of Civilians

Edited by OxfamEdited by Oxfam

This book is an innovative tool which

strengthens the capacity of humanitarian field

workers to improve civilian safety through

humanitarian programmes. The materials are

designed for use by experienced facilitators, who

have some knowledge of protection issues, to train

emergency response teams.
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Managing Humanitarian InnovationManaging Humanitarian Innovation
The cutting edge of aid

Edited by Eric James and Abigail TaylorEdited by Eric James and Abigail Taylor
Managing Humanitarian Innovation presents a
new approach to transform the way
humanitarian logistics are conducted. Innovation
in logistics includes disrupting and improving
supply chains through the use of technology and
engaging people to manage this approach. The
book discusses what innovation is, and strategies
for supporting it.
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Managing Humanitarian Relief 2ndManaging Humanitarian Relief 2nd
EditionEdition

Edited by Eric JamesEdited by Eric James
Managing Humanitarian Relief is aimed at the
relief worker who in the midst of these complex
situations is putting together a programme of
action to help people in extreme crisis. It provides
humanitarian relief managers with a single
comprehensive reference for many of the
management issues they are likely to encounter in
the field.
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Le Manuel SphèreLe Manuel Sphère
La charte humanitaire et les standards
minimums de l'intervention humanitaires

Sphere AssociationSphere Association
Le manuel Sphère présente des principes de
qualité et de redevabilité dans les interventions
humanitaires. Il s’agit d’une traduction pratique
de la conviction fondamentale de Sphère selon
laquelle toutes les personnes touchées par une
catastrophe ou un conflit ont le droit de vivre dans
la dignité et de bénéficier de l’aide humanitaire.
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Mesure de l'impact et redevabilite enMesure de l'impact et redevabilite en
situation de secours d'urgencesituation de secours d'urgence
le Guide Suffsament Bon

OxfamOxfam
This pocket guide presents methods for putting
impact measurement and accountability into
practice. It is aimed at humanitarian
practitioners, project officers and managers and
draws on the work of field staff, NGOs and inter-
agency initiatives including Sphere, ALNAP,
HAP International, and People In Aid.
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Minimum Economic Recovery StandardsMinimum Economic Recovery Standards
3rd Edition3rd Edition

Edited by The SEEP NetworkEdited by The SEEP Network
The Minimum Economic Recovery Standards,
developed and revised through the joint efforts of
more than 90 agencies and over 175 practitioners,
represent an industry consensus on economic
recovery for the humanitarian sector.
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Minimum Economic Recovery StandardsMinimum Economic Recovery Standards
3rd Edition Arabic3rd Edition Arabic

The SEEP NetworkThe SEEP Network
The Minimum Economic Recovery Standards,
developed and revised through the joint efforts of
more than 90 agencies and over 175 practitioners,
represent an industry consensus on economic
recovery for the humanitarian sector.
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Normas mínimas para la recuperaciónNormas mínimas para la recuperación
económica 3rd Editioneconómica 3rd Edition

The SEEP NetworkThe SEEP Network
En la actualidad, MERS están consideradas como
parte integrante de la Cooperación de Normas
Humanitarias, compuesta por el Proyecto Esfera y
sus Normas complementarias, que fomentan de
manera colaborativa el carácter complementario
de las distintas normas técnicas y ofrecen
recursos basados en pruebas para diferentes áreas
de la ayuda humanitaria.
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Normes minimales pour le relèvementNormes minimales pour le relèvement
économique 3rd Editionéconomique 3rd Edition

The SEEP NetworkThe SEEP Network
Aujourd’hui, MERS sont reconnues comme
faisant partie intégrante du Partenariat pour les
standards humanitaires, constitué du projet
Sphère et de ses standards associés, qui ensemble
promeuvent la complémentarité des normes
techniques et fournissent des ressources fondées
sur la preuve dans de multiples domaines
d’interventions humanitaires.
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Pour des lendemains plus sûrsPour des lendemains plus sûrs
Protéger les civils dans un monde
multipolaire

Ed CairnsEd Cairns
Ce rapport, basé sur l'expérience d'Oxfam
International dans la plupart des conflits dans le
monde, définit un programme ambitieux visant à
protéger les civils en combinant l'action locale,
nationale et régionale avec un soutien
international beaucoup plus cohérent.
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ProtectionProtection
An ALNAP guide for humanitarian
agencies

Hugo Slim and Andrew BonwickHugo Slim and Andrew Bonwick
This guide gives essential advice and insights to
humanitarian practitioners who are involved in
providing safety and protecting vulnerable people
in war and disaster.
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Right to SurviveRight to Survive
The Humanitarian Challenge in the
twenty -first Century

Ben Heaven TaylorBen Heaven Taylor
This book shows that the humanitarian
challenge of the 21st century demands a change
in the resources devoted to saving lives in
emergencies and in the quality and nature of
humanitarian response. Whether or not there is
sufficient will to do this will be one of the defining
features of our age – and will dictate whether
millions live or die.
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Risk-Mapping and Local CapacitiesRisk-Mapping and Local Capacities
Lessons from Mexico and Central
America

Monica TrujilloMonica Trujillo
This working paper maps the range of natural
hazards and other risks to which people in
Mexico and Central America are exposed and
relates these to the complex social, economic,
political and cultural factors that make some
social sectors more critically vulnerable than
others in emergencies.
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Shattered LivesShattered Lives
The case for tough international arms
control

Debbie HillyerDebbie Hillyer
Oxfam, Amnesty International, and the IANSA
have together launched an international
campaign calling for effective arms controls to
make people genuinely safer from the threat of
armed violence. This volume provides hard-
hitting analysis of how abuse of small arms
across the world is fuelling poverty and suffering.
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The Sphere HandbookThe Sphere Handbook
Humanitarian Charter and Minimum
Standards in Humanitarian Response

Sphere AssociationSphere Association
The Sphere Project is an initiative to determine
and promote standards by which the global
community responds to the plight of people
affected by disasters. The new edition of the
Sphere Project’s Handbook updates the qualitative
and quantitative indicators and guidance notes
and improves the overall structure and
consistency of the text.
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Still Standing?Still Standing?
Looking back at reconstruction and
disaster risk reduction in housing

Edited by Theo Schilderman and EleanorEdited by Theo Schilderman and Eleanor
ParkerParker
This book describes the stories of the project
beneficiaries and how their houses have changed,
within contexts that have kept changing too. Still
Standing? is essential reading for architects and
engineers involved in humanitarian fieldwork as
well as students and researchers concerned with
disaster risk reduction.
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Supporting Communities Affected bySupporting Communities Affected by
ViolenceViolence
A casebook from South Africa

Craig Higson-SmithCraig Higson-Smith
As a guide for NGO interventions this book
outlines a framework in work with children,
youth, women and local leadership; the principles
of intervention, and the fundamental elements
that have contributed to success. The framework is
relevant to a broad range of societies which have
been damaged by civil conflict.
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Humanitarian Charter and Minimum
Standards in Humanitarian Response

Sphere AssociationSphere Association
The Sphere Project is an initiative to determine
and promote standards by which the global
community responds to the plight of people
affected by disasters. The new edition of the
Sphere Project’s Handbook updates the qualitative
and quantitative indicators and guidance notes
and improves the overall structure and
consistency of the text.
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Toward ResilienceToward Resilience
A guide to disaster risk reduction and
climate change adaptation

Marilise Turnbull, Charlotte Sterrett andMarilise Turnbull, Charlotte Sterrett and
Amy HilleboeAmy Hilleboe
Toward Resilience: A Guide to Disaster Risk
Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation is an
introductory resource for development and
humanitarian practitioners working with
populations at risk of disasters and other impacts
of climate change.
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Una contribución al cambioUna contribución al cambio
Enfoque para evaluar el papel de la
intervención en la recuperación ante
desastres

Roger Few, Daniel McAvoy, MarcelaRoger Few, Daniel McAvoy, Marcela
Tarazona and Vivien Margaret WaldenTarazona and Vivien Margaret Walden
La guía Una contribución al cambio está dirigida
a responsables humanitarios y personal sobre el
terreno así como a investigadores especializados
en la ayuda humanitaria y el desarrollo
internacional.
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Uncertain FuturesUncertain Futures
Adapting development to a changing
climate

Jonathan EnsorJonathan Ensor
This book argues that as greenhouse gas
emissions continue to accumulate, a ‘business as
usual’ approach to development practice is
increasingly inadequate and securing adaptive
capacity becomes more urgent. This book should
be read by donor agencies, policy makers, NGO
practitioners, and academics of development
studies and the environment.
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Understanding Climate ChangeUnderstanding Climate Change
AdaptationAdaptation
Lessons from community-based
approaches

Jonathan Ensor and Rachel BergerJonathan Ensor and Rachel Berger
This book asks, how can agencies assist local
communities adapting to change? By what
mechanisms can communities make the most of
emerging information? Can effective community-
based approaches be scaled up? It is essential
reading for NGO practitioners, students,
government and NGO policy makers who wish to
gain an understanding of adaptation.
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Vers la RésilienceVers la Résilience
un guide pour la Réduction des Risques de
Catastrophes et l’Adaptation au
Changement Climatique

Marilise Turnbull, Charlotte Sterrett andMarilise Turnbull, Charlotte Sterrett and
Amy HilleboeAmy Hilleboe
Vers Résilience: Un guide pour la prévention des
catastrophes et adaptation au changement
climatique est une ressource d'introduction pour le
développement et les acteurs humanitaires
travaillant avec les populations à risque de
catastrophes et d'autres effets du changement
climatique.
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Agricultural Value Chain FinanceAgricultural Value Chain FinanceTools and Lessons

Calvin Miller and Linda JonesCalvin Miller and Linda JonesThis book is essential reading for agribusinessleaders and technical staff, bankers andcooperative leaders working in agriculture, NGOand microfinance development practitioners,researchers and policy makers. Published inassociation with FAO.

2010 • 192 pag es2010 • 192 pag esISBN 9781853397028  PaperbackISBN 9781853397028  Paperback£18 .95  • �29.95  • $39.95£18 .95  • �29.95  • $39.95ISBN 9781780440514 PDFISBN 9781780440514 PDF£39.95  • �59.92 • $79.90£39.95  • �59.92 • $79.90

The Aid ChainThe Aid ChainCoercion and Commitment inDevelopment NGOs

Tina Wallace, Lisa Bornstein andTina Wallace, Lisa Bornstein andJennifer ChapmanJennifer ChapmanThis study examines whether the existing aidprocesses widely used by donors and NGOs areeffective in tackling poverty and exclusion andshows how the fast changing aid sector hasencouraged the mainstreaming of a managerialapproach that does not admit of any analysis ofpower relations or cultural diversity.

2007 • 224 pag es2007 • 224 pag esISBN 9781853396267 PaperbackISBN 9781853396267 Paperback£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95ISBN 9781780440019 PDFISBN 9781780440019 PDF£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

As Though People MatteredAs Though People MatteredA prospect for Britain

John Davis and Alan BollardJohn Davis and Alan BollardThis revised limited edition has beencommissioned to highlight the continuingrelevance of the central message of this book. Ittells what is happening today, in Britain, in themove towards a sustainable world of strong localcommunities, abundant small-scale enterpriseand the ‘conserver’ society. Small is happening!

2013  • 174 pag es2013  • 174 pag esISBN 9781853398100 PaperbackISBN 9781853398100 Paperback£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95ISBN 9781853398094 HardbackISBN 9781853398094 Hardback£29.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95£29.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95ISBN 9781780448091 PDFISBN 9781780448091 PDF£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33

Basic Accounting for CommunityBasic Accounting for CommunityOrganizations and Small GroupsOrganizations and Small GroupsA practical guideJohn CammackJohn CammackBasic Accounting offers a step-by-step guide tobasic accounting and financial managementtechniques. It is written in plain language forpeople who have no previous experience ofaccounting and book-keeping.This book shouldbe useful to any small group that needs to keepaccurate records of its financial transactions.

2014 • 172 pag es2014 • 172 pag esISBN 9781853398216 PaperbackISBN 9781853398216 Paperback£16.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£16.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95ISBN 9781853398209 HardbackISBN 9781853398209 Hardback£32.95  • �47.95  • $63 .95£32.95  • �47.95  • $63 .95ISBN 9781780448206 PDFISBN 9781780448206 PDF£55 .91 • �83 .87 • $111.83£55 .91 • �83 .87 • $111.83

Basic Accounting for Small GroupsBasic Accounting for Small Groups

John CammackJohn CammackUsing simple case-studies the author shows howto: construct a budget and cash-flow forecastrecord and control cash payments, draw up ananalysed cash book and a receipts and paymentsaccount, operate a bank account, prepare a budgetand actual statement.

2003  • 156 pag es2003  • 156 pag esISBN 9780855984731 PaperbackISBN 9780855984731 Paperback£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95ISBN 9780855986582 PDFISBN 9780855986582 PDF£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Beyond Micro-CreditBeyond Micro-CreditPutting development back into micro-finance

Thomas Fisher and M S SriramThomas Fisher and M S SriramBeyond Micro-Credit sets out how Indian Micro-Finance Initiatives are combining micro-financewith a wide range of development goals, theseinclude not only poverty alleviation throughproviding savings, credit and insurance servicesbut also promoting livelihoods, empoweringwomen, building people's organizations andchanging institutions.

2002 • 392 pag es2002 • 392 pag esISBN 9780855984885  PaperbackISBN 9780855984885  Paperback£24.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£24.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95 What Works for Africa’s 
Poorest Children?HIGHLIGHT

Hundreds of millions of 
vulnerable children remain 
trapped in extreme poverty. This 
is especially the case in Africa, 
where children account for the 
majority and growing proportion 
of the population. 

Some social policies and 
programmes have proved successful 
in alleviating the burden of child 
poverty and deprivation. In addition 
to being vitally important in 
protecting children’s rights, these 
policies and programmes embody 
the international community’s 
commitment to achieving the SDGs 
and ensuring no one is left behind.

What Works for Africa’s Poorest Children? From Measurement to Action 
identifies the social policies and programmes that are most effective in 
supporting Africa’s poorest and most vulnerable children, and examines 
the key features underpinning their documented success. It provides 
cutting edge examples on how we can identify child poverty and 
deprivation, analyses innovative ultra-poor child sensitive programmes, 
and provides new public financing and governance rights suggestions 
for child poverty elimination.
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Agricultural Value Chain FinanceAgricultural Value Chain Finance
Tools and Lessons

Calvin Miller and Linda JonesCalvin Miller and Linda Jones
This book is essential reading for agribusiness
leaders and technical staff, bankers and
cooperative leaders working in agriculture, NGO
and microfinance development practitioners,
researchers and policy makers. Published in
association with FAO.

2010 • 192 pag es2010 • 192 pag es
ISBN 9781853397028  PaperbackISBN 9781853397028  Paperback
£18 .95  • �29.95  • $39.95£18 .95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780440514 PDFISBN 9781780440514 PDF
£39.95  • �59.92 • $79.90£39.95  • �59.92 • $79.90

The Aid ChainThe Aid Chain
Coercion and Commitment in
Development NGOs

Tina Wallace, Lisa Bornstein andTina Wallace, Lisa Bornstein and
Jennifer ChapmanJennifer Chapman
This study examines whether the existing aid
processes widely used by donors and NGOs are
effective in tackling poverty and exclusion and
shows how the fast changing aid sector has
encouraged the mainstreaming of a managerial
approach that does not admit of any analysis of
power relations or cultural diversity.

2007 • 224 pag es2007 • 224 pag es
ISBN 9781853396267 PaperbackISBN 9781853396267 Paperback
£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780440019 PDFISBN 9781780440019 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

As Though People MatteredAs Though People Mattered
A prospect for Britain

John Davis and Alan BollardJohn Davis and Alan Bollard
This revised limited edition has been
commissioned to highlight the continuing
relevance of the central message of this book. It
tells what is happening today, in Britain, in the
move towards a sustainable world of strong local
communities, abundant small-scale enterprise
and the ‘conserver’ society. Small is happening!

2013  • 174 pag es2013  • 174 pag es
ISBN 9781853398100 PaperbackISBN 9781853398100 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781853398094 HardbackISBN 9781853398094 Hardback
£29.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95£29.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95
ISBN 9781780448091 PDFISBN 9781780448091 PDF
£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33

Basic Accounting for CommunityBasic Accounting for Community
Organizations and Small GroupsOrganizations and Small Groups
A practical guide

John CammackJohn Cammack
Basic Accounting offers a step-by-step guide to
basic accounting and financial management
techniques. It is written in plain language for
people who have no previous experience of
accounting and book-keeping.This book should
be useful to any small group that needs to keep
accurate records of its financial transactions.

2014 • 172 pag es2014 • 172 pag es
ISBN 9781853398216 PaperbackISBN 9781853398216 Paperback
£16.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£16.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9781853398209 HardbackISBN 9781853398209 Hardback
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£55 .91 • �83 .87 • $111.83£55 .91 • �83 .87 • $111.83

Basic Accounting for Small GroupsBasic Accounting for Small Groups

John CammackJohn Cammack
Using simple case-studies the author shows how
to: construct a budget and cash-flow forecast
record and control cash payments, draw up an
analysed cash book and a receipts and payments
account, operate a bank account, prepare a budget
and actual statement.
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Beyond Micro-CreditBeyond Micro-Credit
Putting development back into micro-
finance

Thomas Fisher and M S SriramThomas Fisher and M S Sriram
Beyond Micro-Credit sets out how Indian Micro-
Finance Initiatives are combining micro-finance
with a wide range of development goals, these
include not only poverty alleviation through
providing savings, credit and insurance services
but also promoting livelihoods, empowering
women, building people's organizations and
changing institutions.

2002 • 392 pag es2002 • 392 pag es
ISBN 9780855984885  PaperbackISBN 9780855984885  Paperback
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Basic Accounting for Small GroupsBasic Accounting for Small Groups

John CammackJohn Cammack

Using simple case-studies the author shows how

to: construct a budget and cash-flow forecast

record and control cash payments, draw up an

analysed cash book and a receipts and payments

account, operate a bank account, prepare a budget

and actual statement.
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Building Businesses With SmallBuilding Businesses With Small
ProducersProducers
Successful business development services
in Africa, Asia and Latin America

Edited by Sunita Kapila and Donald MeadEdited by Sunita Kapila and Donald Mead
This book presents the findings and a
comparative analysis of seven case studies that
challenge current beliefs about good practice in
the provision of business development services
(BDS) to small and microenterprises. The book
also highlights issues concerning the assessment
of impact, sustainability and cost-effectiveness of
such services.

2002 • 224 pag es2002 • 224 pag es
ISBN 9781853394942 PaperbackISBN 9781853394942 Paperback
£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
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£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Building Capacity through FinancialBuilding Capacity through Financial
ManagementManagement

John CammackJohn Cammack
This guide provides an overview of financial
management and the practical tools that can help
build the financial capacity of non-profit
organisations and is intended for managers and
trustees of non-profit organisations, providing
tools and techniques for them to build financial
systems and assess another organisation's
financial capacity.

2007 • 148  pag es2007 • 148  pag es
ISBN 9780855985769 PaperbackISBN 9780855985769 Paperback
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£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Building Financial Management CapacityBuilding Financial Management Capacity
for NGOs and Community Organizationsfor NGOs and Community Organizations
A practical guide

John CammackJohn Cammack
Building Financial Management Capacity
presents practical ways to build financial
management capacity in an international
development context.It is written for (NGOs),
larger community-based organizations (CBOs),
and charities. It provides challenging questions,
both for their own organization and for the way
in which they work with others.

2014 • 196 pag es2014 • 196 pag es
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Business Development ServicesBusiness Development Services
A review of international experience

Jacob LevitskyJacob Levitsky
This book provides a wide review of experience of
donor agencies in designing and implementing
business development services for small and
medium enterprises (SME).They explore new and
innovative approaches to achieving sustainable
BDS services and ways of achieving greater cost-
effectiveness in their delivery.
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The Business of Doing GoodThe Business of Doing Good
Insights from one social enterprise's
journey to deliver on good intentions

Anton Simanowitz and Katherine KnottsAnton Simanowitz and Katherine Knotts
The Business of Doing Good charts the course of
one remarkable and profitable social enterprise
(AMK) that has, with single-minded purpose,
made radical choices and reached deep into rural
Cambodia, touching the lives of almost two
million people living in poverty.
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Candlemaking for ProfitCandlemaking for Profit
A practical guide for small-scale producers

Robert AleyRobert Aley
Candlemaking for Profit covers the various
materials and methods used in candlemaking. It
includes step-by-step illustrations to explain
methods appropriate for small-scale production.
It advises on different wax types, wicks, dyes and
scents and gives advice on dealing with material
suppliers.
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Citizen-led Innovation for a NewCitizen-led Innovation for a New
EconomyEconomy

Edited by Alison Mathie and JohnEdited by Alison Mathie and John
GaventaGaventa
This collection of eleven cases from Canada and
the United States gives expression to the ideal of a
new economy based on fairness and
environmental sustainability; illustrating a new
way of working, tying economic justice to the
creation of multiple types of environmental,
economic and social assets or forms of wealth.
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Co-operative SuccessCo-operative Success
What makes group enterprise succeed

Malcolm Harper and A K RoyMalcolm Harper and A K Roy
The main body of the text consists of case studies
showing the range of co-operatives in operation
and providing raw material for analysis. The
study is directed towards co-operatives which
prioritize poverty alleviation over economic
success.
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Commercial and Inclusive Value ChainsCommercial and Inclusive Value Chains
Doing good and doing well

Edited by Malcolm Harper, John Belt andEdited by Malcolm Harper, John Belt and
Rajeev RoyRajeev Roy
Commercial and Inclusive Value Chains includes
case studies on fifteen profitable and inclusive
value chains from different countries in Western,
Eastern and North Eastern Africa, and from
India, Cambodia, Peru.
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Communicating Financial ManagementCommunicating Financial Management
with Non-finance Peoplewith Non-finance People
A manual for international development
workers

John CammackJohn Cammack
This book helps people speak and write financial
information better, avoiding jargon, and
preventing their listeners from ‘switching off’. It
explains why messages about finance may not be
received as they were intended when working
cross-culturally and outlines how information
can be tailored to different audiences.
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Connecting the First MileConnecting the First Mile
Investigating Best Practices for ICTs and
Information Sharing for Development

Surmaya Talyarkhan, David GrimshawSurmaya Talyarkhan, David Grimshaw
and Lucky Loweand Lucky Lowe
This paper summarizes the findings from a
research project conducted by ITDG and Cranfield
School of Management (Bedford, UK) into using
ICTs (like the Internet or mobile telephony) to
share information with people at grassroots level
- "connecting the first mile".
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Conversations with PractitionersConversations with Practitioners
The Challenges of Market-led
Microfinance

Edited by Guy WinshipEdited by Guy Winship
This is a collection of interviews with
microfinance practitioners and specialists
discussing the challenges facing microfinance
institutions as they attempt to become more
market-oriented, competitive and sustainable.
Microfinance practitioners can read the
views,experiences, successes and failures of their
peers as well as advice from 'experts'.
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Development, Divinity and DharmaDevelopment, Divinity and Dharma
The role of religion in development and
microfinance institutions

Malcolm Harper, DSK Rao and AshisMalcolm Harper, DSK Rao and Ashis
Kumar SahuKumar Sahu
The book examines Hindu, Christian and Muslim
institutions in India and in Pakistan. Its main
focus is the Shri Kshetra Dharmasthala Rural
Development programme, which has changed the
lives of almost half a million people, through
social and economic development programmes
which are motivated by religious faith.
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Development and the Challenge ofDevelopment and the Challenge of
GlobalizationGlobalization

Peter Newell, Andrew Scott and Shirin RaiPeter Newell, Andrew Scott and Shirin Rai
The aim of this book is to take a critical look at
the trends associated with globalization and
assess what they mean for traditional practices of
development.. The approach is to focus on the
actors, institutions and processes by which the
relationship between globalization and poverty is
mediated.
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Digital PovertyDigital Poverty
Latin American and Caribbean
Perspectives

Edited by Hernan Galperin and JudithEdited by Hernan Galperin and Judith
MariscalMariscal
This book is the first publication of the Regional
Dialogue on the Information Society (REDIS-
DIRSI), a network of leading researchers
concerned with the creation and dissemination of
knowledge that supports effective participation in
the Information Society by the poor and
marginalized communities of Latin America and
the Caribbean.
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Doing the Rights ThingDoing the Rights Thing
Rights-based development and Latin
American NGOs

Maxine MolyneuxMaxine Molyneux
The authors examine the ways in which rights-
based strategies have been understood in
development practice in Latin America. They
stress the political and personal nature of
development û especially the importance of
enabling people to make their own demands of
the state and other institutions.
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Electricity in Households andElectricity in Households and
MicroenterprisesMicroenterprises

Joy ClancyJoy Clancy
This book aims to provide help in gaining
accessibility to electricity for those living in rural
communities. The book begins with a brief
introduction to the national grid and then focuses
on some of the possibilities for independent
production of electricity in quantities used by
households, micro-enterprises and small
communities.
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Electricity Services in Remote RuralElectricity Services in Remote Rural
CommunitiesCommunities
The Small Enterprise Model

Teodoro SanchezTeodoro Sanchez
This book describes the design and use of a
particular management model for electricity
services in isolated rural communities. This model
was designed with the clear objective of efficient
financial and technical management, taking into
account the social and economic environment
and the committed participation of the
community.
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Energy For Rural LivelihoodsEnergy For Rural Livelihoods
A framework for sustainable decision
making

Alison Doig, Yacob Mulugetta, SimonAlison Doig, Yacob Mulugetta, Simon
Dunnett, Tim Jackson and SmailDunnett, Tim Jackson and Smail
KhennasKhennas
This manual presents a range of analytical
techniques to assist in evaluating and comparing
energy technology options from a variety of
important perspectives, and demonstrates how
integrating technical, economic, social,
institutional and environmental criteria forms
the basis of 'good practice'in rural energy
planning and policy development.
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Expanding the Frontier in Rural FinanceExpanding the Frontier in Rural Finance
Financial Linkages and Strategic
Alliances

Maria PaguraMaria Pagura
This book shows how formal financial
institutions and companies use a variety of less
formal, often rural, organizations to overcome the
information and enforcement problems of serving
rural clients and is of interest to al involved in
rural development, financing economic
development, and innovation.
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Exploring the Links BetweenExploring the Links Between
International Business and PovertyInternational Business and Poverty
ReductionReduction

Jason ClayJason Clay
This report is a contribution to the debates among
the wider business community, governments,
civil-society organisations, and academics who
seek to understand how the wealth, employment,
and products that a large company creates could
bring increased benefits to people living in
poverty.
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Extreme Poverty, Growth and InequalityExtreme Poverty, Growth and Inequality
in Bangladeshin Bangladesh

Edited by Joe Devine, Geof D. Wood,Edited by Joe Devine, Geof D. Wood,
Zulfiqar Ali and Shamsul AlamZulfiqar Ali and Shamsul Alam
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Financial and Market Integration ofFinancial and Market Integration of
Vulnerable PeopleVulnerable People
Lessons from development programmes

Edited by Linda JonesEdited by Linda Jones
Financial and Market Integration of Vulnerable
People provides examples of some promising
solutions including the ‘push–pull’ model of
supporting supply and linking up to demand;
cash transfers; graduation models; and vouchers
for smallholder agricultural technologies.
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Fuelling Economic GrowthFuelling Economic Growth
The Role of Public-Private Sector
Research in Development

Edited by Michael Graham and Jean WooEdited by Michael Graham and Jean Woo
Case studies from Argentina, China, Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Tanzania, Peru, the Philippines and
Vietnam examine how policies have been
developed and implemented to encourage
innovation, as research and development carried
out by the private sector becomes more important
for innovations that have economic potential.
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Extreme Poverty, Growth and InequalityExtreme Poverty, Growth and Inequality

in Bangladeshin Bangladesh

Edited by Joe Devine, Geof D. Wood,Edited by Joe Devine, Geof D. Wood,

Zulfiqar Ali and Shamsul AlamZulfiqar Ali and Shamsul Alam

This book is unique in that it focuses on extreme

poverty. It brings together contributions from

both academics and policy makers to address

fundamental questions such as what difference

does it make if we talk of extreme poverty as

opposed to other more moderate forms of poverty?
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Gender, Development, and MoneyGender, Development, and Money

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
Focusing upon microfinance and micro-credit
issues, the contributors to this volume ask just
what role does earning play in transforming the
power relations between men and women? How
far does a change in gender roles affect beliefs
about who has the power in the household, the
marketplace or that state?
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Gender, Development, and TradeGender, Development, and Trade

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This book shows how women are finding ways to
influence national and international trade policy
agendas in developed countries and are joining
forces in global forums to campaign for reforms
over trade agreements on agricultural products,
intellectual property, and the movement of
migrant labour
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Gender, Development and PovertyGender, Development and Poverty

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This book examines how gender inequalities
impact on people's experiences of poverty and
demonstrates the importance of integrating
gender analysis into development initiatives.
Covering a range of issues including macro-level
neo-liberal restructuring, poverty reduction
strategies, gender budgets, education, HIV/AIDS,
globalization and poverty.
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In search of solutions
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How Africa WorksHow Africa Works
Occupational change, identity and
morality

Edited by Deborah BrycesonEdited by Deborah Bryceson
How Africa Works probes occupational change,
identity, and social morality, challenging the
view that development is secured through a
market or a state-led path. It reveals insights into
the interaction between states, markets,
communities and households. Important reading
for students, academics and policy makers
working on Africa.
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Industrial Competitiveness in AfricaIndustrial Competitiveness in Africa
Lessons from East Asia

Sanjaya Lall and Erika Kraemer-MbulaSanjaya Lall and Erika Kraemer-Mbula
This book describes Africa’s position within the
current industrial global setting and analyses the
recent performance of African manufacturing
relative to that of other developing regions. It
points out the urgency of reconsidering current
African industrial strategy and evolving a new
strategy focused on building capabilities.
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The Global Child Poverty ChallengeThe Global Child Poverty Challenge

In search of solutions

Edited by Richard MorganEdited by Richard Morgan

With findings from a variety of settings, this book

calls for the recognition of children as holders of

rights and agents in their own development. It

points to the experience of children living in

poverty and draws attention to their roles: as

learners, as migrants, users of financial services

and entrants to the world of work.
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Islamic MicrofinanceIslamic Microfinance
Shari'ah compliant and sustainable?

Edited by Malcolm Harper and AjazEdited by Malcolm Harper and Ajaz
Ahmed KhanAhmed Khan
Islamic Microfinance critically examines the
performance of fifteen institutions and
demonstrate how Islamic methods can efficiently
satisfy the needs of some types of client but not all.
It asks which types of products are affordable and
beneficial, for which purposes and for whom.
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Managing Developmental Civil SocietyManaging Developmental Civil Society
OrganizationsOrganizations

Richard HollowayRichard Holloway
Managing Developmental Civil Society
Organizations highlights the alternative vision
that CSOs bring to their countries’ problems and
how this can inspire effective service provision
and advocacy, as well as holding government
accountable for what has been promised but not
delivered.
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Mapping the Shift in BusinessMapping the Shift in Business
Development ServicesDevelopment Services
Making markets work for the poor

Malcolm Harper and Jim TanburnMalcolm Harper and Jim Tanburn
This book illustrates the radical changes that
have taken place in the evolution of assistance to
small businesses and microfinance. It shows how
to make markets really work, how to reduce
dependence on donor agencies and illustrates
critical issues, new findings and radical changes
with a wealth of wide-ranging material.
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Mastering the Machine RevisitedMastering the Machine Revisited
Poverty, aid and technology

Ian SmillieIan Smillie
Mastering the Machine Revisited is about the
connection between poverty, aid and technology.
It is about the search driven today by greater
extreme poverty than has ever been known, and
by a realization that the technologies applied to
the problem have severe limitations.
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Measuring Poverty in NigeriaMeasuring Poverty in Nigeria

Sofo Ali-Akpajiak and Toni PykeSofo Ali-Akpajiak and Toni Pyke
This report collates findings which surveys
aspects of poverty in Nigeria from social, political,
economic, environmental, and technological
perspectives. Measuring Poverty in Nigeria should
prove useful to development organizations and
other representatives of civil society engaged in
promoting good governance in Nigeria,
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Micro- and Small Enterprises in LatinMicro- and Small Enterprises in Latin
AmericaAmerica
Experience of business development
services

Edited by Jacob Levitsky and LeneEdited by Jacob Levitsky and Lene
Hojmark MikkelsenHojmark Mikkelsen
This publication should be of special interest to
all people working on programmes related to
small enterprise development, including
representatives of business associations, financial
institutions, universities, business schools,
research organisations,
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MicrofinanceMicrofinance
Evolution, achievement and challenges

Edited by Malcolm HarperEdited by Malcolm Harper
Selected by Malcolm Harper, this compilation on
the major developments in microfinance in the
last twelve years, show how certain aspects of the
field have changed dramatically, the issues that
have continued throughout the period to
preoccupy practitioners and policy makers, and
critical and worrying concerns about the future of
microfinance.
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Microfinance Self-Help Groups in IndiaMicrofinance Self-Help Groups in India

Frances SinhaFrances Sinha
For the first time, detailed field research probes
beneath the surface of world-renowned SHGs. It
explores both social and financial performance in
the SHG movement. This text reveals that whilst
there are important achievements, especially on
the social side, without more strategic attention
and more resources these are unlikely to be
sustainable.
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Modelling the Impact of TradeModelling the Impact of Trade
LiberalisationLiberalisation
A Critigue of Computable General
Equilibrium Models

Lance TaylorLance Taylor
This hard-hitting research report presents a
rigorous critique of the most widely used trade
models based on computable general equilibrium
(or CGE) models. The report appeals for honest
simulation strategies showing a variety of
possible outcomes, which would enable policy-
makers to assess the different scenarios for
themselves.
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Money with a Mission Volume 1Money with a Mission Volume 1
Microfinance and Poverty Reduction

James Copestake, Martin Greeley, SusanJames Copestake, Martin Greeley, Susan
Johnson, Naila Kabeer and AntonJohnson, Naila Kabeer and Anton
SimanowitzSimanowitz
This book presents the findings of a five-year
action research programme into how far poverty-
oriented microfinance institutions (MFIs) in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America are contributing
to global poverty reduction, and how they can do
so more effectively.
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Money with a Mission Volume 2Money with a Mission Volume 2
Managing the Social Performance of
Microfinance

Edited by Alyson Brody, Martin GreeleyEdited by Alyson Brody, Martin Greeley
and Katie Wright-Revolledoand Katie Wright-Revolledo
This book reflects the implications of a social
performance management agenda for the
perspective of twelve partners from Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Europe, who participated in a
three-year microfinance action-research
programme known as Imp-Act
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Paying the PricePaying the Price
Arabella FraserArabella Fraser

The time for action is running out. 2005 offered
an historic opportunity for rich countries to make
good on their promises to finance the MDGs
effectively.In 2005 the Global Call for Action
Against Poverty told world leaders that this
injustice is not inevitable: they can make poverty
history - if they act now.
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Performance ManagementPerformance Management
A handbook for small business banks and
microfinance institutions

Prinny AndersonPrinny Anderson
Arising from years of experience in banks and
microfinance institutions throughout developing
economies, this book provides insights,
approaches, and examples relevant for
professionals in these markets. It should be read
by staff of banks and microfinance institutions,
as well as NGOs and aid agencies engaged in
promoting microfinance.
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Policy Entrepreneurship for PovertyPolicy Entrepreneurship for Poverty
ReductionReduction
Bridging Research and Policy in
International Development

Edited by Julius Court and Simon MaxwellEdited by Julius Court and Simon Maxwell
Together these papers add new perspectives and a
host of lessons on the science and the art of
bridging research and policy, focusing on African
Politics; Poverty Reduction; Primary Education;
Aid and Finance.
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The Poor and their MoneyThe Poor and their Money
Microfinance from a twenty-first century
consumer's perspective

Stuart RutherfordStuart Rutherford
Building on the huge acclaim that followed its
first publication, this second edition brings
readers up to date with microfinance
developments; SHGs,, village banks, and
microfinance. The book’s clarity and avoidance of
jargon make it appealing not only to
microfinance students and practitioners, but to
general readers as well.
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Practical MicrofinancePractical MicrofinanceA training manual

Malcolm HarperMalcolm Harper
This training manual is designed to meet the
needs of those who train staff for banks, MFIs and
NGOs. It will enable them to provide effective
training for those who work, or may in the future
work, in the field of microfinance.
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Producer OrganisationsProducer Organisations

Chris Penrose-BuckleyChris Penrose-Buckley
The book provides step-by-step guidance for
development practitioners, managers, and all
those interested in how development
organisations can help small-scale producers
build effective collective businesses.
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Public Services Through PrivatePublic Services Through Private
EnterpriseEnterprise
Micro-privatization for improved delivery

Malcolm HarperMalcolm Harper
This important book suggests a strategy to
overcome what appears to be an otherwise
hopeless situation - 'micro-privatization'.To
illustrate the efficacy of this strategy, Malcolm
Harper presents case studies, which amply
demonstrate that micro-privatization is practical
anywhere.
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Rigged Rules and Double StandardsRigged Rules and Double Standards

Kevin WatkinsKevin Watkins
Oxfam's campaign, Make Trade Fair, aims to
change world trade rules so that trade can make a
real difference in the fight against global poverty.
This report gives comprehensive research
findings and analysis, presenting a powerful case
for changes in trade laws, and a reform agenda to
make these changes happen.
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Savings Groups at the FrontierSavings Groups at the Frontier

Edited by Candace NelsonEdited by Candace Nelson
Maximum transparency, a profitable structure for
saving, access to small loans and an annual lump
sum of capital are the hallmarks of the Savings
Group methodology. The outcome: empowered
groups, made up mostly of women, who manage
themselves as tiny financial institutions.Today
there are Savings Groups in 60 countries with
over 6 million members
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Small Business Services in AsianSmall Business Services in Asian
CountriesCountries

Jacob LevitskyJacob Levitsky
Small Business Services in Asian Countries
brings together presentations made at the
meeting organized by the Donor Agency
Committee for Small Enterprise Development
held in Hanoi, Vietnam in April 2000. The book
opens with a comprehensive introduction.
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Small Customers, Big MarketSmall Customers, Big Market
Commercial Banks in Microfinance

Malcolm HarperMalcolm Harper
This book shows commercial bankers that they
can profitably provide microfinance services to
the poor, and foreign aid donors, policymakers,
NGO staff and microfinance practitioners that it
is often quicker, less expensive and more effective
for micro-finance services to be provided by
commercial banks than by specialist
microfinance institutions.
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Social Investment and Economic GrowthSocial Investment and Economic Growth
A Strategy to Eradicate Poverty

Patrick WattPatrick Watt
This book argues with examples that absolute
poverty is not an inevitable consequence of
economic growth, that equitable economic growth
is necessary to secure the eradication of
poverty,and that the benefits of economic growth
need to be invested in developing socio-political
structures that can foster sustainable democracy
and accountability.
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Speaking OutSpeaking Out
Case studies on how poor people influence
decision making

Edited by Jo Rowlands and Nikki van derEdited by Jo Rowlands and Nikki van der
GaagGaag
This book covers issues ranging from local
community budget monitoring to popular
mobilisation and media work; addressing a lack
of voice and ability to speak out against injustice
can make a big difference to people's ability to
work towards a point where poor and
marginalised women and men are more powerful
and able to access their rights.
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The State They're InThe State They're In
An Agenda for International Action on
Poverty in Africa

Matthew LockwoodMatthew Lockwood
This book draws on a substantial body of
research to argue that much thinking on Africa -
from both official donors and from international
NGOs alike - is flawed, because that thinking
either does not recognize or does not draw out the
implications of the central role of politics and the
state in Africa’s development problems.
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Strengthening Rural LivelihoodsStrengthening Rural Livelihoods
The impact of information and
communication technologies in Asia

Edited by David Grimshaw and ShaliniEdited by David Grimshaw and Shalini
KalaKala
This book provides significant new insights into
how to overcome the challenges of
mainstreaming ICTs into rural livelihoods and
more effectively measuring its effects. It will
appeal to academics, civil society organizations,
practitioners and students who are interested in
what works and what doesn’t work when
applying ICTs to rural livelihoods.
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Telecentres, Access, and Development:Telecentres, Access, and Development:
Experience and Lessons from Uganda and
South Africa

Sarah ParkinsonSarah Parkinson
The book is based on a review of national policy
and implementation strategies, case studies of
community ICT-access centres, and an analysis
of the links between national strategies and on-
the-ground experiences from 1996 through 2003.
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Value Chains in DevelopmentValue Chains in Development
Emerging Theory and Practice

Edited by Linda JonesEdited by Linda Jones
Value Chains in Development charts the rise of
value chain analysis from the sub-sector
approach and takes the long view of a discipline
that has recently become an essential tool for
economic progress in developing countries. It is
essential background for students and
practitioners of the market-based approaches to
development.
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Village Savings and Loan AssociationsVillage Savings and Loan Associations
A Practical Guide

Hugh Allen and Mark StaehleHugh Allen and Mark Staehle
This manual provides a concise guide to how to
set up and run a village savings and loan
association and is based on over 15 years of
research and development experience.
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What Works for Africa's PoorestWhat Works for Africa's Poorest
Programmes and policies for the extreme
poor

Edited by David Lawson, David Hulme andEdited by David Lawson, David Hulme and
Lawrence K. Ado-KofieLawrence K. Ado-Kofie
Well-designed microfinance can help poor people
improve their lives but generally such
programmes do not reach the poorest. As a result,
NGOs and donors have started to mount
programmes explicitly targeting the extreme poor,
the poorest and the ultra-poor. This book
examines such initiatives and identifies ‘what
works for the poorest’ in Africa.
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What works for Africa's Poorest ChildrenWhat works for Africa's Poorest Children
From measurement to action

David Lawson and Diego AngemiDavid Lawson and Diego Angemi
What Works for Africa’s Poorest Children? From
Measurement to Action provides cutting edge
examples on how we can identify child poverty
and deprivation, analyses innovative ultra-poor
child sensitive programmes, and provides new
public financing and governance rights
suggestions for child poverty elimination.
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What Works for the Poorest?What Works for the Poorest?
Poverty reduction programmes for the
world's extreme poor

Edited by David Lawson, David Hulme,Edited by David Lawson, David Hulme,
Imran Matin and Karen MooreImran Matin and Karen Moore
This book is the first attempt to examine ‘what
works for the poorest’ and analyses innovative
ultra-poor programmes from around the world
and explores the lessons that emerge from this
important body of knowledge. It should be read by
staff of donor agencies and NGOs, students of
development studies who are concerned about
chronic poverty.
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What's Wrong with Microfinance?What's Wrong with Microfinance?

Thomas Dichter and Malcolm HarperThomas Dichter and Malcolm Harper
The authors sound a timely and overdue warning
to governments, bankers, donors and the general
public and urges people to pause, reassess their
expectations, re-think some policies and to
recognise that microfinance is never a panacea
and may sometimes be actively damaging to its
intended customers.
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Wheels of TradeWheels of Trade
Developing markets for business services

Edited by Jim Tanburn and MilenaEdited by Jim Tanburn and Milena
HilemanHileman
This book presents findings from the ILO's FIT
programme to define and explore a different
approach to the provision of Business
Development Services (BDS), showing that some
services can be provided sustainably, and defined
ways in which for-profit providers can be
supported to provide more services, to a higher
standard.
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Who Counts?Who Counts?
The power of participatory statistics

Edited by Jeremy HollandEdited by Jeremy Holland
This book seeks to provide impetus for a step
change in the adoption and mainstreaming of
participatory statistics within international
development practice. The time has come for
participatory statistics to be recognised as the first
and best option for a “win win” approach to data
generation and analysis.
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You Pay for What You GetYou Pay for What You Get
From budget financing to result based
payments

Markus ArbenzMarkus Arbenz
In this book four case studies from ex-Soviet
Union, Asia and Africa illustrate how
development projects put their claim into practice.
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¦ese essential training guides present practical ways to communicate 
and build financial management capacity and knowledge across the 
international development sector, and in government, commercial, 
faithbased, and non-profit sectors.

�e guides set out clear and accessible ways of designing, planning, 
delivering, and evaluating, when training across cultures and include 
toolkits of activities, and helpful responses and tips for trainers.

Financial 
management trainingHIGHLIGHT
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Basic Accounting for CommunityBasic Accounting for Community
Organizations and Small GroupsOrganizations and Small Groups
A practical guide

John CammackJohn Cammack
Basic Accounting offers a step-by-step guide to
basic accounting and financial management
techniques. It is written in plain language for
people who have no previous experience of
accounting and book-keeping.This book should
be useful to any small group that needs to keep
accurate records of its financial transactions.
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Bridging Research and Policy inBridging Research and Policy in
DevelopmentDevelopment
Evidence and the change process

Julius CourtJulius Court
This book reviews what we do already know and
provides a conceptual framework for future
research. Through four case studies, ranging from
local to international and from theory to practice,
it explores the vital importance of cultures and
structures, people, places and timing.
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Building Financial Management CapacityBuilding Financial Management Capacity
for NGOs and Community Organizationsfor NGOs and Community Organizations
A practical guide

John CammackJohn Cammack
Building Financial Management Capacity
presents practical ways to build financial
management capacity in an international
development context.It is written for (NGOs),
larger community-based organizations (CBOs),
and charities. It provides challenging questions,
both for their own organization and for the way
in which they work with others.
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Communicating Financial ManagementCommunicating Financial Management
with Non-finance Peoplewith Non-finance People
A manual for international development
workers

John CammackJohn Cammack
This book helps people speak and write financial
information better, avoiding jargon, and
preventing their listeners from ‘switching off’. It
explains why messages about finance may not be
received as they were intended when working
cross-culturally and outlines how information
can be tailored to different audiences.
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Developing Adult LiteracyDeveloping Adult Literacy

Juliet McCafferyJuliet McCaffery
This book will help those who plan and develop
literacy initiatives; using case studies from
literacy programmes in many countries including
Egypt, India, Indonesia, Mali, Nigeria, the
Philippines and Uganda, it demonstrates the
importance of literacy, its power to improve lives,
and the role literacy plays in social and economic
development.
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Development and the LearningDevelopment and the Learning
OrganisationOrganisation
Essays from Development in Practice

Laura Roper, Jethro Pettit and DeborahLaura Roper, Jethro Pettit and Deborah
EadeEade
This book presents contributions from
development scholars and practitioners from a
range of institutional backgrounds around the
world, some introducing new approaches and
models, others offering critical case studies of
individual and group learning practice across
cultures, and organizational efforts to put theory
into practice
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Development Methods and ApproachesDevelopment Methods and Approaches
Critical reflections

Deborah EadeDeborah Eade
This book explores some of the middle ground
between such values-based approaches and the
methods and techniques that the agencies adopt.
The selection offers critical assessments of
fashionable tools such as Participatory Rural
Appraisal and Logical Framework.
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Gender Equality, HIV, and AIDSGender Equality, HIV, and AIDS
A Challenge for the Education Sector

Edited by Sheila Aikman, ElaineEdited by Sheila Aikman, Elaine
Unterhalter and Tania BolerUnterhalter and Tania Boler
The book shows that while gender inequalities in
society are driving aspects of the HIV epidemic,
democratic learning environments informed by
evidence-based policy, implemented with
leadership for transforming deeply held values
and beliefs regarding sexual behaviour and
sexuality can be empowering.
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Hands On TechnologyHands On Technology
Understanding sustainability

James PittJames Pitt
Appropriate "green" technologies are sometimes
regarded as a second-rate solution but "Hands On
Technology" challenges this concept by
presenting real-life examples of successful
appropriate technology stories from around the
world in this video package.
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In a NutshellIn a Nutshell
Addressing sustainability and citizenship
issues through food processing

Ali FarrellAli Farrell
A practical, teacher-friendly booklet providing a
motivating and relevant context for learning
about food manufacture designed for teaching 14-
16 year olds (UK key stage 4). In a Nutshell
provides information about food processing and
small-scale industrial practices, exemplified
through case studies of peanut butter production
in Zimbabwe.
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In the Public InterestIn the Public Interest
Bethan EmmettBethan Emmett

This report shows that building public services in
developing countries is at the heart of making
poverty history.
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Indigenous Knowledge Development inIndigenous Knowledge Development in
BangladeshBangladesh
Present and Future

Paul SillitoePaul Sillitoe
If development is to continue to involve outside
mediated interventions, in the belief that
foreigners have knowledge and resources that can
assist in relieving the degrading poverty endured
by millions, the policymakers, scientists and
bureaucrats need better to appreciate indigenous
knowledge both before and while intervening
locally.
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Gender Equality, HIV, and AIDSGender Equality, HIV, and AIDS

A Challenge for the Education Sector

Edited by Sheila Aikman, ElaineEdited by Sheila Aikman, Elaine

Unterhalter and Tania BolerUnterhalter and Tania Boler

The book shows that while gender inequalities in

society are driving aspects of the HIV epidemic,

democratic learning environments informed by

evidence-based policy, implemented with

leadership for transforming deeply held values

and beliefs regarding sexual behaviour and

sexuality can be empowering.
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Hands On Food, Water and FinanceHands On Food, Water and Finance

Emma JudgeEmma Judge

Appropriate 'green' technologies are sometimes

regarded as a second-rate solution but this series

challenges this concept by presenting real-life

examples of successful appropriate technology

stories. Hands On - Food, Water and Finance

looks at innovations in agriculture, food

processing, water and sanitation and small

business development.
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In the Public InterestIn the Public Interest
Bethan EmmettBethan Emmett

This report shows that building public services in

developing countries is at the heart of making

poverty history. Doing this could transform the

lives of millions of people - and, with political

leadership, is well within the grasp of our

generation.
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Indigenous Knowledge Development inIndigenous Knowledge Development in

BangladeshBangladesh

Present and Future
Paul SillitoePaul Sillitoe

If development is to continue to involve outside

mediated interventions, in the belief that

foreigners have knowledge and resources that can

assist in relieving the degrading poverty endured

by millions, the policymakers, scientists and

bureaucrats need better to appreciate indigenous

knowledge both before and while intervening

locally.
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Indigenous Knowledge InquiriesIndigenous Knowledge Inquiries
A methodologies manual for development
programmes and projects

Paul Sillitoe, Peter Dixon and Julian BarrPaul Sillitoe, Peter Dixon and Julian Barr
This book covers computer aided analysis of
qualitative data and the use of cross-cultural
research staff, and is grounded in
anthropological and development research and
contemporary reflective practice. Whatever your
interest in indigenous knowledge you will find
this book a fascinating and insightful handbook.
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Learning Endogenous DevelopmentLearning Endogenous Development
Building on Bio-Cultural Diversity

Edited by COMPASEdited by COMPAS
This book provides ideas, guidelines, and
examples of how to put endogenous development
into practice. It also shows how field staff can be
helped to learn, and how training or learning
activities can best be organized, to support
endogenous development.
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Making Good Local Governance GrowMaking Good Local Governance Grow
Improving local governance through
equitable sustainable natual resource
management

Patrick Robinson and Sara WehrliPatrick Robinson and Sara Wehrli
"Making Good Governance Grow" presents
experiences of participatory natural resource
management based on four case studies from
Helvetas projects in Bhutan, Guatemala, Mali and
the Dominican Republic.
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Methods in Development ResearchMethods in Development Research
Combining qualitative and quantitative
approaches

Edited by Jeremy Holland and JohnEdited by Jeremy Holland and John
CampbellCampbell
This book situates current development research
issues squarely within debates about development
policy and social research and it will help begin
the process of defining best practice in the use of
participatory/ qualitative and quantitative
methods of considerable interest to academics,
practitioners and policy makers.
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A Networked Research ApproachA Networked Research Approach
A guide to conducting research in a
network setting

Kate CzuczmanKate Czuczman
The international development agenda remains
dominated by economic and institutional
priorities of the North. Research used to determine
and justify development priorities should be both
Southern-driven and Southern-based. This book
fully reflects southern-driven networking
principles for policymakers and development
practitioners.
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ISBN 9781853396618  PaperbackISBN 9781853396618  Paperback
£12.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95£12.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95

The Oxfam Education ReportThe Oxfam Education Report

Kevin WatkinsKevin Watkins
This comprehensive report focuses on the fact that
millions of people in poor countries remain
uneducated and illiterate - which prevents them
from developing the skills they need to escape
poverty. The book looks at the underlying causes
of the problem and sets out a clear agenda for
reform.

2000 • 240 pag es2000 • 240 pag es
ISBN 9780855984281 PaperbackISBN 9780855984281 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95

Indigenous Knowledge InquiriesIndigenous Knowledge Inquiries

A methodologies manual for development

programmes and projects

Paul Sillitoe, Peter Dixon and Julian BarrPaul Sillitoe, Peter Dixon and Julian Barr

This book covers computer aided analysis of

qualitative data and the use of cross-cultural

research staff, and is grounded in

anthropological and development research and

contemporary reflective practice. Whatever your

interest in indigenous knowledge you will find

this book a fascinating and insightful handbook.

2005  • 416 pag es2005  • 416 pag es
ISBN 9781853395710 PaperbackISBN 9781853395710 Paperback
£29.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£29.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781780441191 PDFISBN 9781780441191 PDF
£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33

Learning Endogenous DevelopmentLearning Endogenous Development

Building on Bio-Cultural Diversity

Edited by COMPASEdited by COMPAS

This book provides ideas, guidelines, and

examples of how to put endogenous development

into practice. It also shows how field staff can be

helped to learn, and how training or learning

activities can best be organized, to support

endogenous development.

2007 • 264 pag es2007 • 264 pag es
ISBN 9781853396649 PaperbackISBN 9781853396649 Paperback
£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780445298  PDFISBN 9781780445298  PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Making Good Local Governance GrowMaking Good Local Governance Grow

Improving local governance through

equitable sustainable natual resource

management

Patrick Robinson and Sara WehrliPatrick Robinson and Sara Wehrli

Making Good Governance Grow presents

experiences of participatory natural resource

management based on four case studies from

Helvetas projects in Bhutan, Guatemala, Mali and

the Dominican Republic.

2009 • 80 pag es2009 • 80 pag es
ISBN 9781853396977 PaperbackISBN 9781853396977 Paperback
£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780440637 PDFISBN 9781780440637 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

A Networked Research ApproachA Networked Research Approach

A guide to conducting research in a

network setting

Kate CzuczmanKate Czuczman

The international development agenda remains

dominated by economic and institutional

priorities of the North. Research used to determine

and justify development priorities should be both

Southern-driven and Southern-based. This book

fully reflects southern-driven networking

principles for policymakers and development

practitioners.

2006 • 60 pag es2006 • 60 pag es
ISBN 9781853396618  PaperbackISBN 9781853396618  Paperback
£12.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95£12.95  • �17.95  • $23 .95
ISBN 9781780441511 PDFISBN 9781780441511 PDF
£20.91 • �31.37 • $41.83£20.91 • �31.37 • $41.83

The Oxfam Education ReportThe Oxfam Education Report

Kevin WatkinsKevin Watkins

This comprehensive report focuses on the fact that

millions of people in poor countries remain

uneducated and illiterate - which prevents them

from developing the skills they need to escape

poverty. The book looks at the underlying causes

of the problem and sets out a clear agenda for

reform.

2000 • 240 pag es2000 • 240 pag es
ISBN 9780855984281 PaperbackISBN 9780855984281 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9780855988081 PDFISBN 9780855988081 PDF
£44.89 • �67.33  • $89.78£44.89 • �67.33  • $89.78
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Partnerships for Girls' EducationPartnerships for Girls' Education

Ines Smyth and Nitya RaoInes Smyth and Nitya Rao
An account of the formation and development of
the Global Campaign for Education is followed by
detailed case studies from Bangladesh, Egypt, the
Philippines, Peru, and sub-Saharan Africa,
illustrating a wide range of partnerships and
raising crucial questions about power and
control, scaling up, and sustainability.

2004 • 180 pag es2004 • 180 pag es
ISBN 9780855985134 PaperbackISBN 9780855985134 Paperback
£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95

Practising Gender Analysis in EducationPractising Gender Analysis in Education

Fiona LeachFiona Leach
This companion applies the Harvard framework,
women's empowerment approach, gender
analysis matrix and social relations approach to
analysis of a variety of educational contexts,
including national education policies and
projects, schools, colleges, ministries, teaching
and learning materials, and school and teacher
training curricula.

2003  • 96 pag es2003  • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855984939 PaperbackISBN 9780855984939 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Practising Gender Equality in EducationPractising Gender Equality in Education

Edited by Sheila Aikman and ElaineEdited by Sheila Aikman and Elaine
UnterhalterUnterhalter
Contributors discuss some key challenges in
achieving gender equality in education, give
examples of initiatives in a range of contexts, and
make recommendations for action. They suggest
that there is a more substantive goal to aim for
than gender parity, for an equitable education
system which allows all individuals to develop
their potential.

2007 • 136 pag es2007 • 136 pag es
ISBN 9780855985981 PaperbackISBN 9780855985981 Paperback
£14.95  • �24.95  • $33 .95£14.95  • �24.95  • $33 .95

Qualitative Research for DevelopmentQualitative Research for Development
A guide for practitioners

Morten Skovdal and Flora CornishMorten Skovdal and Flora Cornish
Qualitative Research for Development is an
indispensable learning tool for all development
practitioners within NGOs and government
departments, as well as researchers and students
engaged with applied qualitative research in the
context of development.

2015  • 224 pag es2015  • 224 pag es
ISBN 9781853398544 PaperbackISBN 9781853398544 Paperback
£21.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£21.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781853398537 HardbackISBN 9781853398537 Hardback
£49.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£49.95  • �59.95  • $79.95
ISBN 9781780448541 EPUBISBN 9781780448541 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448534 PDFISBN 9781780448534 PDF
£62.48  • �93 .72 • $124.96£62.48  • �93 .72 • $124.96

The Sustainability Handbook for DesignThe Sustainability Handbook for Design
& Technology Teachers& Technology Teachers

Edited by Ian CapewellEdited by Ian Capewell
This book contains both justification and
inspiration for Design and Technology teachers
wishing to introduce sustainable design into their
lessons. The authors introduce the big issues, link
climate change and poverty to sustainable design,
and encourage us all to develop as active citizens
taking on our environmental responsibilities.

2007 • 168  pag es2007 • 168  pag es

ISBN 9781780441412 PDFISBN 9781780441412 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Sustainability Matters in Design andSustainability Matters in Design and
TechnologyTechnology

Edited by Ian CapewellEdited by Ian Capewell
This CD Rom will help you deliver the increased
emphasis on sustainability within the new GCSE
courses. Covering D & T material areas,teachers’
notes and photocopiable sheets on the topics of
inspirational products, four dimensions of SD -
economic, environmental, cultural and social,
product life cycle analysis, and six Rs definitions.

20102010

Partnerships for Girls' EducationPartnerships for Girls' Education

Ines Smyth and Nitya RaoInes Smyth and Nitya Rao
An account of the formation and development of

the Global Campaign for Education is followed by

detailed case studies from Bangladesh, Egypt, the

Philippines, Peru, and sub-Saharan Africa,

illustrating a wide range of partnerships and

raising crucial questions about power and

control, scaling up, and sustainability.

2004 • 180 pag es2004 • 180 pag es
ISBN 9780855985134 PaperbackISBN 9780855985134 Paperback
£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855988159 PDFISBN 9780855988159 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Practising Gender Analysis in EducationPractising Gender Analysis in Education

Fiona LeachFiona Leach

This companion applies the Harvard framework,

women's empowerment approach, gender

analysis matrix and social relations approach to

analysis of a variety of educational contexts,

including national education policies and

projects, schools, colleges, ministries, teaching

and learning materials, and school and teacher

training curricula.

2003  • 96 pag es2003  • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855984939 PaperbackISBN 9780855984939 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855988333  PDFISBN 9780855988333  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Practising Gender Equality in EducationPractising Gender Equality in Education

Edited by Sheila Aikman and ElaineEdited by Sheila Aikman and Elaine

UnterhalterUnterhalter

The contributors discuss some key challenges in

achieving gender equality in education, give

examples of initiatives in a range of contexts, and

make recommendations for action. They suggest

that there is a more substantive goal to aim for

than gender parity, for an equitable education

system which allows all individuals to develop

their potential.

2007 • 136 pag es2007 • 136 pag es
ISBN 9780855985981 PaperbackISBN 9780855985981 Paperback
£14.95  • �24.95  • $33 .95£14.95  • �24.95  • $33 .95
ISBN 9780855988340 PDFISBN 9780855988340 PDF
£38 .14 • �57.21 • $76.28£38 .14 • �57.21 • $76.28

The Sustainability Handbook for DesignThe Sustainability Handbook for Design

& Technology Teachers& Technology Teachers

Edited by Ian CapewellEdited by Ian Capewell

This book contains both justification and

inspiration for Design and Technology teachers

wishing to introduce sustainable design into their

lessons. The authors introduce the big issues, link

climate change and poverty to sustainable design,

and encourage us all to develop as active citizens

taking on our environmental responsibilities.

2007 • 168  pag es2007 • 168  pag es
ISBN 9781853396700 PaperbackISBN 9781853396700 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781780441412 PDFISBN 9781780441412 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33
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Sustainable Lifestyles?Sustainable Lifestyles?
Exploring economic and cultural issues in
design and technology

James PittJames Pitt
This book is a useful resource for teachers looking
for ways of integrating values-based issues into
their design and technology teaching. Aimed at
students aged 14-16 years old, the pack tackles the
complex economic and cultural issues associated
with sustainable and appropriate technology, in a
clear and accessible way.

2002 • 138  pag es2002 • 138  pag es
ISBN 9781853395482 PaperbackISBN 9781853395482 Paperback
£15 .95  • �25 .95  • $33 .95£15 .95  • �25 .95  • $33 .95

Training for Transformation in PracticeTraining for Transformation in Practice

Anne Hope and Sally TimmelAnne Hope and Sally Timmel
Training for Transformation in Practice brings
together the experiences of 17 activists who have
adapted these materials to their own social and
cultural contexts. The book starts by describing
the roots of Training for Transformation in
people’s struggles in the global South to gain
political and economic independence and to
overcome poverty.

2014 • 290 pag es2014 • 290 pag es
ISBN 9781853398322 PaperbackISBN 9781853398322 Paperback
£17.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£17.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9781853398315  HardbackISBN 9781853398315  Hardback
£32.95  • �47.95  • $63 .95£32.95  • �47.95  • $63 .95
ISBN 9781780448329 EPUBISBN 9781780448329 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448312 PDFISBN 9781780448312 PDF
£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83

Wall to Wall DesignWall to Wall Design
A sustainable housing pack for key stage 3
design and technology

Ruth NajdaRuth Najda
This pack presents activities that encourage
students to draw parallels between approaches to
housing development in both Kenya and the UK;
explore values and issues which influence design
and technology choices; learn about sustainable
approaches to building techniques; and engage in
a range of focused practical sustainable
technology activities.

2001 • 48  pag es2001 • 48  pag es
ISBN 9781853395130 PaperbackISBN 9781853395130 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95

Where There is No ArtistWhere There is No Artist
Development Drawings and How to Use
Them

Petra Rohr-RouendaalPetra Rohr-Rouendaal
The book contains over 1,200 drawings relating to
a wide range of educational and health issues,
along with advice on copying, enlarging,
changing illustrations to make them appropriate
to a particular situation, without using special
equipment, with advice on pre-testing materials,
to make sure they are understood by the intended
audience.

2007 • 208  pag es2007 • 208  pag es
ISBN 9781853396137 PaperbackISBN 9781853396137 Paperback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781780441443  PDFISBN 9781780441443  PDF
£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33
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Environment, Energy & Climate Change

How can we adapt to 
climate change?

People all over the world are having to radically change the way they live and 
work to survive in the new planetary reality. Our books and journals offer the 
latest development perspectives to help people
•	 make farming successful and planet friendly in the harshest environments
•	 predict floods and other natural disasters, and enable people to build safe, 

durable housing
•	 access economically viable, clean, affordable energy

HIGHLIGHT
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Africa - Up in Smoke?Africa - Up in Smoke?
Andrew SimmsAndrew Simms

This book contains copies of the Original 2005
Report and the 2006 Update Report from the
Working Group on Climate Change and
Development.

2005  • 60 pag es2005  • 60 pag es
ISBN 9780855985950 PaperbackISBN 9780855985950 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855986520 PDFISBN 9780855986520 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Capacity Development for Scaling upCapacity Development for Scaling up

Decentralized Energy AccessDecentralized Energy Access

Lessons from Nepal on its role, costs, and
financing

Elisabeth Clemens, Kamal Rijal andElisabeth Clemens, Kamal Rijal and

Minoru TakadaMinoru Takada

This book makes the case for upfront public
investments to develop national and local
capacities for scaling up rural energy services
delivery, and to catalyse private financing.An
invaluable guide for decision makers, development
practitioners, policy analysts, and programme
planners both in the developing and developed
world.

2010 • 68  pag es2010 • 68  pag es
ISBN 9781853397165  PaperbackISBN 9781853397165  Paperback
£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780440538  PDFISBN 9781780440538  PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Climate Change and Gender JusticeClimate Change and Gender Justice

Edited by Geraldine TerryEdited by Geraldine Terry

This book considers how gender issues are
entwined with people’s vulnerability to the effects
of climate change. Vivid case studies show how
women and men in developing countries are
experiencing climate change and describe their
efforts to adapt their ways of making a living to
ensure survival, often against extraordinary odds.

2009 • 224 pag es2009 • 224 pag es
ISBN 9781853396939 PaperbackISBN 9781853396939 Paperback
£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780440088  PDFISBN 9781780440088  PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Climate Change and the Kyoto ProtocolsClimate Change and the Kyoto Protocols

Clean Development MechanismClean Development Mechanism

Stories from the developing world

Margie OrfordMargie Orford

The projects described have reduced the emission
of greenhouse gases through sustainable
development in four countries: Brazil,
Bangladesh, Indonesia and South Africa. This
book shows how the elegant creativity of science
can be combined with the delightful
unpredictability of politics and human behaviour.

2004 • 112 pag es2004 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9781853395932 PaperbackISBN 9781853395932 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Climate Change and ThreatenedClimate Change and Threatened

CommunitiesCommunities

Vulnerability, Capacity, and Action

Edited by A. Peter Castro, Dan Taylor andEdited by A. Peter Castro, Dan Taylor and

David W. BrokenshaDavid W. Brokensha

This book presents 15 case studies and a variety of
approaches to document the capacities and
constraints to be encountered among
communities facing changing climates in
Bangladesh, Cameroon, Canada, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Italy, Malawi, Mexico,
Mozambique, Peru, South Africa, Sudan, United
States, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe.

2012 • 224 pag es2012 • 224 pag es
ISBN 9781853397356 PaperbackISBN 9781853397356 Paperback
£19.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£19.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781853397257 HardbackISBN 9781853397257 Hardback
£49.95  • �75 .95  • $99.95£49.95  • �75 .95  • $99.95
ISBN 9781780447353  EPUBISBN 9781780447353  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447254 PDFISBN 9781780447254 PDF
£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00

Communities, Livelihoods, and NaturalCommunities, Livelihoods, and Natural

ResourcesResources

Action Research and Policy Change in
Asia

Edited by Stephen TylerEdited by Stephen Tyler

This book illustrates how local innovations in
participatory natural resource management can
strengthen livelihoods, build capacity for local
governance, and spark policy change. Positive
outcomes demonstrated in the participatory
research cases come largely from practices of
shared, adaptive learning.

2006 • 456 pag es2006 • 456 pag es
ISBN 9781853396380 PaperbackISBN 9781853396380 Paperback
£29.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95£29.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95
ISBN 9781780440101 PDFISBN 9781780440101 PDF
£40.16 • �60.24 • $80.33£40.16 • �60.24 • $80.33

Africa - Up in Smoke?Africa - Up in Smoke?
Andrew SimmsAndrew Simms

Climate change is happening, and it is affecting

livelihoods that depend on the natural

environment, which, in Africa, means nearly

everyone. However, even without adequate support,

far from being passive victims, people recognise

even small changes in climate, and are taking

steps to respond to them.

2005  • 60 pag es2005  • 60 pag es

ISBN 9780855986520 PDFISBN 9780855986520 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78
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Community Forest ManagementCommunity Forest Management

A Casebook from India

Joe Human and Manoj PattanaikJoe Human and Manoj Pattanaik

This book analyses the achievements of the
movement - 'Friends of Trees and Living Beings'
- and considers its significance within the
context of a national legal and policy
frameworks; drawing on candid interviews with
villagers, activists, NGO staff and forestry
officials.

2000 • 184 pag es2000 • 184 pag es
ISBN 9780855984397 PaperbackISBN 9780855984397 Paperback
£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855986810 PDFISBN 9780855986810 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Community Well-being in BioculturalCommunity Well-being in Biocultural

LandscapesLandscapes

Are we living well?

Edited by Bas Verschuuren, Suneetha M.Edited by Bas Verschuuren, Suneetha M.

Subramanian and Wim HiemstraSubramanian and Wim Hiemstra

This book shows how community well-being can
be measured using indicators chosen by local
people to reflect the worldviews of their culture
and is important reading for the staff of
international aid and conservation agencies, for
students of international development and those
exploring concepts of well-being.

2014 • 180 pag es2014 • 180 pag es
ISBN 9781853398384 PaperbackISBN 9781853398384 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781853398377 HardbackISBN 9781853398377 Hardback
£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95
ISBN 9781780448381 EPUBISBN 9781780448381 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448374 PDFISBN 9781780448374 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Community-Based Adaptation to ClimateCommunity-Based Adaptation to Climate

ChangeChange

Emerging lessons

Edited by Jonathan Ensor, Rachel BergerEdited by Jonathan Ensor, Rachel Berger

and Saleemul Huqand Saleemul Huq

The findings in Community-Based Adaptation to
Climate Change reflect on experiences of CBA in
practice, building on current academic research to
frame lessons for adaptation planning in
developing countries

2014 • 244 pag es2014 • 244 pag es
ISBN 9781853397912 PaperbackISBN 9781853397912 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781853397905  HardbackISBN 9781853397905  Hardback
£34.95  • �53 .95  • $71.95£34.95  • �53 .95  • $71.95
ISBN 9781780447919 EPUBISBN 9781780447919 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447902 PDFISBN 9781780447902 PDF
£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

Complex Problems, Negotiated SolutionsComplex Problems, Negotiated Solutions

Tools to reduce conflict in community
development

Michael WarnerMichael Warner

This book suggests strategies, principles and tools
to reduce development-induced disputes and
inter-personal conflict as obstacles to achieving
sustainable rural livelihoods. Consensual win-
win negotiation is promoted as the preferred
strategy, but set firmly within the context of the
alternatives.

2001 • 160 pag es2001 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781853395321 PaperbackISBN 9781853395321 Paperback
£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£14.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781780441085  PDFISBN 9781780441085  PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Cultural and Spiritual Values ofCultural and Spiritual Values of

BiodiversityBiodiversity

Darrell PoseyDarrell Posey

Weaving together philosophical, historical, legal,
scientific and personal viewpoints, this book gives
a rich sample of the vast web which makes up our
cultural, spiritual and social diversity. It
demonstrates how many cultures see Nature as an
extension of society, and how sensitive
stewardship is an integral part of existence.

2000 • 752 pag es2000 • 752 pag es
ISBN 9781853393976 HardbackISBN 9781853393976 Hardback
£59.95  • �59.95  • $89.95£59.95  • �59.95  • $89.95
ISBN 9781780445434 PDFISBN 9781780445434 PDF
£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83

Decentralized Energy Access and theDecentralized Energy Access and the

Millennium Development GoalsMillennium Development Goals

An analysis of the development benefits of
micro hydropower in rural Nepal

Gwénaëlle Legros, Kamal Rijal andGwénaëlle Legros, Kamal Rijal and

Bahareh SeyediBahareh Seyedi

Decentralized Energy Access and the Millennium
Development Goals provides conclusive evidence of
transformative benefits of microhydropower and
recommends that Nepal, and countries like it,
scale up investments in its microhydropower
programme. Published in association with UNDP
and AEP, Nepal.

2012 • 136 pag es2012 • 136 pag es
ISBN 9781853397301 PaperbackISBN 9781853397301 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
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Delivering Energy for DevelopmentDelivering Energy for Development

Models for achieving energy access for the
world’s poor

Raffaella Bellanca, Ewan Bloomfield andRaffaella Bellanca, Ewan Bloomfield and

Kavita RaiKavita Rai

This book considers how markets develop, which
services are pivotal in supporting the process, and
what overarching factors enable change to take
place. The aim is to provide practical guidance on
how to replicate and scale up the successful
delivery of energy to the very poor; of use for
energy development policy makers and
practitioners.

2013  • 128  pag es2013  • 128  pag es
ISBN 9781853397622 PaperbackISBN 9781853397622 Paperback
£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9781853397615  HardbackISBN 9781853397615  Hardback
£29.95  • �44.95  • $59.95£29.95  • �44.95  • $59.95
ISBN 9781780447629 EPUBISBN 9781780447629 EPUB
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£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

Designing and Building Mini and MicroDesigning and Building Mini and Micro

Hydro Power SchemesHydro Power Schemes

Luis Rodriguez and Teodoro SanchezLuis Rodriguez and Teodoro Sanchez

This practical manual is a major new addition to
the resources available for micro-hydro power
project and programme managers worldwide and
represents excellent value for such a detailed
technical reference handbook.

2011 • 320 pag es2011 • 320 pag es
ISBN 9781853396465  PaperbackISBN 9781853396465  Paperback
£27.95  • �44.95  • $59.95£27.95  • �44.95  • $59.95
ISBN 9781780440552 PDFISBN 9781780440552 PDF
£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83£52.41 • �78 .62 • $104.83

Development and AgroforestryDevelopment and Agroforestry

Scaling up the impacts of research

Edited by Steven Franzel, Peter Cooper,Edited by Steven Franzel, Peter Cooper,

Glenn Denning and Deborah EadeGlenn Denning and Deborah Eade

This stimulating collection explores the
experiences of researchers and small-scale
farmers undertaking agroforestry development
projects around the globe and addresses the
question of how local small-scale development
successes can be 'scaled up' to create wider, long-
term benefits.

2002 • 216 pag es2002 • 216 pag es
ISBN 9780855984649 PaperbackISBN 9780855984649 Paperback
£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855986896 PDFISBN 9780855986896 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Environments and LivelihoodsEnvironments and Livelihoods

Strategies for Sustainability
Koos NeefjesKoos Neefjes

This book is intended to be used to support the
campaigning and lobbying work of local and
international development organizations, to
improve the formulation and implementation of
development strategies and to strengthen
participatory project planning, monitoring and
impact assessment in poverty and environmental
change.

2000 • 292 pag es2000 • 292 pag es
ISBN 9780855984403  PaperbackISBN 9780855984403  Paperback
£24.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£24.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855987152 PDFISBN 9780855987152 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Expanding Energy Access in DevelopingExpanding Energy Access in Developing

CountriesCountries

The role of mechanical power

Edited by UNDP and Practical ActionEdited by UNDP and Practical Action

ConsultingConsulting

Expanding Energy Access in Developing
Countries surveys the variety of mechanical power
applications and options available, and argues
that they should be given more consideration by
policy makers and practitioners responsible for
improving energy access for poor communities
worldwide.

2011 • 44 pag es2011 • 44 pag es
ISBN 9781853397042 PaperbackISBN 9781853397042 Paperback
£9.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95£9.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781780440576 PDFISBN 9781780440576 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Gender, Development, and ClimateGender, Development, and Climate

ChangeChange

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman

This book considers the gendered dimensions of
climate change. It shows how gender analysis has
been widely overlooked in debates about climate
change and its interactions with poverty and
demonstrates its importance for those seeking to
understand the impacts of global environmental
change on human communities.

2002 • 112 pag es2002 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855984793  PaperbackISBN 9780855984793  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987374 PDFISBN 9780855987374 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28
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A Handbook of Small-scale EnergyA Handbook of Small-scale Energy

TechnologiesTechnologies

Practical Answers
Edited by Neil NobleEdited by Neil Noble

To mark the UN Year of Energy in 2012, Practical
Action is publishing some of its best practical
briefings and case study material for the benefit of
energy development practitioners around the
world. Practical Answers 1 is the first in a new
series of handbooks that provide guides on a
variety of subjects for international development
workers.

2012 • 146 pag es2012 • 146 pag es
ISBN 9781853397707 PaperbackISBN 9781853397707 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781853397691 HardbackISBN 9781853397691 Hardback
£29.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95£29.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95
ISBN 9781780447704 EPUBISBN 9781780447704 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447698  PDFISBN 9781780447698  PDF
£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33

Hands On Energy, Infrastructure andHands On Energy, Infrastructure and

RecyclingRecycling

Emma JudgeEmma Judge

These books promote appropriate innovations
and environmentally sound solutions which can
help reduce consumption. All of the new
technologies and scientific breakthroughs
described in the books can be applied by
individuals and entrepreneurs at a reasonable
cost to themselves and to the community.

2002 • 240 pag es2002 • 240 pag es
ISBN 9781853394881 PaperbackISBN 9781853394881 Paperback
£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95

Hands On Food, Water and FinanceHands On Food, Water and Finance

Emma JudgeEmma Judge

Hands On - Food, Water and Finance looks at
innovations in agriculture, food processing, water
and sanitation and small business development.

2002 • 256 pag es2002 • 256 pag es
ISBN 9781853395154 PaperbackISBN 9781853395154 Paperback
£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95

The Hidden Energy CrisisThe Hidden Energy Crisis

How policies are failing the world's poor

Teodoro SanchezTeodoro Sanchez

This book outlines why we have failed so far to
extend energy access to the world's poor, and
suggests operating models that have greater
potential to make a difference.It presents a call to
address the energy crisis. It should be read by
policy makers in governments and donor
agencies, as well as academics, students and
programme managers.

2010 • 120 pag es2010 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9781853396762 PaperbackISBN 9781853396762 Paperback
£12.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781780440231 PDFISBN 9781780440231 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Just One PlanetJust One Planet

Poverty, Justice and Climate Change

Mark SmithMark Smith

This book is essential reading to get behind the
scare stories and reach a well-informed
understanding of climate change, and to find out
what action needs to be taken, now. It also
provides an indispensable reference for NGOs,
government policy advisors, and specialists in the
Development, Climate, and Environmental
Studies.

2006 • 128  pag es2006 • 128  pag es
ISBN 9781853396434 PaperbackISBN 9781853396434 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780445250 PDFISBN 9781780445250 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Making Good Local Governance GrowMaking Good Local Governance Grow

Improving local governance through
equitable sustainable natual resource
management

Patrick Robinson and Sara WehrliPatrick Robinson and Sara Wehrli

Making Good Governance Grow presents
experiences of participatory natural resource
management based on four case studies from
Helvetas projects in Bhutan, Guatemala, Mali and
the Dominican Republic.

2009 • 80 pag es2009 • 80 pag es
ISBN 9781853396977 PaperbackISBN 9781853396977 Paperback
£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780440637 PDFISBN 9781780440637 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Hands On Food, Water and FinanceHands On Food, Water and Finance

Emma JudgeEmma Judge

Appropriate 'green' technologies are sometimes

regarded as a second-rate solution but this series

challenges this concept by presenting real-life

examples of successful appropriate technology

stories. Hands On - Food, Water and Finance

looks at innovations in agriculture, food

processing, water and sanitation and small

business development.

2002 • 256 pag es2002 • 256 pag es
ISBN 9781853395154 PaperbackISBN 9781853395154 Paperback
£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£22.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780445106 PDFISBN 9781780445106 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Hands On Energy, Infrastructure andHands On Energy, Infrastructure and

RecyclingRecycling

Emma JudgeEmma Judge

These books promote appropriate innovations

and environmentally sound solutions which can

help reduce consumption. All of the new

technologies and scientific breakthroughs

described in the books can be applied by

individuals and entrepreneurs at a reasonable

cost to themselves and to the community.

2002 • 240 pag es2002 • 240 pag es
ISBN 9781853394881 PaperbackISBN 9781853394881 Paperback
£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£19.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781780445090 PDFISBN 9781780445090 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83
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Micro-hydro Pelton Turbine ManualMicro-hydro Pelton Turbine Manual

Design, manufacture and installation for
small-scale hydropower

Jeremy ThakeJeremy Thake

For many remote areas beyond the reach of a
national grid, micro-hydro is the only economic
option. Where flow is limited, but high heads are
available, the Pelton wheel is one of the most
useful turbines. The manual is written to enable
the reader to design and manufacture Pelton
turbines with capacities from a few hundred
Watts to around 100kw.

2000 • 196 pag es2000 • 196 pag es
ISBN 9781853394607 PaperbackISBN 9781853394607 Paperback
£27.95  • �38 .95  • $51.95£27.95  • �38 .95  • $51.95
ISBN 9781780445519 PDFISBN 9781780445519 PDF
£45 .41 • �68 .12 • $90.83£45 .41 • �68 .12 • $90.83

More People, More TreesMore People, More Trees

Environmental Recovery in Africa

William CritchleyWilliam Critchley

More People, More Trees highlights a success
story for community participation in agricultural
change in Burkina Faso and Kenya. The book
and film inform development policy makers,
agricultural extension workers, NGO workers,
and the broader development community about a
notable achievement in participatory agricultural
development.

2011 • 200 pag es2011 • 200 pag es

Motors as Generators for Micro-hydroMotors as Generators for Micro-hydro

PowerPower

Edited by Nigel SmithEdited by Nigel Smith

This is a guide to the use of induction motors for
electricity generation in remote locations. It is
written as a practical handbook for engineers and
technicians involved in designing and installing
small water-power schemes for isolated houses
and communities.

2007 • 112 pag es2007 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9781853396458  PaperbackISBN 9781853396458  Paperback
£13 .95  • �22.95  • $29.95£13 .95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780445533  PDFISBN 9781780445533  PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

 

Panorama de la pobreza energética 2019Panorama de la pobreza energética 2019

De lo local a lo nacional
Practical ActionPractical Action

El PPEO 2019 es la culminación de cinco años de
investigación, explorando qué se necesita para
hacer realidad el tipo de servicios energéticos que
permiten a las personas pobres en energía
prosperar.

2020 • 72 pag es2020 • 72 pag es
ISBN 9781788530392 PaperbackISBN 9781788530392 Paperback
£12.95  • �15 .95  • $19.95£12.95  • �15 .95  • $19.95
ISBN 9781780448084 EPUBISBN 9781780448084 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447858  PDFISBN 9781780447858  PDF

Pumps as TurbinesPumps as TurbinesA users guide

Arthur WilliamsArthur Williams

This second edition of the classic title on practical
energy provision for isolated houses and remote
locations has now been updated with a new
chapter. Pumps as Turbine is a practical
handbook for engineers and technicians involved
in designing and installing small water-power
schemes.

2003  • 80 pag es2003  • 80 pag es
ISBN 9781853395673  PaperbackISBN 9781853395673  Paperback
£12.95  • �16.95  • $21.95£12.95  • �16.95  • $21.95
ISBN 9781780441320 PDFISBN 9781780441320 PDF
£19.16 • �28 .74 • $38 .33£19.16 • �28 .74 • $38 .33

Selling DaylightSelling Daylight

A commercial strategy to address global
energy poverty

Martin BellamyMartin Bellamy

Selling Daylight is a dynamic business strategy
for how to make money supplying dependable
and versatile energy services to energy-poor
countries and the wider world - using stand-
alone photovoltaic (PV) systems - and by
positioning the user at the centre of their energy
services.

2019 • 306 pag es2019 • 306 pag es
ISBN 9781788530682 PaperbackISBN 9781788530682 Paperback
£24.95  • �30.95  • $36.95£24.95  • �30.95  • $36.95
ISBN 9781788530675  HardbackISBN 9781788530675  Hardback
£74.95  • �77.95  • $93 .95£74.95  • �77.95  • $93 .95
ISBN 9781788530699 EPUBISBN 9781788530699 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781788530705  PDFISBN 9781788530705  PDF
£93 .69 • �117.44 • $139.94£93 .69 • �117.44 • $139.94

More People, More TreesMore People, More Trees

Environmental Recovery in Africa

William CritchleyWilliam Critchley

More People, More Trees highlights a success

story for community participation in agricultural

change in Burkina Faso and Kenya. The book

and film inform development policy makers,

agricultural extension workers, NGO workers,

and the broader development community about a

notable achievement in participatory agricultural

development.

2011 • 200 pag es2011 • 200 pag es
ISBN 9781853397172 PaperbackISBN 9781853397172 Paperback
£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
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Small Wind Systems for Rural EnergySmall Wind Systems for Rural Energy

ServicesServices

Smail Khennas, Hugh Piggott and SimonSmail Khennas, Hugh Piggott and Simon

DunnettDunnett

This book provides a concise guide to all the
essential steps for setting up wind business
services in developing countries. It deals with all
the key aspects of promoting wind energy for
domestic end uses, as well as giving a guide to
needs assessment, resource assessment, the
economics of small wind machines and
technology choice.

2003  • 72 pag es2003  • 72 pag es
ISBN 9781853395550 PaperbackISBN 9781853395550 Paperback
£9.95  • �19.95  • $24.95£9.95  • �19.95  • $24.95
ISBN 9781780441351 PDFISBN 9781780441351 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Small-scale Mining, Rural Subsistence,Small-scale Mining, Rural Subsistence,

and Poverty in West Africaand Poverty in West Africa

Edited by Gavin HilsonEdited by Gavin Hilson

Focusing upon the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), the book raises
important questions concerning the general
approach taken to deliver support for ASM, and
presents findings from community-based
research, a key to strengthening industry policy
and assistance.

2006 • 320 pag es2006 • 320 pag es
ISBN 9781853396359 PaperbackISBN 9781853396359 Paperback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781853396298  HardbackISBN 9781853396298  Hardback
ISBN 9781780445939 PDFISBN 9781780445939 PDF
£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00£75 .00 • �112.50 • $150.00

Small-scale Rural Biogas ProgrammesSmall-scale Rural Biogas Programmes

A handbook
David FulfordDavid Fulford

Small-scale Rural Biogas Programmes provides a
comprehensive overview of the existing knowledge
covering: the history of biogas programmes, the
technology behind them, the value of biogas
effluent as compost, details of the main domestic
biogas plant designs, how biogas extension
programmes work, and how they could be
replicated.

2015  • 272 pag es2015  • 272 pag es
ISBN 9781853398506 PaperbackISBN 9781853398506 Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781853398490 HardbackISBN 9781853398490 Hardback
£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95
ISBN 9781780448503  EPUBISBN 9781780448503  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448497 PDFISBN 9781780448497 PDF
£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83

Smoke - the Killer in the KitchenSmoke - the Killer in the Kitchen

Indoor air pollution in developing
countries

Hugh Warwick and Alison DoigHugh Warwick and Alison Doig

This report details the health impacts of smoke in
homes across the developing world. Technical
solutions are presented, with strategies for
reducing exposure to smoke and
recommendations are given on actions to be taken
to significantly scale-up the fight against the
silent killer of smoke in the homes of the world's
most vulnerable people.

2003  • 48  pag es2003  • 48  pag es
ISBN 9781853395888  PaperbackISBN 9781853395888  Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9781780441382 PDFISBN 9781780441382 PDF
£17.41 • �26.12 • $34.83£17.41 • �26.12 • $34.83

Turning off the LightsTurning off the Lights

The threat to community electricity in Sri
Lanka

Stephen Thomas and Iromi RuanaStephen Thomas and Iromi Ruana

RajepakseRajepakse

This book explains the background to the GATS
negotiations and the international context across
the globe, and looks in detail at the case of Sri
Lanka, just embarking on the liberalization of its
electricity sector, and will provide valuable
ammunition to campaigners for a fairer approach
to GATS, and to energy policy planners and
researchers

2005  • 48  pag es2005  • 48  pag es
ISBN 9781853395949 PaperbackISBN 9781853395949 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9781780441580 PDFISBN 9781780441580 PDF
£17.41 • �26.12 • $34.83£17.41 • �26.12 • $34.83

Uncertain FuturesUncertain Futures

Adapting development to a changing
climate

Jonathan EnsorJonathan Ensor

This book argues that as greenhouse gas
emissions continue to accumulate, a ‘business as
usual’ approach to development practice is
increasingly inadequate and securing adaptive
capacity becomes more urgent. This book should
be read by donor agencies, policy makers, NGO
practitioners, and academics of development
studies and the environment.

2011 • 120 pag es2011 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9781853397202 PaperbackISBN 9781853397202 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780440392 PDFISBN 9781780440392 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33
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Understanding Climate ChangeUnderstanding Climate Change

AdaptationAdaptation

Lessons from community-based
approaches

Jonathan Ensor and Rachel BergerJonathan Ensor and Rachel Berger

This book asks, how can agencies assist local
communities adapting to change? By what
mechanisms can communities make the most of
emerging information? Can effective community-
based approaches be scaled up? It is essential
reading for NGO practitioners, students,
government and NGO policy makers who wish to
gain an understanding of adaptation.

2009 • 208  pag es2009 • 208  pag es
ISBN 9781853396830 PaperbackISBN 9781853396830 Paperback
£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780440415  PDFISBN 9781780440415  PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33
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Agriculture and Food

Working in Gender & 
Development Series

Each book, drawn from Oxfam’s Gender & Development journal series, 
is a mine of accessible yet rigorous articles by gender and development 
practitioners, policymakers and researchers, and feminist activists from 
around the globe.

HIGHLIGHT
Gender



Agriculture and FoodGender

Aid, NGOs and the Realities of Women'sAid, NGOs and the Realities of Women's
LivesLives
A perfect storm

Edited by Tina Wallace and Fenella PorterEdited by Tina Wallace and Fenella Porter
This book explores how international NGOs are
navigating these rapid changes, changes that
challenge their role and legitimacy, their values,
and their overall purpose. It calls for a re-
examination of theories about change, and a re-
focus on ideas of complexity and feminism and on
learning from past NGO experience.

2013  • 256 pag es2013  • 256 pag es
ISBN 9781853397790 PaperbackISBN 9781853397790 Paperback
£18 .95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£18 .95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781853397783  HardbackISBN 9781853397783  Hardback
£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95
ISBN 9781780447780 PDFISBN 9781780447780 PDF
£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83

Beyond AccessBeyond Access
Transforming Policy and Practice for
Gender Equality in Education

Edited by Sheila Aikman and ElaineEdited by Sheila Aikman and Elaine
UnterhalterUnterhalter
This book presents a vision of a transformational
education which would promote social change,
enable girls to achieve their full potential and
contribute to the creation of a just and democratic
society. Contributors to this book examine causes
of gender-based inequality in education,
government policies and implications for
women's empowerment .

2005  • 272 pag es2005  • 272 pag es
ISBN 9780855985295  PaperbackISBN 9780855985295  Paperback
£22.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£22.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855986605  PDFISBN 9780855986605  PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Development, Women and WarDevelopment, Women and War

Edited by Haleh Afshar and DeborahEdited by Haleh Afshar and Deborah
EadeEade
This selection of essays presents an overview of
different feminist approaches to peace building
and conflict resolution and puts forward concrete
policy measures to achieve these ends.

2004 • 400 pag es2004 • 400 pag es
ISBN 9780855984878  PaperbackISBN 9780855984878  Paperback
£24.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£24.95  • �22.95  • $29.95

Ending Violence Against WomenEnding Violence Against Women
A challenge for development and
humanitarian work

Francine Pickup, Suzanne Williams andFrancine Pickup, Suzanne Williams and
Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman
The book examines different definitions of
violence against woman and offers theories about
why it happens in all societies. It asks why
development organizations have been slow to take
up the struggle to end violence against women
and focuses on strategies to counter violence
against women and support the survivors.

2000 • 390 pag es2000 • 390 pag es
ISBN 9780855984380 PaperbackISBN 9780855984380 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9780855984588  HardbackISBN 9780855984588  Hardback
£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95£39.95  • �59.95  • $79.95

Feminists in Development OrganizationsFeminists in Development Organizations
Change from the margins

Edited by Rosalind Eyben and LauraEdited by Rosalind Eyben and Laura
TurquetTurquet
Through a series of case studies written by women
in development organizations this book reflects
on the progress of gender mainstreaming. It
shows how feminists can build effective strategies
to influence development organizations and
attempts to foster greater understanding and
forge more effective alliances for social change.

2013  • 244 pag es2013  • 244 pag es
ISBN 9781853398056 PaperbackISBN 9781853398056 Paperback
£18 .95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£18 .95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781853398049 HardbackISBN 9781853398049 Hardback
£35 .95  • �53 .95  • $71.95£35 .95  • �53 .95  • $71.95
ISBN 9781780448053  EPUBISBN 9781780448053  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448046 PDFISBN 9781780448046 PDF
£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83£69.91 • �104.87 • $139.83

Gender, Business and EnterpriseGender, Business and Enterprise

Edited by Caroline Sweetman and RuthEdited by Caroline Sweetman and Ruth
PearsonPearson
Contributions from feminist activists,
development researchers and workers here focus
on collective forms of enterprise to maximise co-
operation between poor women entrepreneurs,
women workers' rights and corporate
accountability, gender and Fair Trade, and
women's economic empowerment.

2018  • 170 pag es2018  • 170 pag es
ISBN 9781788530071 PaperbackISBN 9781788530071 Paperback
£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $28 .95£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $28 .95
ISBN 9781788530064 HardbackISBN 9781788530064 Hardback
£47.95  • �59.95  • $71.95£47.95  • �59.95  • $71.95
ISBN 9781780447179 EPUBISBN 9781780447179 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447162 PDFISBN 9781780447162 PDF
£71.95  • �89.95  • $107.95£71.95  • �89.95  • $107.95
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Gender, Citizenship and GovernanceGender, Citizenship and Governance
A global sourcebook

Minke ValkMinke Valk
In this book, four case studies describe civil society
initiatives that have intervened in governance and
brought about changes in institutional practice,
aiming to secure strategic gender interests, with a
global perspective on governance and gender.

2004 • 156 pag es2004 • 156 pag es
ISBN 9780855985288  PaperbackISBN 9780855985288  Paperback
£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9780855987336 PDFISBN 9780855987336 PDF
£35 .89 • �53 .83  • $71.78£35 .89 • �53 .83  • $71.78

Gender, Development, and AdvocacyGender, Development, and Advocacy

Edited by Koos Kingma and CarolineEdited by Koos Kingma and Caroline
SweetmanSweetman
Articles in this collection chart the experience,
challenges, and successes of gender equality
advocates from area including Pakistan,
Australia, and southern Africa.

2005  • 112 pag es2005  • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855985523  PaperbackISBN 9780855985523  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987350 PDFISBN 9780855987350 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Gender, Development, and ClimateGender, Development, and Climate
ChangeChange

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This book considers the gendered dimensions of
climate change. It shows how gender analysis has
been widely overlooked in debates about climate
change and its interactions with poverty and
demonstrates its importance for those seeking to
understand the impacts of global environmental
change on human communities.

2002 • 112 pag es2002 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855984793  PaperbackISBN 9780855984793  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Gender, Development, and DiversityGender, Development, and Diversity

Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman
This collection focuses on implications for
development goals of poverty alleviation and
human rights. In particular, critiques from
Southern women challenge development
organisations for their inadequate and
inappropriate policy and practice with gender
inequality as a key concern.

2004 • 92 pag es2004 • 92 pag es
ISBN 9780855985318  PaperbackISBN 9780855985318  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987381 PDFISBN 9780855987381 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Gender, Development, and HumanitarianGender, Development, and Humanitarian
WorkWork

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
While the difficulties of integrating gender equity
goals into interventions are acknowledged, the
authors argue that gender-blind responses can
further endanger the survival of women and their
families and their long term position in society
and also deny them the opportunity of exercising
their potential as peace-builders.

2001 • 100 pag es2001 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9780855984571 PaperbackISBN 9780855984571 Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95

Gender, Development, and MarriageGender, Development, and Marriage

Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman
This book traces the economic and social impact
of inequality in marriage, and considers its
implications for development. Looking at child
marriage; the link between women's economic
contribution, equality within marriage, NGO
responses to domestic violence, and the need to
understand particular forms of marriage for
appropriate development policy

2003  • 102 pag es2003  • 102 pag es
ISBN 9780855985042 PaperbackISBN 9780855985042 Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987411 PDFISBN 9780855987411 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Gender, Development, and ClimateGender, Development, and Climate

ChangeChange

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman

This book considers the gendered dimensions of

climate change. It shows how gender analysis has

been widely overlooked in debates about climate

change and its interactions with poverty and

demonstrates its importance for those seeking to

understand the impacts of global environmental

change on human communities.

2002 • 112 pag es2002 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855984793  PaperbackISBN 9780855984793  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987374 PDFISBN 9780855987374 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Gender, Development, and HumanitarianGender, Development, and Humanitarian

WorkWork

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman

While the difficulties of integrating gender equity

goals into interventions are acknowledged, the

authors argue that gender-blind responses can

further endanger the survival of women and their

families and their long term position in society

and also deny them the opportunity of exercising

their potential as peace-builders.

2001 • 100 pag es2001 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9780855984571 PaperbackISBN 9780855984571 Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987404 PDFISBN 9780855987404 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78



Agriculture and FoodGender

Gender, Development, and MoneyGender, Development, and Money

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
Focusing upon microfinance and micro-credit
issues, the contributors to this volume ask just
what role does earning play in transforming the
power relations between men and women? How
far does a change in gender roles affect beliefs
about who has the power in the household, the
marketplace or that state?

2001 • 96 pag es2001 • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855984533  PaperbackISBN 9780855984533  Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95

Gender, Development, and TradeGender, Development, and Trade

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This book shows how women are finding ways to
influence national and international trade policy
agendas in developed countries and are joining
forces in global forums to campaign for reforms
over trade agreements on agricultural products,
intellectual property, and the movement of
migrant labour

2004 • 100 pag es2004 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9780855985325  PaperbackISBN 9780855985325  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Gender, Development and CareGender, Development and Care

Edited by Deepta Chopra and CarolineEdited by Deepta Chopra and Caroline
SweetmanSweetman
Writers in this book explore women’s experience
of care work in different contexts from a feminist
perspective, highlighting the impact that care
work has for their lives, choices and wellbeing.
The goal is for care work to be divided fairly
between the sexes, and between the household and
other social institutions, including the state.

2018  • 164 pag es2018  • 164 pag es
ISBN 9781788530095  PaperbackISBN 9781788530095  Paperback
£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $28 .95£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $28 .95
ISBN 9781788530088  HardbackISBN 9781788530088  Hardback
£47.95  • �59.95  • $71.95£47.95  • �59.95  • $71.95
ISBN 9781780447193  EPUBISBN 9781780447193  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447186 PDFISBN 9781780447186 PDF
£59.93  • �74.91 • $89.89£59.93  • �74.91 • $89.89

Gender, Development and CitizenshipGender, Development and Citizenship

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
Topics here include the tension between cultural
sensitivity and universal concepts of rights;
reinterpretations of citizenship in communities
where the state has failed to guarantee political or
economic rights and projects which are helping
to advance citizenship by increasing people's voice
in decision making.

2003  • 104 pag es2003  • 104 pag es
ISBN 9780855985059 PaperbackISBN 9780855985059 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987367 PDFISBN 9780855987367 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Gender, Development and HealthGender, Development and Health

Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman
Articles included here focus on understandings of
reproductive health; integrating gender issues
into infectious disease prevention; the impact of
HIV/AIDS on women; working with communities
to promote health and on the monitoring and
evaluation of health projects from a gender
perspective.

2001 • 80 pag es2001 • 80 pag es
ISBN 9780855984564 PaperbackISBN 9780855984564 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95

Gender, Development and PovertyGender, Development and Poverty

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This book examines how gender inequalities
impact on people's experiences of poverty and
demonstrates the importance of integrating
gender analysis into development initiatives.
Covering a range of issues including macro-level
neo-liberal restructuring, poverty reduction
strategies, gender budgets, education, HIV/AIDS,
globalization and poverty.

2002 • 104 pag es2002 • 104 pag es
ISBN 9780855984809 PaperbackISBN 9780855984809 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Gender, Development, and MoneyGender, Development, and Money

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman

Focusing upon microfinance and micro-credit

issues, the contributors to this volume ask just

what role does earning play in transforming the

power relations between men and women? How

far does a change in gender roles affect beliefs

about who has the power in the household, the

marketplace or that state?

2001 • 96 pag es2001 • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855984533  PaperbackISBN 9780855984533  Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987428  PDFISBN 9780855987428  PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Gender, Development, and TradeGender, Development, and Trade

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman

This book shows how women are finding ways to

influence national and international trade policy

agendas in developed countries and are joining

forces in global forums to campaign for reforms

over trade agreements on agricultural products,

intellectual property, and the movement of

migrant labour

2004 • 100 pag es2004 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9780855985325  PaperbackISBN 9780855985325  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987442 PDFISBN 9780855987442 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Gender, Development and HealthGender, Development and Health

Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman

Articles included here focus on understandings of
reproductive health; integrating gender issues
into infectious disease prevention; the impact of
HIV/AIDS on women; working with communities
to promote health and on the monitoring and
evaluation of health projects from a gender
perspective.

2001 • 80 pag es2001 • 80 pag es
ISBN 9780855984564 PaperbackISBN 9780855984564 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987398  PDFISBN 9780855987398  PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Gender, Development and PovertyGender, Development and Poverty

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman

This book examines how gender inequalities

impact on people's experiences of poverty and

demonstrates the importance of integrating

gender analysis into development initiatives.

Covering a range of issues including macro-level

neo-liberal restructuring, poverty reduction

strategies, gender budgets, education, HIV/AIDS,

globalization and poverty.

2002 • 104 pag es2002 • 104 pag es
ISBN 9780855984809 PaperbackISBN 9780855984809 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987435  PDFISBN 9780855987435  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28



Agriculture and FoodGender

Gender, Faith, and DevelopmentGender, Faith, and Development

Edited by Emma TomalinEdited by Emma Tomalin
This book presents articles from the journal
Gender and Development and explores the
relationships between religion, gender, and
development, and points towards future research
for positive outcomes for women and gender
equality.

2011 • 160 pag es2011 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9781853397264 PaperbackISBN 9781853397264 Paperback
£14.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£14.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9781780440217 PDFISBN 9781780440217 PDF
£27.91 • �41.87 • $55 .83£27.91 • �41.87 • $55 .83

Gender, Monitoring, Evaluation andGender, Monitoring, Evaluation and
LearningLearning

Edited by Caroline Sweetman andEdited by Caroline Sweetman and
Kimberly BowmanKimberly Bowman
Gender, Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
explores the tools and approaches used by
different organizations to monitor women’s
economic empowerment, incidence of violence
against women and girls and other aspects of
women’s empowerment.

2017 • 172 pag es2017 • 172 pag es
ISBN 9781788530033  PaperbackISBN 9781788530033  Paperback
£18 .95  • �28 .95  • $37.95£18 .95  • �28 .95  • $37.95
ISBN 9781788530026 HardbackISBN 9781788530026 Hardback
£47.95  • �59.95  • $95 .95£47.95  • �59.95  • $95 .95
ISBN 9781780447100 EPUBISBN 9781780447100 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447049 PDFISBN 9781780447049 PDF
£56.92 • �71.95  • $85 .95£56.92 • �71.95  • $85 .95

Gender, Peacebuilding, andGender, Peacebuilding, and
ReconstructionReconstruction

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This collection explores conflict prevention
through development projects when resources are
scarce, and agreements between groups come
under strain. Other activities take place to arrest
existing conflicts, by forming alliances across
warring forces - the authors argue that women
play a significant but underestimated role in this
type of work.

2004 • 112 pag es2004 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855985332 PaperbackISBN 9780855985332 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Gender, Trafficking, and SlaveryGender, Trafficking, and Slavery

Rachel MasikaRachel Masika
This book examines the operations of trafficking
and other kinds of 'modern-day' slavery, from a
gender perspective. It explores the relationships
between gender, poverty, conflict and
globalization that are driving today's slave trade.
The authors provide an overview of what
trafficking and slavery are, their magnitude, and
their complexity.

2002 • 96 pag es2002 • 96 pag es
ISBN 9780855984786 PaperbackISBN 9780855984786 Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987558  PDFISBN 9780855987558  PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Gender and ICTs for DevelopmentGender and ICTs for Development

Minke Valk, Sarah Cummings and HenkMinke Valk, Sarah Cummings and Henk
van Damvan Dam
This book illustrates ways in which women have
been able to make the most of digital
opportunities, examining: E-commerce in
Bhutan Entrepreneurship by women workers in
China Post-conflict communication using radio
and ICTs in Sierra Leone Sustainable fisheries
production in Ghana Information exchange
related to HIV/AIDS in the Caribbean.

2005  • 160 pag es2005  • 160 pag es
ISBN 9780855985653  PaperbackISBN 9780855985653  Paperback
£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9780855987275  PDFISBN 9780855987275  PDF
£35 .89 • �53 .83  • $71.78£35 .89 • �53 .83  • $71.78

Gender and InequalitiesGender and Inequalities

Edited by Naila Kabeer and CarolineEdited by Naila Kabeer and Caroline
SweetmanSweetman
Gender and Inequalities surveys economic growth
and gender inequality around the world, discusses
how livelihoods projects have focused on
economic empowerment alone, without
measuring the relative impacts on men and
women, and describes how women activists in the
global South are working to get change for
women.

2018  • 188  pag es2018  • 188  pag es
ISBN 9781788530132 PaperbackISBN 9781788530132 Paperback
£18 .95  • �22.95  • $28 .95£18 .95  • �22.95  • $28 .95
ISBN 9781788530125  HardbackISBN 9781788530125  Hardback
£47.95  • �59.95  • $71.95£47.95  • �59.95  • $71.95
ISBN 9781780447285  EPUBISBN 9781780447285  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447278  PDFISBN 9781780447278  PDF
£59.93  • �74.91 • $89.89£59.93  • �74.91 • $89.89

Gender, Peacebuilding, andGender, Peacebuilding, and

ReconstructionReconstruction

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman

This collection explores conflict prevention

through development projects when resources are

scarce, and agreements between groups come

under strain. Other activities take place to arrest

existing conflicts, by forming alliances across

warring forces - the authors argue that women

play a significant but underestimated role in this

type of work.

2004 • 112 pag es2004 • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855985332 PaperbackISBN 9780855985332 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987527 PDFISBN 9780855987527 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28



Agriculture and FoodGender

Gender and LifecyclesGender and Lifecycles

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This book links gender issues to the life-courses
of women and men. Writers here call for
development policy and practice to recognise this
vast contribution, and enforce the rights of
women of all ages to an equal share of
development outcomes.

2000 • 80 pag es2000 • 80 pag es
ISBN 9780855984502 PaperbackISBN 9780855984502 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987282 PDFISBN 9780855987282 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Gender and the Economic CrisisGender and the Economic Crisis

Edited by Ruth Pearson and CarolineEdited by Ruth Pearson and Caroline
SweetmanSweetman
This book maps the emerging impact of the
economic crisis on people in different contexts,
and suggest policy and practice changes. Authors
include researchers as well as policymakers and
development practitioners, who analyse the
initial impacts of the economic crisis in South
and East Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the
Middle East.

2011 • 228  pag es2011 • 228  pag es
ISBN 9781853397134 PaperbackISBN 9781853397134 Paperback
£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780440200 PDFISBN 9781780440200 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Gender and the Millennium DevelopmentGender and the Millennium Development
GoalsGoals

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
This collection focuses on the Millennium
Development Goals from a gender perspective. It
examines the strengths and weaknesses of this
way of understanding and addressing poverty,
and suggests ways of strengthening the approach
by using key insights and approaches associated
with the struggle to establish and uphold the
rights of women.

2005  • 112 pag es2005  • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855985509 PaperbackISBN 9780855985509 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987329 PDFISBN 9780855987329 PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Gender and Water Sanitation andGender and Water Sanitation and
HygieneHygiene

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
Gender and Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
highlights the importance of WASH provision for
women and girls in their own right, as carers for
families and communities, and as key to women’s
empowerment.

2019 • 188  pag es2019 • 188  pag es
ISBN 9781788530835  PaperbackISBN 9781788530835  Paperback
£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $27.95£18 .95  • �23 .95  • $27.95
ISBN 9781788530842 HardbackISBN 9781788530842 Hardback
£46.95  • �59.95  • $69.95£46.95  • �59.95  • $69.95
ISBN 9781788530859 EPUBISBN 9781788530859 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781788530866 PDFISBN 9781788530866 PDF
£58 .68  • �74.94 • $87.44£58 .68  • �74.94 • $87.44

Gender Equality and MenGender Equality and Men
Sandy RuxtonSandy Ruxton

Based on examples of interventions in
reproductive and sexual health, fatherhood,
gender-based violence, livelihoods, and work with
young men this book aims to provide a critical
account of practical experience of work with men
for gender equality and to share knowledge and
expertise gained from programmes run by Oxfam
GB and other organisations.

2004 • 240 pag es2004 • 240 pag es
ISBN 9780855985141 PaperbackISBN 9780855985141 Paperback
£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855987466 PDFISBN 9780855987466 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Gender in the 21st CenturyGender in the 21st Century

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
Women throughout the world are still
economically, politically and socially
marginalised at a time when globalisation is
radically changing our world. From the
perspective of development specialists and
feminist activists, this book considers the
challenges facing gender and development
practitioners and policy-makers in the 21st
century.

2000 • 120 pag es2000 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9780855984274 PaperbackISBN 9780855984274 Paperback
£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£12.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987503  PDFISBN 9780855987503  PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78



Agriculture and FoodGender

Gender Perspectives on Property andGender Perspectives on Property and
InheritanceInheritance

Sarah CummingsSarah Cummings
Five reviews focus on the disjuncture between law
and practice in terms of women's property and
land rights, inheritance, access to resources,
marriage and employment; reflecting on the
importance of women's participation, political
organisation and mobilisation in order to redress
gender imbalances in land and inheritance
rights.

2001 • 144 pag es2001 • 144 pag es
ISBN 9780855984618  PaperbackISBN 9780855984618  Paperback
£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95
ISBN 9780855987534 PDFISBN 9780855987534 PDF
£35 .89 • �53 .83  • $71.78£35 .89 • �53 .83  • $71.78

Gender-Based ViolenceGender-Based Violence

Geraldine Terry and Joanna HoareGeraldine Terry and Joanna Hoare
This book brings together some of the most
interesting and innovative work being done to
tackle gender-based violence in various sectors,
world regions, and socio-political contexts. It will
be useful to development and humanitarian
practitioners, policy makers, and academics,
including gender specialists.

2007 • 160 pag es2007 • 160 pag es
ISBN 9780855986025  PaperbackISBN 9780855986025  Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855987589 PDFISBN 9780855987589 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

HIV and AIDSHIV and AIDS
Alice WelbournAlice Welbourn

This book explores the links between HIV, AIDS,
gender inequality, and poverty with accounts of
successful interventions, recording experience,
describing good practice, and sharing
information about resources. It is essential
reading for development practitioners and policy
makers involved in responding to the HIV and
AIDS crisis.

2008  • 160 pag es2008  • 160 pag es
ISBN 9780855986032 PaperbackISBN 9780855986032 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855987671 PDFISBN 9780855987671 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Institutionalizing Gender EqualityInstitutionalizing Gender Equality

Sarah CummingsSarah Cummings

This source book reflects a growing interest in
practical experiences in confronting and
embedding gender considerations in
organizations. The introduction provides a
context and considers some of the reasons for
failed attempts to make gender sensitive policies a
reality.

2000 • 176 pag es2000 • 176 pag es
ISBN 9780855984595  PaperbackISBN 9780855984595  Paperback
£17.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£17.95  • �23 .95  • $31.95

Learning for Action on Women'sLearning for Action on Women's
Leadership and ParticipationLeadership and Participation

Joanna HoareJoanna Hoare
From women’s participation in national elections
to female decision-making in community
livelihood initiatives, this book highlights three
main approaches to strengthening women’s
leadership and participation: Overcoming
structural barriers, supporting women, and
encouraging women to carry out leadership roles
effectively for progressive purposes.

2008  • 136 pag es2008  • 136 pag es

Lightening the LoadLightening the Load
Labour-saving technologies and practices
for rural women

Marilyn CarrMarilyn Carr
This timely publication looks at three decades of
experiences in introducing labour-saving
technologies and practices to rural women and in
combating persistent gender discrimination. It
also takes into account major developments in
science, technology and innovation over the last
several years and shows they can benefit women.

2010 • 74 pag es2010 • 74 pag es
ISBN 9781853396892 PaperbackISBN 9781853396892 Paperback
£9.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95£9.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781780440620 PDFISBN 9781780440620 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Learning for Action on Women'sLearning for Action on Women's
Leadership and ParticipationLeadership and Participation

Joanna HoareJoanna Hoare
From women’s participation in national elections

to female decision-making in community

livelihood initiatives, this book highlights three

main approaches to strengthening women’s

leadership and participation: Overcoming

structural barriers, supporting women, and

encouraging women to carry out leadership roles

effectively for progressive purposes.

2008  • 136 pag es2008  • 136 pag es
ISBN 9780855986261 PaperbackISBN 9780855986261 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95



Agriculture and FoodGender

Mainstreaming Gender in DevelopmentMainstreaming Gender in Development

Edited by Fenella Porter and CarolineEdited by Fenella Porter and Caroline
SweetmanSweetman
Articles discuss how gender mainstreaming has
been understood in different organisations;
provide examples of good work, which supports
the empowerment of women; and look beyond
gender mainstreaming to what new possibilities
exist for transformation.

2005  • 112 pag es2005  • 112 pag es
ISBN 9780855985516 PaperbackISBN 9780855985516 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987893  PDFISBN 9780855987893  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Mainstreaming Men into Gender andMainstreaming Men into Gender and
DevelopmentDevelopment

Sylvia ChantSylvia Chant
Based on research commissioned by the World
Bank, this books primary focus is on
incorporating men in gender and development
interventions at the grass roots level. It draws
attention to some of the key problems that have
arisen from male exclusion; as well as to the
potential benefits of - and obstacles to - men's
inclusion.

2000 • 90 pag es2000 • 90 pag es
ISBN 9780855984519 PaperbackISBN 9780855984519 Paperback
£12.95  • �22.95  • $27.95£12.95  • �22.95  • $27.95
ISBN 9780855987916 PDFISBN 9780855987916 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Men, Masculinities and Poverty in the UKMen, Masculinities and Poverty in the UK

Sandy RuxtonSandy Ruxton
This book explores how changing economic,
social and political circumstances are affecting
gender relations. It draws upon the experience of a
wide range of community-based groups across
the UK, in particular those working in the fields
of employment training, men's health, gender-
based violence, and fatherhood.
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Men's Involvement in Gender andMen's Involvement in Gender and
Development Policy and PracticeDevelopment Policy and Practice

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
The contributors consider current debates about
men and masculinity and argue that gender and
development theory, fully expressed in practice,
means not only working with women, but also
with, and for, men.
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Natural Resources Management andNatural Resources Management and
GenderGender
A global sourcebook

Minke ValkMinke Valk
This book explores mainstreaming gender and
women's issues in natural resources
management: the security of women's rights to
common property resources and land,
mainstreaming gender in water policy, gender-
responsive planning, empowering women in
managing natural resources, and the development
of gender policies for environmental ministries.
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Participation PaysParticipation PaysPathways for post 2015

Edited by Tom Thomas and PradeepEdited by Tom Thomas and Pradeep
NarayananNarayanan
Participation Pays argues for the need, in any
vibrant democracy, for ways of making
development more accountable to excluded
communities, and invites an understanding of
marginalized people not simply as beneficiaries of
technical solutions, but –through participatory
development projects – architects of a politics of
equity and democratization.
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Partnerships for Girls' EducationPartnerships for Girls' Education

Ines Smyth and Nitya RaoInes Smyth and Nitya Rao
An account of the formation and development of
the Global Campaign for Education is followed by
detailed case studies from Bangladesh, Egypt, the
Philippines, Peru, and sub-Saharan Africa,
illustrating a wide range of partnerships and
raising crucial questions about power and
control, scaling up, and sustainability.
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Practising Gender Analysis in EducationPractising Gender Analysis in Education

Fiona LeachFiona Leach
This companion applies the Harvard framework,
women's empowerment approach, gender
analysis matrix and social relations approach to
analysis of a variety of educational contexts,
including national education policies and
projects, schools, colleges, ministries, teaching
and learning materials, and school and teacher
training curricula.
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Practising Gender Equality in EducationPractising Gender Equality in Education

Edited by Sheila Aikman and ElaineEdited by Sheila Aikman and Elaine
UnterhalterUnterhalter
The contributors discuss some key challenges in
achieving gender equality in education, give
examples of initiatives in a range of contexts, and
make recommendations for action. They suggest
that there is a more substantive goal to aim for
than gender parity, for an equitable education
system which allows all individuals to develop
their potential.
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Revisión de Capacitación en GéneroRevisión de Capacitación en Género

Maitrayee MukhopadhyayMaitrayee Mukhopadhyay
Ce livre explore l'explicite et, plus souvent, des
hypothèses implicites dans la formation entre les
sexes quant à la nature de la connaissance
(épistémologie), la transmission des
connaissances (pédagogie) et sachant (cognition).
Il analyse la formation en genre de différents pays
et contextes régionaux.
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See Both SidesSee Both Sides
A Pratical Guide to Gender Analysis for
Quality Service Delivery

Karen RichardsonKaren Richardson
This book provides invaluable strategy, training
exercises, and impact assessment tools, and
shares examples from the experience of an
organisation providing services to lone parents.
They successfully used gender analysis to widen
their target group, revitalise existing services and
develop new ones.
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Speaking OutSpeaking Out
Case studies on how poor people influence
decision making

Edited by Jo Rowlands and Nikki van derEdited by Jo Rowlands and Nikki van der
GaagGaag
This book covers issues ranging from local
community budget monitoring to popular
mobilisation and media work; addressing a lack
of voice and ability to speak out against injustice
can make a big difference to people's ability to
work towards a point where poor and
marginalised women and men are more powerful
and able to access their rights.
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This book covers issues ranging from local

community budget monitoring to popular

mobilisation and media work; addressing a lack

of voice and ability to speak out against injustice

can make a big difference to people's ability to
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Urban GirlsUrban Girls
Empowerment in especially difficult
circumstances

Gary Barker and Felicia KnaulGary Barker and Felicia Knaul
This book offers practical approaches to improve
and empower the lives of at-risk, low-income,
urban-based girls and young women, by
presenting successful projects which clearly
demonstrate what can be done on a broad range
of fronts, and answering: what do they need,and
what kind of programmes have been successful in
meeting those needs?
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What Men and Women WantWhat Men and Women Want
A Practical Guide to Gender and
Participation

Helen Buhaenko, Vikki Butler, CharlotteHelen Buhaenko, Vikki Butler, Charlotte
Flower and Sue SmithFlower and Sue Smith
Based on an actual gendered participatory
appraisal in Wales, this guide offers a thorough
explanation of why looking at the differences in
men's and women's life experiences is an essential
part of any participatory work.
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Women and LeadershipWomen and Leadership

Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman
Women and Leadership is about women resisting
exploitation in the workplace; women heading
households; women leading in the international
policy forum. It offers insights for development
policy makers and practitioners aiming to
promote gender equality and to support would be
women leaders.
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Women Reinventing GlobalisationWomen Reinventing Globalisation

Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman
This volume analyses approaches to economic
and political change and propose ways of
ensuring that ideas are translated into concrete
actions. The aim is to re-politicise the gender and
development community with a solutions-
oriented approach which looks at globalisation
through women's eyes, and finds energising
ideas.
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Women’s Economic EmpowermentWomen’s Economic Empowerment
Transforming Systems through
Development Practice

Edited by Linda Jones and Adam BrammEdited by Linda Jones and Adam Bramm
Proven market systems approaches for women’s
economic empowerment, describing the
circumstances under which each approach could
be applied, and illustrated with examples and case
studies. The goal of the book is to support and
inspire long-term and dynamic change that is led
by women and men, and is both gender-inclusive
and gender-responsive.
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Women's Leadership and ParticipationWomen's Leadership and Participation
Case Studies on Learning for Action

Edited by Joanna Hoare and Fiona GellEdited by Joanna Hoare and Fiona Gell
From women’s participation in national elections
to female decision-making in community
livelihood initiatives, this book highlights three
main approaches to strengthening women’s
leadership and participation: Overcoming
structural barriers, supporting women, and
encouraging women to carry out leadership roles
effectively for progressive purposes.
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Working with Men for Gender EqualityWorking with Men for Gender Equality

Edited by Caroline SweetmanEdited by Caroline Sweetman
Authors here share experience of working with
men to question traditional ideas about
masculinity. Men rejecting these norms are not
only happier, but are also critical allies with
women in struggles for gender equality. Feminist
work by men, with men, is a critical part of
gender-transformative development.
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Stepping Stones

Th e Stepping Stones manuals are internationally recognised training 
packages designed to counter prejudice and fear surrounding HIV, and 
to foster strong and mutually respectful relationships, free from violence 
and without sexually transmitted infections or unplanned pregnancies. 

HIGHLIGHT

HEALTH BOOKS 
INTERNATIONAL
Now managed by Practical Action 
Publishing, Health Books International 
(HBI) distributes books, CDs, DVDs and 
accessories covering a varied range of 
health subject areas at a reduced price 
to developing countries.
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Access to Health and Education ServicesAccess to Health and Education Services

in Ethiopiain Ethiopia

Supply, Demand, and Government Policy

Fra von MassowFra von Massow

This report analyses the findings of an extensive
research project conducted by Oxfam in Ethiopia
in the context rising external debt communities,
both rural and urban, were interviewed about
their problems in gaining access to basic health
care, reproductive-health services and primary
education.
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Aids on the AgendaAids on the Agenda
Edited by Sue HoldenEdited by Sue Holden

This book is written for policy makers, managers
and programme staff in development and
humanitarian agencies, to promote debate about
the challenges that confront them in a world
which has been changed for ever by the pandemic
of AIDS. .
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Disability, Equality and Human RightsDisability, Equality and Human Rights

Alison HarrisAlison Harris

This book's basic premise is that disabled people
themselves know best what their needs are and
that they should be involved in the planning and
delivery of relief and development initiatives. The
most effective support that agencies can offer is to
empower them to claim their basic human rights
and their civil and legal rights.
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Gender, Development and HealthGender, Development and Health

Caroline SweetmanCaroline Sweetman

Articles included here focus on understandings of
reproductive health; integrating gender issues
into infectious disease prevention; the impact of
HIV/AIDS on women; working with communities
to promote health and on the monitoring and
evaluation of health projects from a gender
perspective.
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Gender and HealthGender and HealthPolicy and Practice

Minke Valk, Sarah Cummings and HenkMinke Valk, Sarah Cummings and Henk

van Damvan Dam

An extensive and up-to-date annotated
bibliography of international resources (print
and online) makes this a truly global sourcebook
on strategies, approaches, and tools to
mainstream gender-equality concerns in the
formulation of health policy and practice.
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Gender Equality, HIV, and AIDSGender Equality, HIV, and AIDS

A Challenge for the Education Sector

Edited by Sheila Aikman, ElaineEdited by Sheila Aikman, Elaine

Unterhalter and Tania BolerUnterhalter and Tania Boler

The book shows that while gender inequalities in
society are driving aspects of the HIV epidemic,
democratic learning environments informed by
evidence-based policy, implemented with
leadership for transforming deeply held values
and beliefs regarding sexual behaviour and
sexuality can be empowering.
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Grass Roots Injury PreventionGrass Roots Injury Prevention

A guide for field workers

Diana Samarakkody, Elizabeth Davis andDiana Samarakkody, Elizabeth Davis and

Rod McClureRod McClure

This guide takes the form of a series of exercises
that reader can use when working with
community members to promote community
participation and intersectoral collaboration as a
means of achieving a safe environment.
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Health and Education For AllHealth and Education For All

What you need to know
Edited by OxfamEdited by Oxfam

This book shows that building public services in
developing countries is central to poverty
eradication. It also considers the role of
governments, donors, private sector and civil
society in the provision of basic services, With
case studies from around the world, this book is
the next step in discovering more of what you
need to know.
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Humanitarian Programmes and HIV andHumanitarian Programmes and HIV and

AIDSAIDS

A Practical Approach to Mainstreaming

Vivien Margaret WaldenVivien Margaret Walden

This manual will help field staff to mainstream
HIV and AIDS in humanitarian emergencies and
explains both how HIV affects emergencies and
how emergencies affect HIV, as well as identifying
the particular needs of potential vulnerable
groups.
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Hygiene PromotionHygiene Promotion

A Practical Manual for Relief and
Development

Suzanne Ferron and Joy MorganSuzanne Ferron and Joy Morgan

Indispensable for fieldworkers on projects or
programmes aiming to reduce the incidence of
water-and sanitation-related diseases, this book
will also be useful for other relief and development
workers, particularly those working in the fields
of community development, health, and
engineering
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In the Public InterestIn the Public Interest
Bethan EmmettBethan Emmett

This report shows that building public services in
developing countries is at the heart of making
poverty history.
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Kivuko cha WatotoKivuko cha Watoto

Mafunzo jeuzi kwa watoto na walezi walio
athirika na VVU

Gill GordonGill Gordon

Stepping Stones with Children (available in
Swahili) covers a wide range of topics with a
gendered and child-rights focused framework
and is essential reading for social workers,
community workers, health workers and NGO
staff working on programmes with people affected
by HIV; also researchers and academics teaching
and advising in this field.
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In the Public InterestIn the Public Interest
Bethan EmmettBethan Emmett

This report shows that building public services in

developing countries is at the heart of making

poverty history. Doing this could transform the

lives of millions of people - and, with political

leadership, is well within the grasp of our

generation.
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Mainstreaming HIV/AIDS inMainstreaming HIV/AIDS in

Development and HumanitarianDevelopment and Humanitarian

ProgrammesProgrammes

Sue HoldenSue Holden

Sue Holden explains the concept of
mainstreaming HIV/AIDS in simple language,
with practical guidelines for applying the
approach in a wide range of sectors.
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Making an Impact in HIV and AidsMaking an Impact in HIV and Aids

NGO experiences of scaling up

Jocelyn de JongJocelyn de Jong

The book is aimed both at HIV/AIDS workers who
are interested in NGO programmes, and about
NGO workers who want to explore what NGOs
can do to mitigate the impact of HIV/AIDS.
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Paper 2 RealityPaper 2 Reality
Dolar VasaniDolar Vasani

Developed by CARE and Oxfam, Paper 2 Reality
DVD includes a collection of interviews with staff
on various aspects of HIV policies at work. Gender
issues are considered throughout.

20062006

Renewing Our VoiceRenewing Our Voice
Julia CabassiJulia Cabassi

This book provides a common tool to advocate for
evidence-based programmes, outlining the
principles that underscore successful NGO HIV
and AIDS work. The principles set out in this
Code are invaluable guidelines for organisational
planning; programme development,
implementation, and evaluation; advocacy efforts;
and resource allocation.

2008  • 107 pag es2008  • 107 pag es

ISBN 9780855988388  PDFISBN 9780855988388  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Stepping Stones and Stepping Stones PlusStepping Stones and Stepping Stones Plus

A training package on gender, generation,
HIV, communication and relationship
skills

Alice WelbournAlice Welbourn2016 • 400 pag es2016 • 400 pag es

ISBN 9781853398926 PaperbackISBN 9781853398926 Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780448923  EPUBISBN 9781780448923  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448916 PDFISBN 9781780448916 PDF
£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80

Stepping Stones with ChildrenStepping Stones with Children

A transformative training for children
affected by HIV and their caregivers

Gill GordonGill Gordon

Stepping Stones with Children (available in
Swahili) covers a wide range of topics with a
gendered and child-rights focused framework
and is essential reading for social workers,
community workers, health workers and NGO
staff working on programmes with people affected
by HIV; also researchers and academics teaching
and advising in this field.

2016 • 450 pag es2016 • 450 pag es
ISBN 9781853398940 PaperbackISBN 9781853398940 Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780448947 EPUBISBN 9781780448947 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780448930 PDFISBN 9781780448930 PDF
£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80

Renewing Our VoiceRenewing Our Voice
Julia CabassiJulia Cabassi

This book provides a common tool to advocate for

evidence-based programmes, outlining the

principles that underscore successful NGO HIV

and AIDS work. The principles set out in this

Code are invaluable guidelines for organisational

planning; programme development,

implementation, and evaluation; advocacy efforts;

and resource allocation.

2008  • 107 pag es2008  • 107 pag es
ISBN 9780855985530 PaperbackISBN 9780855985530 Paperback
£12.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855988388  PDFISBN 9780855988388  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Grass Roots Injury PreventionGrass Roots Injury Prevention

A guide for field workers

Diana Samarakkody, Elizabeth Davis andDiana Samarakkody, Elizabeth Davis and

Rod McClureRod McClure

This guide takes the form of a series of exercises
that reader can use when working with
community members to promote community
participation and intersectoral collaboration as a
means of achieving a safe environment.

2013  • 200 pag es2013  • 200 pag es
ISBN 9781853398032 PaperbackISBN 9781853398032 Paperback
£16.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£16.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781853398025  HardbackISBN 9781853398025  Hardback
£39.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95£39.95  • �43 .95  • $57.95
ISBN 9781780448022 PDFISBN 9781780448022 PDF
£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33£50.66 • �75 .99 • $101.33

Health and Education For AllHealth and Education For All

What you need to know
Edited by OxfamEdited by Oxfam

This book shows that building public services in
developing countries is central to poverty
eradication. It also considers the role of
governments, donors, private sector and civil
society in the provision of basic services, With
case studies from around the world, this book is
the next step in discovering more of what you
need to know.

2008  • 32 pag es2008  • 32 pag es
ISBN 9780855986285  PaperbackISBN 9780855986285  Paperback
£7.95  • �5 .95  • $11.95£7.95  • �5 .95  • $11.95
ISBN 9780855987640 PDFISBN 9780855987640 PDF
£8 .89 • �13 .33  • $17.78£8 .89 • �13 .33  • $17.78

Humanitarian Programmes and HIV andHumanitarian Programmes and HIV and

AIDSAIDS

A Practical Approach to Mainstreaming

Vivien Margaret WaldenVivien Margaret Walden

This manual will help field staff to mainstream
HIV and AIDS in humanitarian emergencies and
explains both how HIV affects emergencies and
how emergencies affect HIV, as well as identifying
the particular needs of potential vulnerable
groups.

2007 • 124 pag es2007 • 124 pag es

ISBN 9780855987695  PDFISBN 9780855987695  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Hygiene PromotionHygiene Promotion

A Practical Manual for Relief and
Development

Suzanne Ferron and Joy MorganSuzanne Ferron and Joy Morgan

Indispensable for fieldworkers on projects or
programmes aiming to reduce the incidence of
water-and sanitation-related diseases, this book
will also be useful for other relief and development
workers, particularly those working in the fields
of community development, health, and
engineering

2007 • 291 pag es2007 • 291 pag es
ISBN 9781853396410 PaperbackISBN 9781853396410 Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780441184 PDFISBN 9781780441184 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

In the Public InterestIn the Public Interest
Bethan EmmettBethan Emmett

This report shows that building public services in
developing countries is at the heart of making
poverty history.

2006 • 126 pag es2006 • 126 pag es
ISBN 9780855985691 PaperbackISBN 9780855985691 Paperback
£14.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£14.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855987756 PDFISBN 9780855987756 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78

Kivuko cha WatotoKivuko cha Watoto

Mafunzo jeuzi kwa watoto na walezi walio
athirika na VVU

Gill GordonGill Gordon

Stepping Stones with Children (available in
Swahili) covers a wide range of topics with a
gendered and child-rights focused framework
and is essential reading for social workers,
community workers, health workers and NGO
staff working on programmes with people affected
by HIV; also researchers and academics teaching
and advising in this field.

2016 • 450 pag es2016 • 450 pag es
ISBN 9781853399138  PaperbackISBN 9781853399138  Paperback
£22.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£22.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780449135  EPUBISBN 9781780449135  EPUB
ISBN 9781780449128  PDFISBN 9781780449128  PDF
£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80

Stepping Stones and Stepping Stones PlusStepping Stones and Stepping Stones Plus

A training package on gender, generation,

HIV, communication and relationship

skills

Alice WelbournAlice Welbourn

Stepping Stones & Stepping Stones Plus manuals

grew out of a need to counter the prejudice and

fear surrounding HIV, and to foster strong and

mutually respectful relationships It is designed to

help trainers and community members organize

workshops for young and older women and men.

2016 • 400 pag es2016 • 400 pag es
ISBN 9781853398926 PaperbackISBN 9781853398926 Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780448923  EPUBISBN 9781780448923  EPUB
ISBN 9781780448916 PDFISBN 9781780448916 PDF
£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80£39.90 • �59.85  • $79.80
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Voices of Latin America tells the story of the major issues, confl icts and 
campaigns for social justice in the region today, in the words of the 
protagonists of these movements themselves. Th ey include indigenous 
activists fi ghting oil drilling in their territory; mothers from favelas 
seeking justice for their children killed by the police; opponents of 
large-scale mining projects; independent journalists working to 
expose corruption and human rights violations, despite great personal 
risk; women and LGBT people fi ghting violence and discrimination; 
and students demanding the right to a free, universal and high-quality 
system of education.

Voices of Latin 
AmericaHIGHLIGHT

Latin America Culture & Politics

‘Th is is a wonderful X ray of 
modern Latin America, a vision 
of the continent’s struggles 
and potential futures through 
the eyes of its social movement 
leaders and intellectuals. Mine 
it for quotes from inspirational 
fi gures across the region on a 
range of contemporary issues.’

Dr. Duncan Green, Senior Strategic 
Adviser, Oxfam
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Amazon BesiegedAmazon Besieged
By dams, soya, agribusiness and land-
grabbing

Mauricio Torres and Sue BranfordMauricio Torres and Sue Branford
Amazon Besieged tells the story of two writers’
long investigative trip along the basin in 2016
and 2017. As if travelling through history, the
authors were able to trace the way an outside
economic force arrives and dispossesses earlier
inhabitants and recorded moving testimony of
the pressure these people are experiencing.

2018  • 208  pag es2018  • 208  pag es
ISBN 9781909014046 PaperbackISBN 9781909014046 Paperback
£14.95  • �18 .95  • $22.95£14.95  • �18 .95  • $22.95
ISBN 9781909014138  EPUBISBN 9781909014138  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781909014091 PDFISBN 9781909014091 PDF
£37.37 • �46.72 • $56.05£37.37 • �46.72 • $56.05

Argentina under the KirchnersArgentina under the Kirchners
The legacy of left populism

Marcela Lopez LevyMarcela Lopez Levy2017 • 80 pag es2017 • 80 pag es

ISBN 9781909014053  PaperbackISBN 9781909014053  Paperback
ISBN 9781909014060 EPUBISBN 9781909014060 EPUB
£6.99 • �6.99 • $6.99£6.99 • �6.99 • $6.99
ISBN 9781909014084 PDFISBN 9781909014084 PDF
£15 .95  • �19.95  • $23 .95£15 .95  • �19.95  • $23 .95

The Battle of VenezuelaThe Battle of Venezuela

Michael McCaughanMichael McCaughan2004 • 100 pag es2004 • 100 pag es

ISBN 9781899365623  PaperbackISBN 9781899365623  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Brazil Inside Out 2nd EditionBrazil Inside Out 2nd Edition

Jan Rocha and Francis McDonaghJan Rocha and Francis McDonagh

2016 • 120 pag es2016 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9781909014183  PaperbackISBN 9781909014183  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781909014206 EPUBISBN 9781909014206 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781909014190 PDFISBN 9781909014190 PDF
£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80

Brazil Under the Workers’ PartyBrazil Under the Workers’ Party
From euphoria to despair

Sue Branford and Jan RochaSue Branford and Jan Rocha
Brazil Under the Workers’ Party, the first serious
look at what went right – and what went wrong –
during the 12 years of Workers’ Party rule, tells a
fascinating story of realpolitik. An enthralling
tale, of great significance for Latin America and
the world, told by two experienced commentators
on Brazil.

2015  • 72 pag es2015  • 72 pag es

ISBN 9781909014015  PaperbackISBN 9781909014015  Paperback
£7.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£7.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9781909013896 EPUBISBN 9781909013896 EPUB
£6.99 • �7.99 • $9.99£6.99 • �7.99 • $9.99

ISBN 9781909013902 PDFISBN 9781909013902 PDF
£22.43  • �33 .65  • $44.86£22.43  • �33 .65  • $44.86

Chemical Warfare in ColombiaChemical Warfare in Colombia
The Costs of Coca Fumigation

Sue Branford and Hugh O'ShaughnessySue Branford and Hugh O'Shaughnessy
This path-breaking book of investigative
journalism lifts the veil on fumigation: why is it
really happening, and who benefits?
O'Shaughnessy travels to the Putumayo and
Bolivar departments of Colombia, and draws a
vivid and damning picture of a futile and
indiscriminate chemical war, waged largely on
the poor.

2005  • 134 pag es2005  • 134 pag es
ISBN 9781899365685  PaperbackISBN 9781899365685  Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781909013056 PDFISBN 9781909013056 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Argentina under the KirchnersArgentina under the Kirchners

The legacy of left populism

Marcela Lopez LevyMarcela Lopez Levy

During the Kirchners’ administrations inequality

had fallen, per capita income had nearly doubled,

the economy had grown as never before – so what

did people want to change? Why did they vote for

the first ever democratically elected right-wing

government? How was society torn apart into two

vitriolic and equal opposing halves?

2017 • 80 pag es2017 • 80 pag es
ISBN 9781909014053  PaperbackISBN 9781909014053  Paperback
£7.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£7.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9781909014084 PDFISBN 9781909014084 PDF
£15 .95  • �19.95  • $23 .95£15 .95  • �19.95  • $23 .95

The Battle of VenezuelaThe Battle of Venezuela

Michael McCaughanMichael McCaughan

In this book, "Irish Times" and "Guardian"

journalist Michael McCaughan investigates not

only the rise of the charismatic former army

office, but also the deep division in Venezuela, and

examines the conundrum of Chavez' Venezuela

and its place within the hemispheric interests of

George Bush's Imperium.

2004 • 100 pag es2004 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9781899365623  PaperbackISBN 9781899365623  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Brazil Inside Out 2nd EditionBrazil Inside Out 2nd Edition

Jan Rocha and Francis McDonaghJan Rocha and Francis McDonagh

For all its problems, Brazil is still the country of

sun,sea, sand and sex, the exuberance displayed in

carnival. This short book provides an

introduction to the country for the student and

traveller alike, people who want to know more

about the real Brazil than is found in an ordinary

guidebook.

2016 • 120 pag es2016 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9781909014183  PaperbackISBN 9781909014183  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781909014206 EPUBISBN 9781909014206 EPUB
ISBN 9781909014190 PDFISBN 9781909014190 PDF
£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80£25 .90 • �38 .85  • $51.80
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Cuban MusicCuban Music
Maya RoyMaya Roy

This introduction to all styles of Cuban music
examines the historical and ethnic roots of Cuban
music, as well as the role of Cuba's unique
political destiny in shaping Cuban sound.

2002 • 256 pag es2002 • 256 pag es
ISBN 9781899365548  PaperbackISBN 9781899365548  Paperback
£18 .95  • �28 .95  • $37.95£18 .95  • �28 .95  • $37.95

Culture is Our WeaponCulture is Our Weapon
AfroReggae in the Favelas of Rio

Patrick Neate and Damien PlattPatrick Neate and Damien Platt
Culture is Our Weapon: AfroReggae in the
Favelas of Rio is a unique and remarkable book. It
tells the story of this war through the eyes of both
the protagonists and those it affects, revealing
terrifying complexities of life on the frontline of
one of the most damaging civil conflicts in Latin
America.

2006 • 174 pag es2006 • 174 pag es
ISBN 9781899365692 PaperbackISBN 9781899365692 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781909013100 PDFISBN 9781909013100 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Cutting The WireCutting The Wire
The Story of the Landless Movement in
Brazil

Jan Rocha and Sue BranfordJan Rocha and Sue Branford
Cutting the Wire is the first account in English of
the origins, history and current challenges faced
by Brazil's poor majority. The authors have
traveled the vast expanse of the country to record
the words and actions of hundreds of activists
who have taken their lives into their own hands.

2002 • 316 pag es2002 • 316 pag es
ISBN 9781899365517 PaperbackISBN 9781899365517 Paperback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781909013117 PDFISBN 9781909013117 PDF
£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33

Deeper Than DebtDeeper Than Debt
Economic Globalisation and The Poor

George Ann PotterGeorge Ann Potter2000 • 176 pag es2000 • 176 pag es

ISBN 9781899365463  PaperbackISBN 9781899365463  Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95

The DisinheritedThe Disinherited
Survival InternationalSurvival International

The Disinherited by Survival International for
Latin America Bureau

2001 • 100 pag es2001 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9781899365593  PaperbackISBN 9781899365593  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Faces of Latin America 4th EditionFaces of Latin America 4th Edition

Duncan Green and Sue BranfordDuncan Green and Sue Branford
Faces of Latin America has sold more than 50,000
copies since it first appeared in 1991, and is widely
considered to be the best available introduction in
English to the economies, politics, demography,
social structures, environment and cultures of
Latin America.

2013  • 272 pag es2013  • 272 pag es
ISBN 9781899365760 PaperbackISBN 9781899365760 Paperback
£19.95  • �28 .95  • $37.95£19.95  • �28 .95  • $37.95

Deeper Than DebtDeeper Than Debt

Economic Globalisation and The Poor

George Ann PotterGeorge Ann Potter

An introduction to the history and current

implications of the debt crisis, which positions

debt in the wider context of globalisation and

development. Deeper than Debt brings together a

wide range of viewpoints to discuss the effects of

economic globalisation on the lives of the poor

majority in debtor countries.

2000 • 176 pag es2000 • 176 pag es
ISBN 9781899365463  PaperbackISBN 9781899365463  Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
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Faces of The CaribbeanFaces of The Caribbean
John GilmoreJohn Gilmore

This book looks at the legacy of European
conquest and inter-colonial competition, tracing
the evaluation of contemporary political systems,
following the changing economic fortunes of the
islands, exploring the role of gender, race and
ethnic identity and analysing the impact of
migration and foreign intervention both past and
present.

2000 • 196 pag es2000 • 196 pag es
ISBN 9781899365326 PaperbackISBN 9781899365326 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781909013179 PDFISBN 9781909013179 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Gender in Latin AmericaGender in Latin America

Sylvia Chant and Nikki CraskeSylvia Chant and Nikki Craske
Debunking traditional universalizing stereotypes,
this text charts contemporary changes gender
roles, relations between the genders, and gender-
and sexuality-based identities.

2002 • 328  pag es2002 • 328  pag es
ISBN 9781899365531 PaperbackISBN 9781899365531 Paperback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781909013209 PDFISBN 9781909013209 PDF
£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33

Guatemala Never Again!Guatemala Never Again!
The Official Report of the Human Rights
Office, Archdiocese of Guatemala

Thomas Quigley-PowellThomas Quigley-Powell
Available for the first time in English, this book
presents the testimonies of the victims of
Guatemala's 36 year long war. The 6500 personal
testimonies which are the basis of the report were
collected by 600 specially trained volunteers, and
accounted for over 55,000 victims of the estimated
150,000 dead and disappeared during the conflict.

2000 • 374 pag es2000 • 374 pag es
ISBN 9781899365449 PaperbackISBN 9781899365449 Paperback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95

Haiti in FocusHaiti in Focus
A Guide to the People, Politics and Culture

Charles ArthurCharles Arthur
This work addresses these questions, and provides
an up-to-date guide to the people, politics and
culture of this Caribbean nation.

2002 • 100 pag es2002 • 100 pag es
ISBN 9781899365456 PaperbackISBN 9781899365456 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781909013247 PDFISBN 9781909013247 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Human Rights in Latin AmericaHuman Rights in Latin America
The Essential Historical and Current
Issues

Jill HedgesJill Hedges
Human Rights in Latin America : The Essential
Historical and Current Issues

2000 • 300 pag es2000 • 300 pag es
ISBN 9781899365333  PaperbackISBN 9781899365333  Paperback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95

Inside ColombiaInside Colombia
Drugs, Democracy and War

Grace LivingstoneGrace Livingstone
This work is an introduction to who's who and
what is really happening in Colombia. In one
volume, it brings together the best material
published on the war, the economy, social impact
and prospects of peace in Colombia.

2003  • 276 pag es2003  • 276 pag es
ISBN 9781899365586 PaperbackISBN 9781899365586 Paperback
£22.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95£22.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95
ISBN 9781909013742 PDFISBN 9781909013742 PDF
£40.16 • �60.24 • $80.33£40.16 • �60.24 • $80.33
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Jamaica in Focus - 2nd EditionJamaica in Focus - 2nd Edition
A Guide to the People, Politics and Culture

Peter MasonPeter Mason
Peter Mason guides the reader through Jamaica's
complex evolution and culture grown out of
unique ties with Britain, with North America, and
with the African slave trade diaspora.

2000 • 94 pag es2000 • 94 pag es
ISBN 9781899365401 PaperbackISBN 9781899365401 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781909013285  PDFISBN 9781909013285  PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

KK
Bernardo KucinskiBernardo Kucinski

K is the story of a father who searches for his
daughter, disappeared during the millitary
dictatorship in Brazil. The first Brazillian edition
sold out in a few weeks, and was shortlisted for
many literary awards.

2013  • 192 pag es2013  • 192 pag es
ISBN 9781899365777 PaperbackISBN 9781899365777 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $14.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $14.95
ISBN 9781909014077 HardbackISBN 9781909014077 Hardback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781909013520 EPUBISBN 9781909013520 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99

King SugarKing Sugar
Jamaica, the Caribbean and the World
Sugar Industry

Michelle HarrisonMichelle Harrison
This work looks at the world sugar business,
identifying the key players and explaining how
the industry works. It explores the economics and
politics, the mysteries of the futures market and
the technology of sugar production. Based on
interviews with traders, buyers and producers, it
follows the commodity's progress from canefield
to sugar bowl.

2001 • 176 pag es2001 • 176 pag es
ISBN 9781899365388  PaperbackISBN 9781899365388  Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95

The Language of the LandThe Language of the Land
The Mapuche of Chile and Argentina

Leslie A. RayLeslie A. Ray2005  • 336 pag es2005  • 336 pag es
ISBN 9781899365579 PaperbackISBN 9781899365579 Paperback
£29.95  • �44.95  • $59.95£29.95  • �44.95  • $59.95

Last Resorts 2nd EditionLast Resorts 2nd Edition
The Cost of Tourism in the Caribbean

Polly PatulloPolly Patullo
Last Resorts examines the real impact of tourism
on the people and landscape of the Caribbean. It
explores the structure of ownership of the
industry and shows that the benefits it brings to
the region do not live up to its claims.

2005  • 280 pag es2005  • 280 pag es
ISBN 9781899365647 PaperbackISBN 9781899365647 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781909013759 PDFISBN 9781909013759 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

The Left in the CityThe Left in the City
Progressive and Participatory Local
Governments in Latin America

Edited by Daniel Chavez and BenjaminEdited by Daniel Chavez and Benjamin
GoldfrankGoldfrank
The Left in the City explores examples of the left
in local and state government from across the
continent, from Mexico to Uruguay, and examines
its successes and failures in government.

2004 • 250 pag es2004 • 250 pag es
ISBN 9781899365661 PaperbackISBN 9781899365661 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
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Mexico in Focus 2nd EditionMexico in Focus 2nd Edition
A Guide to the People, Politics and Culture

John Ross and Gregory GransdenJohn Ross and Gregory Gransden
A new updated edition of Mexico in Focus gives
the insider's view - the 'story the guidebooks don't
tell you' - in accessible, lively and accurate prose.
It offers a fresh and contemporary perspective as
well as a completely new section on Mexican
popular culture forms and music, including comic
books, and "lucha libre", or popular wrestling.

2002 • 102 pag es2002 • 102 pag es
ISBN 9781899365500 PaperbackISBN 9781899365500 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781909013292 PDFISBN 9781909013292 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

The Nicaragua Grand CanalThe Nicaragua Grand Canal
Economic Miracle or Folie de Grandeur?

Russell WhiteRussell White
The Nicaragua Grand Canal asks the questions:
what are the possible economic benefits that the
Canal will offer the country? What damage might
the Canal will do to the environment, particularly
to Lake Cocibolca, the largest source of freshwater
in Central America? and explores the geopolitics
of the project.

2015  • 74 pag es2015  • 74 pag es

ISBN 9781909014107 PaperbackISBN 9781909014107 Paperback
£7.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95£7.95  • �11.95  • $15 .95
ISBN 9781909014114 EPUBISBN 9781909014114 EPUB
£6.99 • �6.99 • $9.99£6.99 • �6.99 • $9.99

ISBN 9781909014121 PDFISBN 9781909014121 PDF
£24.98  • �37.47 • $49.96£24.98  • �37.47 • $49.96

The Past is an Imperfect TenseThe Past is an Imperfect Tense

Bernardo KucinskiBernardo Kucinski
B. Kucinski tells the story of a father-son
relationship that begins intense and loving and
ends up in pieces. Three factors come together in
the story of the boy’s life: adoption, drug
addiction and racism. The father asks “Would it
have been possible at any point to alter the course
of this story? Or was it all destined to be?”

2020 • 140 pag es2020 • 140 pag es
ISBN 9781788530873  PaperbackISBN 9781788530873  Paperback
£9.95  • �12.95  • $14.95£9.95  • �12.95  • $14.95
ISBN 9781788530880 HardbackISBN 9781788530880 Hardback
£25 .95  • �30.95  • $36.95£25 .95  • �30.95  • $36.95
ISBN 9781788530897 EPUBISBN 9781788530897 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781788530903  PDFISBN 9781788530903  PDF
£32.44 • �38 .68  • $46.19£32.44 • �38 .68  • $46.19

Patterns of ProtestPatterns of Protest
Politics and Social Movements in Bolivia

John CrabtreeJohn Crabtree
Patterns of Protest explains the basis of a poor
country's struggle against its most powerful
neighbours, and the predatory interests of global
capitalism. It looks at the unique way that Boliva
has united disparate populations - the urban
working class and rural indigenous people -
demanding that Bolivian natural resources
benefit Bolivians first.

2005  • 128  pag es2005  • 128  pag es
ISBN 9781899365715  PaperbackISBN 9781899365715  Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95

Picking up the PiecesPicking up the Pieces
Corruption and Democracy in Peru

Nick Caistor and Susana VillaranNick Caistor and Susana Villaran
Picking Up the Pieces is a definitive book on
contemporary Peruvian politics.

2006 • 110 pag es2006 • 110 pag es
ISBN 9781899365753  PaperbackISBN 9781899365753  Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781909013377 PDFISBN 9781909013377 PDF
£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33£22.66 • �33 .99 • $45 .33

Politics TransformedPolitics Transformed
Lula and the Workers Party in Brazil

Sue Branford, Bernardo Kucinski andSue Branford, Bernardo Kucinski and
Hilary WainwrightHilary Wainwright

2003  • 100 pag es2003  • 100 pag es
ISBN 9781899365616 PaperbackISBN 9781899365616 Paperback
£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£12.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
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Popular Education and Social Change inPopular Education and Social Change in
Latin AmericaLatin America

Liam KaneLiam Kane
This history of popular education looks at one of
the most successful social movements to use
popular education, the Movement of Landless
Rural Workers (MST) in Brazil. It highlights the
importance of popular education to the "new"
social movements based around identity, such as
women's and indigenous organizations

2000 • 312 pag es2000 • 312 pag es
ISBN 9781899365524 PaperbackISBN 9781899365524 Paperback
£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£19.95  • �29.95  • $39.95

ReyitaReyita
Life of black Cuban woman in the
twentieth century 1902-1997

Daisy Rubiera Castillo and Liz DoreDaisy Rubiera Castillo and Liz Dore
The life story of a black woman born in 1902 in
Cuba, her life spanning the best part of the 20th
century. Through her detailed memory of her
ancestors, of her still enslaved grandmother, as
much as of her own life and times, she gives a
portrait of being black and female in Cuba.

2000 • 192 pag es2000 • 192 pag es
ISBN 9781899365340 PaperbackISBN 9781899365340 Paperback
£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781909013414 PDFISBN 9781909013414 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83

Rosa of the Wild GrassRosa of the Wild Grass
The story of a Nicaraguan family

Fiona M. MacintoshFiona M. Macintosh2016 • 260 pag es2016 • 260 pag es

ISBN 9781909014039 PaperbackISBN 9781909014039 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9781909014022 HardbackISBN 9781909014022 Hardback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781909013926 EPUBISBN 9781909013926 EPUB
£6.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£6.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781909013919 PDFISBN 9781909013919 PDF
£19.90 • �29.85  • $39.80£19.90 • �29.85  • $39.80

State Repression and the Struggles forState Repression and the Struggles for
MemoryMemory

Elizabeth JelinElizabeth Jelin
This book provides an introduction to the
complexity of ideas and approaches which have
been brought to bear on memory and its
importance for understanding social and political
realities. It discusses theories which explore the
ways in which conflicts over memory shape
individual and collective identities, as well social
and political cleavages.

2004 • 186 pag es2004 • 186 pag es
ISBN 9781899365654 PaperbackISBN 9781899365654 Paperback
£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95£15 .95  • �23 .95  • $31.95

The Story of Colors/La Historia de ColoresThe Story of Colors/La Historia de Colores
Folk-tales from the Jungles of Chiapas

Subcomandante MarcosSubcomandante Marcos
One day, old man Antonio is walking in the
mountainous jungles of Chipas with his old
friend Subcomandante Marcos, when he sees a
macaw. The bird reminds the old man of a folk
tale - the story of how the gods found all the
colours in the world.

2001 • 40 pag es2001 • 40 pag es
ISBN 9781899365487 PaperbackISBN 9781899365487 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95

TrappedTrapped
Modern-Day Slavery in the Brazilian
Amazon

Binka Le BretonBinka Le Breton
Globally, the illegal trade in humans is surpassed
only by that in drugs and arms. This work
explores some of the life stories behind this
scandal and tragedy by looking at one of the
regions where debt bondage is still common - the
Brazilian Amazon. The author penetrates the
culture of secrecy, shame and threat which
surrounds debt bondage.

2003  • 254 pag es2003  • 254 pag es
ISBN 9781899365562 PaperbackISBN 9781899365562 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95

Rosa of the Wild GrassRosa of the Wild Grass

The story of a Nicaraguan family

Fiona M. MacintoshFiona M. Macintosh

Rosa of the Wild Grass, the Story of a Nicaraguan

Family is a true story which spans the last fifty

years of the life of this small Central American

republic. This fascinating and deeply moving

personal and family chronicle brings alive the

tumult of events in a way no textbook of

contemporary politics could achieve.

2016 • 260 pag es2016 • 260 pag es
ISBN 9781909014039 PaperbackISBN 9781909014039 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9781909014022 HardbackISBN 9781909014022 Hardback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781909013926 EPUBISBN 9781909013926 EPUB
ISBN 9781909013919 PDFISBN 9781909013919 PDF
£19.90 • �29.85  • $39.80£19.90 • �29.85  • $39.80
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Travels in 'Paradise'Travels in 'Paradise'
Responsible Tourism in Latin America

Martin Mowforth, Ian Munt and CliveMartin Mowforth, Ian Munt and Clive
CharltonCharlton
Travels in 'Paradise' is a guide on how to have a
more socially and environmentally responsible
holiday in Latin America. It traces the
relationship between the tourist industry, trade,
globalisation, the social reality of everyday people
and the environment in Latin America.

2006 • 216 pag es2006 • 216 pag es
ISBN 9781899365746 PaperbackISBN 9781899365746 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95

True CrimesTrue Crimes
Rodolfo Walsh and the Role of the
Intellectual in Latin American Politics

Michael McCaughanMichael McCaughan
Rodolfo Walsh was a writer of crime novels, a
tireless investigative journalist who uncovered
real political crimes, an instant historian of a
turbulent and violent era in Argentinian and
Latin American politics.This is an account of
Rudolfo Walsh's life. It includes extended excerpts
from his varied writings.

2002 • 250 pag es2002 • 250 pag es
ISBN 9781899365432 PaperbackISBN 9781899365432 Paperback
£22.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95£22.95  • �34.95  • $45 .95

Voices of Latin AmericaVoices of Latin America
Social movements and the new activism

Edited by Tom GatehouseEdited by Tom Gatehouse
Voices of Latin America tells the story of the
major issues, conflicts and campaigns for social
justice in the region today, in the words of the
protagonists of these movements themselves. Tom
Gatehouse has assembled an unparalleled set of
views and insights from the leaders and
intellectuals of that movement.

2019 • 280 pag es2019 • 280 pag es
ISBN 9781909014244 PaperbackISBN 9781909014244 Paperback
£19.95  • �24.95  • $29.95£19.95  • �24.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781909014237 HardbackISBN 9781909014237 Hardback
£54.95  • �68 .95  • $82.95£54.95  • �68 .95  • $82.95
ISBN 9781909014220 EPUBISBN 9781909014220 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781909014213  PDFISBN 9781909014213  PDF
£68 .68  • �85 .85  • $89.00£68 .68  • �85 .85  • $89.00

We Are MillionsWe Are Millions
Neo-liberalism and New Forms of
Political Action in Argentina

Marcela Lopez LevyMarcela Lopez Levy
We are Millions looks at the politics in Argentina
which led to mass poverty and unemployment
and describes the rich and varied social responses
to economic meltdown and political crisis.

2003  • 152 pag es2003  • 152 pag es
ISBN 9781899365630 PaperbackISBN 9781899365630 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781909013483  PDFISBN 9781909013483  PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Women Of MaizeWomen Of Maize
Indigenous Women and the Zapatista
Rebellion

Guiomar RoviraGuiomar Rovira
In this volume the women of Chiapas tell of their
hopes and their struggles, and their fight for a
more democratic and humane way of life in their
state and their country. The account discusses the
lives of indigenous women in the state. Personal
and testimonial in style, the women interviewed
recount their lives.

2000 • 192 pag es2000 • 192 pag es
ISBN 9781899365302 PaperbackISBN 9781899365302 Paperback
£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95£17.95  • �26.95  • $35 .95
ISBN 9781909013506 PDFISBN 9781909013506 PDF
£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83£31.41 • �47.12 • $62.83
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How will you measure your contribution to social change?
Th e Qualitative Impact Protocol (QuIP) was developed at the Centre 
for Development Studies, University of Bath, to tackle this attribution 
challenge.

Attributing Development Impact shares real-life experiences of 
organisations in the fi eld, shows the measures they took to overcome 
challenges, and illuminates the results they could not have obtained 
otherwise.

Attributing 
Development ImpactHIGHLIGHT

NGO Management & Advocacy

‘Th e QuIP enables applied social 
science to do its job: to faithfully 
uphold accountability norms 
while generating sound and 
useable conclusions.’

Michael Woolcock, World Bank; 
Harvard University

‘A simple, transparent method to 
deliver timely, cost-eff ective and 
credible causal attributions.’

Nancy Cartwright, UCSD; Durham 
University
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Les approches basees sur les droitsLes approches basees sur les droits

Jude RandJude Rand
Ce rapport présente les résultats d'un projet
d'apprentissage collaboratif entre CARE USA et
Oxfam America, qui a comparé les projets ABD
avec des projets non-RBA et identifié les
meilleures pratiques et les leçons qui pourraient
être utilisées pour améliorer l'application des
approches fondées sur les droits en matière de
programmation.

2008  • 134 pag es2008  • 134 pag es
ISBN 9780855986094 PaperbackISBN 9780855986094 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855987831 PDFISBN 9780855987831 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Attributing Development ImpactAttributing Development Impact
The qualitative impact protocol case book

James Copestake, Marlies Morsink andJames Copestake, Marlies Morsink and
Fiona RemnantFiona Remnant
Attributing Development Impact brings together
responses using an innovative impact evaluation
approach called the Qualitative Impact Protocol
(QuIP). This is a transparent, flexible and
relatively simple set of guidelines for collecting,
analysing and sharing feedback from intended
beneficiaries about significant drivers of change
in their lives.

2019 • 192 pag es2019 • 192 pag es
ISBN 9781788530248  PaperbackISBN 9781788530248  Paperback
£24.95  • �30.95  • $36.95£24.95  • �30.95  • $36.95
ISBN 9781788530231 HardbackISBN 9781788530231 Hardback
£62.95  • �78 .95  • $98 .95£62.95  • �78 .95  • $98 .95
ISBN 9781780447476 EPUBISBN 9781780447476 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780447469 PDFISBN 9781780447469 PDF
£78 .68  • �71.30 • $98 .35£78 .68  • �71.30 • $98 .35

Beyond Civil RightsBeyond Civil Rights

Sandy Ruxton and Razia KarimSandy Ruxton and Razia Karim
The authors of this text argue for further
legislation, extending protection to economic,
social and cultural (ESC) rights, such as the right
to education, to health care and to a decent
standard of living. Poverty and social exclusion
are presented as a denial of human rights and
ESC entitlements as an essential foundation of
citizenship.

2001 • 74 pag es2001 • 74 pag es
ISBN 9780855984748  PaperbackISBN 9780855984748  Paperback
£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£12.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855986612 PDFISBN 9780855986612 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Beyond the HeadlinesBeyond the Headlines
Amelia BooksteinAmelia Bookstein

Oxfam is calling for the UN Security Council and
global leaders to galvanise the entire
international community to take action more
consistently, both to protect civilians and to
ensure the impartial delivery of humanitarian aid
on the basis of need, rather than political priority.

2003  • 56 pag es2003  • 56 pag es
ISBN 9780855985264 PaperbackISBN 9780855985264 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95

Building CredibilityBuilding Credibility
The Foundation for Fundraising

Elizabeth Westman WilsonElizabeth Westman Wilson
Staff, boards of directors, and volunteers all play
important roles in building a strong organization
that will appeal to potential donors. Specific steps
to achieve a credible long-range and an easy to
understand financial plan are described in detail
in this book.

2001 • 200 pag es2001 • 200 pag es
ISBN 9781853395338  PaperbackISBN 9781853395338  Paperback
£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£17.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780441795  PDFISBN 9781780441795  PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

Building Fundraising Programs toBuilding Fundraising Programs to
Attract Community SupportAttract Community Support

Elizabeth Westman WilsonElizabeth Westman Wilson
This book discusses how fundraising events,
income-generating businesses, donation boxes,
mail and telephone campaigns, electronic
fundraising, applying for local grants, and many
other approaches can be used to attract support
from the community.

2001 • 288  pag es2001 • 288  pag es
ISBN 9781853395352 PaperbackISBN 9781853395352 Paperback
£22.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£22.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780444888  PDFISBN 9781780444888  PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Beyond the HeadlinesBeyond the Headlines
Amelia BooksteinAmelia Bookstein

This book calls for the UN Security Council and

global leaders to galvanise the entire

international community to take action more

consistently, both to protect civilians and to

ensure the impartial delivery of humanitarian aid

on the basis of need, rather than political priority.

2003  • 56 pag es2003  • 56 pag es
ISBN 9780855985264 PaperbackISBN 9780855985264 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9780855986636 PDFISBN 9780855986636 PDF
£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78£22.39 • �33 .58  • $44.78
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Building National CampaignsBuilding National Campaigns

David DaltonDavid Dalton
This book will be of interest to all campaigning
individuals and organisations, not just those
working on labour rights. The analysis includes
learning points and examples of good practice.
The authors describe and analyse what happened
in five campaigns in Colombia, Morocco,
Nicaragua, Sri Lanka, and the United States

2007 • 116 pag es2007 • 116 pag es
ISBN 9780855985745  PaperbackISBN 9780855985745  Paperback
£12.95  • �16.95  • $21.95£12.95  • �16.95  • $21.95
ISBN 9780855986681 PDFISBN 9780855986681 PDF
£24.64 • �36.96 • $49.28£24.64 • �36.96 • $49.28

Building Structures and Skills forBuilding Structures and Skills for
FundraisingFundraising

Elizabeth Westman WilsonElizabeth Westman Wilson
This book describes preparations for a
fundraising campaign: the role of the leader, the
board, volunteers and strategic alliances, and
ways to fight fear of fundraising, the practical
essentials of an effective communications
programme, from personal contacts to obtaining
good media coverage, and making the Internet
work for you.

2001 • 208  pag es2001 • 208  pag es
ISBN 9781853395345  PaperbackISBN 9781853395345  Paperback
£18 .95  • �22.95  • $29.95£18 .95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9781780445014 PDFISBN 9781780445014 PDF
£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33£26.16 • �39.24 • $52.33

 

Can We Know Better?Can We Know Better?
Reflections for development

Robert ChambersRobert Chambers
This book is intended for all who are committed
to human wellbeing and who want to make our
world fairer, safer and more fulfilling for
everyone. It argues that to do better we need to
know better and provides evidence that what we
believe we know in international development is
often distorted or unbalanced by errors, myths,
and biases.

2017 • 190 pag es2017 • 190 pag es
ISBN 9781853399459 PaperbackISBN 9781853399459 Paperback
£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95£9.95  • �14.95  • $19.95
ISBN 9781853399442 HardbackISBN 9781853399442 Hardback
£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£24.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9781780449456 EPUBISBN 9781780449456 EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449449 PDFISBN 9781780449449 PDF

Communicating for DevelopmentCommunicating for Development
Experience from the urban environment

Edited by Catalina GandelsonasEdited by Catalina Gandelsonas
The book offers in-depth discussion about how
the communication process works - or doesn't
work. It questions and challenges: who are the
stakeholders; what are the best vehicles for
transferring knowledge; why are local networks
and intermediaries so important; what can
hinder the communication process; and how may
these gaps be overcome?

2002 • 296 pag es2002 • 296 pag es
ISBN 9781853395420 PaperbackISBN 9781853395420 Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95
ISBN 9781780441054 PDFISBN 9781780441054 PDF
£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83£34.91 • �52.37 • $69.83

Communication for DevelopmentCommunication for Development
An evaluation framework in action

Edited by Jessica Noske-TurnerEdited by Jessica Noske-Turner
How can we understand the contribution of
Communication for Development programmes to
change? How can we ensure we learn and adapt
communication in the process? Underpinned by
an appreciative enquiry approach, the book
explores the research, monitoring and evaluation
of C4D - the field’s leading evaluation framework.

2020 • 120 pag es2020 • 120 pag es
ISBN 9781853399978  PaperbackISBN 9781853399978  Paperback
£16.95  • �20.95  • $25 .95£16.95  • �20.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9781853399961 HardbackISBN 9781853399961 Hardback
£41.95  • �51.95  • $62.95£41.95  • �51.95  • $62.95
ISBN 9781780449975  EPUBISBN 9781780449975  EPUB
£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99£9.99 • �9.99 • $9.99
ISBN 9781780449968  PDFISBN 9781780449968  PDF

Debating DevelopmentDebating Development

Deborah Eade and Ernst LigteringenDeborah Eade and Ernst Ligteringen
Students of humanitarian action - academics and
practitioners alike - will find this volume a rich
repository of data and insights. Larry Minear,
Former Director, Humanitarianism and War
Project.

2001 • 424 pag es2001 • 424 pag es
ISBN 9780855984441 PaperbackISBN 9780855984441 Paperback
£29.95  • �37.95  • $49.95£29.95  • �37.95  • $49.95
ISBN 9780855986858  PDFISBN 9780855986858  PDF
£56.14 • �84.21 • $112.28£56.14 • �84.21 • $112.28
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Development, NGOs and Civil SocietyDevelopment, NGOs and Civil Society

Deborah EadeDeborah Eade
This volume outlines many of the tensions NGOs
face in claiming to speak for the poor while also
remaining accountable to national and
international actors. Together the authors
provide an excellent overview of these important
issues.

2000 • 196 pag es2000 • 196 pag es
ISBN 9780855984427 PaperbackISBN 9780855984427 Paperback
£19.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£19.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
ISBN 9780855987015  PDFISBN 9780855987015  PDF
£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28£29.14 • �43 .71 • $58 .28

Development and AdvocacyDevelopment and Advocacy

Edited by Deborah EadeEdited by Deborah Eade
In recent years advocacy work has come under
increasing criticism. NGOs are challenged on the
grounds of: legitimacy, effectiveness, role, and
strategy. As international grassroots advocacy is
becoming more vocal thanks to new
communication technologies; what is the
appropriate role for Northern NGOs?

2002 • 214 pag es2002 • 214 pag es
ISBN 9780855984632 PaperbackISBN 9780855984632 Paperback
£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
ISBN 9780855986889 PDFISBN 9780855986889 PDF
£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28£33 .64 • �50.46 • $67.28

Development and CultureDevelopment and Culture

Edited by Deborah EadeEdited by Deborah Eade
This collection of papers shows the need not
merely to view culture as an important dimension
of development but to see development itself as a
cultural expression and culture as the basis upon
which societies can develop through self-renewal
and growth.

2002 • 220 pag es2002 • 220 pag es
ISBN 9780855984724 PaperbackISBN 9780855984724 Paperback
£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£19.95  • �22.95  • $29.95

Development and ManagementDevelopment and Management
Experiences in Value-Based Conflict

Edited by Tina WallaceEdited by Tina Wallace
This collection draws on The Open University's
work in the field of development management and
includes accounts by academics and development
managers that range from civil society
organisations in Brazil to NGO workers in Egypt,
government departments in Tanzania and
Poland, donor agencies in Bangladesh and black
feminist activists in the UK.

2000 • 328  pag es2000 • 328  pag es
ISBN 9780855984298  PaperbackISBN 9780855984298  Paperback
£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95

Exploding the Migration MythsExploding the Migration Myths

Russell King, Nicola Mai and MirelaRussell King, Nicola Mai and Mirela
DalipajDalipaj
This book argues that either we create paths to
legal migration or migration will remain illegal.
Migration can potentially benefit both the host
societies and countries of origin. But an approach
that seeks to maximise the benefits and to control
the costs of migration depends centrally on how
we choose to govern it.

2004 • 76 pag es2004 • 76 pag es
ISBN 9780855985240 PaperbackISBN 9780855985240 Paperback
£10.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£10.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95
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Edited by Andrew BakerEdited by Andrew Baker
This pack provides a structured learning system
for geographically dispersed NGO staff which
enables basic training to be delivered where and
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Introduction to Gender Equality, Mainstreaming
Gender Equality in NGOs Preventing Sexual
Exploitation and Abuse.
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The author argues that current development
thinking uses only a narrow range of approaches
to change and the result is that most development
strategies are limited; excessively reformist and
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las asociaciones de múltiples partes interesadas,
con un modelo de proceso de cuatro fases claro, un
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stakeholder partnerships
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Issues and experiences in participatory
monitoring and evaluation

Marisol EstrellaMarisol Estrella
This book explores conceptual, methodological,
institutional and policy issues which need to be
addressed in order to enrich our understanding
and practice of Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation (PM&E).
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This guide is not a comprehensive book on how to
carry out evaluations. Rather, it attempts to
provide an overall framework with guiding
principles for conducting an evaluation. The
guide draws heavily on the experiences of the
Centre for Development Innovation, Wageningen
University particularly with its work around
‘managing for impact’
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This accessible report, with illustrations and
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and presents a strategy for action.
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Facilitating sustainable change at scale

Danny Burns and Stuart WorsleyDanny Burns and Stuart Worsley
Development processes need to engage effectively
with complex system dynamics. Navigating
Complexity in International Development offers
detail case studies of interventions which
articulate clear methodological underpinnings
and draws out the implications both for
development, practise and practitioners.
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A guide to conducting research in a
network setting
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The international development agenda remains
dominated by economic and institutional
priorities of the North. Research used to determine
and justify development priorities should be both
Southern-driven and Southern-based. This book
fully reflects southern-driven networking
principles for policymakers and development
practitioners.
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While the world's media spend two weeks
focusing on the struggle for sporting success,
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mostly women in the developing world -employed
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struggle.
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The Politics of Evidence and Results inThe Politics of Evidence and Results in
International DevelopmentInternational Development
Playing the game to change the rules?

Edited by Rosalind Eyben, Irene Guijt,Edited by Rosalind Eyben, Irene Guijt,
Chris Roche and Cathy ShuttChris Roche and Cathy Shutt
The Politics of Evidence and Results in
International Development critically examines
the context and history of the current demands
for results-oriented measurement and for
evidence of value for money.This book will inspire
development professionals and organizations to
cultivate their political skills.
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Por un mañana más seguroPor un mañana más seguro
Proteger a los civiles en un mundo
multipolar

Ed CairnsEd Cairns
Este informe, basado en la experiencia de Oxfam
Internacional en la mayoría de los conflictos del
mundo, establece una agenda ambiciosa para
proteger a la población civil a través de la
combinación, y la acción local, nacional y
regional con el apoyo internacional mucho más
consistente.
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Negotiating KnowledgeNegotiating Knowledge

Evidence and experience in development

NGOs

Edited by Rachel Hayman, Sophie King,Edited by Rachel Hayman, Sophie King,

Tiina Kontinen and LataTiina Kontinen and Lata

NarayanaswamyNarayanaswamy

Negotiating Knowledge draws on a diversity of

scholarly and practitioner research across three

continents, and a number of case study civil

society organisations, operating within local,

national and global spheres, to illuminate

challenges for practitioners, scholars, donors and

policy-makers.
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Play Fair at the OlympicsPlay Fair at the Olympics

45 Hours of Forced Overtime in One Week

Edited by ICFTUEdited by ICFTU

While the world's media spend two weeks

focusing on the struggle for sporting success,

away from the cameras thousands of workers -

mostly women in the developing world -employed

to produce the tracksuits, trainers, vests, and team

uniforms will be engaged in a different type of

struggle.
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Pour des lendemains plus sûrsPour des lendemains plus sûrs
Protéger les civils dans un monde
multipolaire

Ed CairnsEd Cairns
Ce rapport, basé sur l'expérience d'Oxfam
International dans la plupart des conflits dans le
monde, définit un programme ambitieux visant à
protéger les civils en combinant l'action locale,
nationale et régionale avec un soutien
international beaucoup plus cohérent.
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Provocations for DevelopmentProvocations for Development

Robert ChambersRobert Chambers
Provocations for Development is an entertaining
and unsettling collection of writings that
questions concepts, conventions and practices in
development. It is made up of short and accessible
writings by Robert Chambers, many from the past
ten years and some from earlier.
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Putting Knowledge to WorkPutting Knowledge to Work
Collaborating, influencing and learning
for international development

Edited by Luc MougeotEdited by Luc Mougeot
Putting Knowledge to Work unveils the role that
knowledge plays in NGOs work in international
cooperation for development, unpacking tensions
and challenges faced by small- and medium-
sized development NGOs in particular; analysing
cases in which organizations have devised
inspiring solutions to improve their own
performance.
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Rigged Rules and Double StandardsRigged Rules and Double Standards

Kevin WatkinsKevin Watkins
Oxfam's campaign, Make Trade Fair, aims to
change world trade rules so that trade can make a
real difference in the fight against global poverty.
This report gives comprehensive research
findings and analysis, presenting a powerful case
for changes in trade laws, and a reform agenda to
make these changes happen.
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ISBN 9780855985257 PaperbackISBN 9780855985257 Paperback
£19.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95£19.95  • �19.95  • $25 .95

Right to SurviveRight to Survive
The Humanitarian Challenge in the
twenty -first Century

Ben Heaven TaylorBen Heaven Taylor
This book shows that the humanitarian
challenge of the 21st century demands a change
in the resources devoted to saving lives in
emergencies and in the quality and nature of
humanitarian response. Whether or not there is
sufficient will to do this will be one of the defining
features of our age – and will dictate whether
millions live or die.

2009 • 140 pag es2009 • 140 pag es
ISBN 9780855986391 PaperbackISBN 9780855986391 Paperback
£14.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95£14.95  • �18 .95  • $25 .95

Rights-Based ApproachesRights-Based Approaches
Jude RandJude Rand

This report presents the findings of a
collaborative Learning Project between CARE
USA and Oxfam America, who compared RBA
projects with non-RBA projects and identified
best practices; and lessons that could be used to
improve the application of rights-based
approaches in programming.
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ISBN 9780855986070 PaperbackISBN 9780855986070 Paperback
£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95£14.95  • �22.95  • $29.95
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monde, définit un programme ambitieux visant à

protéger les civils en combinant l'action locale,
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Rigged Rules and Double StandardsRigged Rules and Double Standards

Kevin WatkinsKevin Watkins

Oxfam's campaign, Make Trade Fair, aims to

change world trade rules so that trade can make a

real difference in the fight against global poverty.

This report gives comprehensive research

findings and analysis, presenting a powerful case

for changes in trade laws, and a reform agenda to

make these changes happen.
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The Humanitarian Challenge in the

twenty -first Century

Ben Heaven TaylorBen Heaven Taylor

This book shows that the humanitarian

challenge of the 21st century demands a change

in the resources devoted to saving lives in

emergencies and in the quality and nature of

humanitarian response. Whether or not there is

sufficient will to do this will be one of the defining

features of our age – and will dictate whether

millions live or die.
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Rights-Based ApproachesRights-Based Approaches
Jude RandJude Rand

This report presents the findings of a

collaborative Learning Project between CARE

USA and Oxfam America, who compared RBA

projects with non-RBA projects and identified

best practices; and lessons that could be used to

improve the application of rights-based

approaches in programming.
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Rights-Based Approaches- ArabicRights-Based Approaches- Arabic

Jude RandJude Rand
This report presents the findings of a
collaborative Learning Project between CARE
USA and Oxfam America, who compared RBA
projects with non-RBA projects and identified
best practices; and lessons that could be used to
improve the application of rights-based
approaches in programming
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See Both SidesSee Both Sides
A Pratical Guide to Gender Analysis for
Quality Service Delivery

Karen RichardsonKaren Richardson
This book provides invaluable strategy, training
exercises, and impact assessment tools, and
shares examples from the experience of an
organisation providing services to lone parents.
They successfully used gender analysis to widen
their target group, revitalise existing services and
develop new ones.
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Sharing Power for DevelopmentSharing Power for Development
Experiences in Local Government and
Decentralisation

Lilith Schaerer and Karin FuegLilith Schaerer and Karin Fueg
This book examines case studies from the work of
Swiss development organisation Helvetas and its
local partners in the Philippines, Cameroon,
Mali, Vietnam and Guatemala to show how
context specific initiatives have driven greater
decentralisation and more effective local
governance
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Smart RisksSmart Risks
How small grants are helping to solve
some of the world's biggest problems

Edited by Jennifer Lentfer and TanyaEdited by Jennifer Lentfer and Tanya
CothranCothran
Smart Risks focuses on questions, such as ‘who is
a smart risk?’ and ‘what is your role in smart
risks?’ It includes case studies, personal stories of
lessons learned over time, provocative insights on
power and privilege, and practical frameworks for
choosing, investing in, and measuring the impact
of grassroots organizations and movements.
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Trading Away Our RightsTrading Away Our Rights
OxfamOxfam

This report reveals the double standards at the
heart of the corporate practices that are emerging
under globalisation. Companies' demands for
faster, more flexible, and cheaper production in
their supply chains are undermining the very
labour standards that they claim to be promoting.
Women workers - and their families - pay the
price.
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Urgency of NowUrgency of Now
A small book about the madness of
inequality and poverty: how they're
wrecking people's lives and why doing
something about them will make things
better for us all

Duncan GreenDuncan Green
The Urgency of Now is essential reading for
development, international politics, economics,
and business students, activists and campaigners,
and anyone interested in globalisation or
development issues. In fact it's for anyone with a
questioning mind.
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Participatory 
Development Practice

Th is book will prompt experienced practitioners, as well as scholars and 
students of international development, community development and 
social work, to refl ect critically on the concepts and assumptions guiding 
their work.

Kelly and Westoby draw on diverse traditions of thought and practice to 
present a framework for linking the individual to the community and 
beyond, into the inter-organizational and international domains of 
twenty-fi rst century development work.

HIGHLIGHT
Participation

Now available in Spanish!

‘Poverty and all its 
complexities can best be 
addressed when a community 
development practice 
framework emphasizes the 
importance of cultivating 
relationships, from local to 
global between individuals, 
organizations and 
institutions. Th is collection 
of chapters reminds us that 
with community development 
work, the process is the 
outcome.’

Paul Lachapelle, Montana State 
University
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Communities and CommunicationCommunities and Communication
Building urban partnerships

Patrick Wakely and Elizabeth RileyPatrick Wakely and Elizabeth Riley
The authors examine the potential of clearly
focused NGOs to generate an awareness within
and between low-income communities and local
governments for new approaches to
communication and capacity-building. The
broad premise that underpins this book is that a
partnership is a relationship based on an
agreement to share both benefits and risks.
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From Clients to CitizensFrom Clients to Citizens

Alison Mathie and Gordon CunninghamAlison Mathie and Gordon Cunningham
This book describes communities that first built
on their own assets, before seeking assistance
from outside. What are the common factors that
help all these communities mobilize? Do outside
organizations have a role to play? It is aimed at
community workers, researchers and policy
makers who want to take a fresh look at
community development.
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£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33£43 .66 • �65 .49 • $87.33

From Poverty to PowerFrom Poverty to Power
How active citizens and effective states
can change the world

Duncan GreenDuncan Green
From Poverty to Power argues that a radical
redistribution of power, opportunities, and assets
rather than traditional models of charitable or
government aid is required to break the cycle of
poverty and inequality. The forces driving this
transformation are active citizens and effective
states. Published in association with Oxfam GB.
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Frontiers in Participatory RuralFrontiers in Participatory Rural
Appraisal and Participatory LearningAppraisal and Participatory Learning
and Actionand Action
PRA and PLA in Applied Research

Amitava MukherjeeAmitava Mukherjee
This book is a unique exercise demonstrating and
documenting that participatory tools, methods
and approaches can be very efficiently used in
several fields of human exploration. This book
will be an invaluable guide to practitioners,
researchers, academics and students of
development economics and poverty planning.
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Indigenous Knowledge Development inIndigenous Knowledge Development in
BangladeshBangladesh
Present and Future

Paul SillitoePaul Sillitoe
If development is to continue to involve outside
mediated interventions, in the belief that
foreigners have knowledge and resources that can
assist in relieving the degrading poverty endured
by millions, the policymakers, scientists and
bureaucrats need better to appreciate indigenous
knowledge both before and while intervening
locally.
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Indigenous Knowledge InquiriesIndigenous Knowledge Inquiries
A methodologies manual for development
programmes and projects

Paul Sillitoe, Peter Dixon and Julian BarrPaul Sillitoe, Peter Dixon and Julian Barr
This book covers computer aided analysis of
qualitative data and the use of cross-cultural
research staff, and is grounded in
anthropological and development research and
contemporary reflective practice. Whatever your
interest in indigenous knowledge you will find
this book a fascinating and insightful handbook.
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Learning Endogenous DevelopmentLearning Endogenous Development
Building on Bio-Cultural Diversity

Edited by COMPASEdited by COMPAS
This book provides ideas, guidelines, and
examples of how to put endogenous development
into practice. It also shows how field staff can be
helped to learn, and how training or learning
activities can best be organized, to support
endogenous development.
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Learning from ChangeLearning from Change
Issues and experiences in participatory
monitoring and evaluation

Marisol EstrellaMarisol Estrella
This book explores conceptual, methodological,
institutional and policy issues which need to be
addressed in order to enrich our understanding
and practice of Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation (PM&E).
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£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95£24.95  • �29.95  • $39.95

Methods for Community ParticipationMethods for Community Participation
A complete guide for practitioners

Somesh KumarSomesh Kumar
This book combines the concept, practice and
application of participatory rural appraisal (PRA)
in a comprehensive manner. The author views
PRA as a means of opening up new ways of
approaching various problems within the
development process.
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ISBN 9781853395543  PaperbackISBN 9781853395543  Paperback
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Participation PaysParticipation PaysPathways for post 2015

Edited by Tom Thomas and PradeepEdited by Tom Thomas and Pradeep
NarayananNarayanan
Participation Pays argues for the need, in any
vibrant democracy, for ways of making
development more accountable to excluded
communities, and invites an understanding of
marginalized people not simply as beneficiaries of
technical solutions, but –through participatory
development projects – architects of a politics of
equity and democratization.
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Participatory Development PracticeParticipatory Development Practice
Using traditional and contemporary
frameworks

Anthony Kelly and Peter WestobyAnthony Kelly and Peter Westoby
From indigenous people’s groups, classroom
teachers, and local and international community
workers comes the desire to build community.
Participatory Development Practice provides a
theoretical and applied base for rethinking
development practice that is deeply influenced by
a ‘community’ development tradition.
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Pathways to ParticipationPathways to Participation
Reflections on PRA

Andrea Cornwall and Garett PrattAndrea Cornwall and Garett Pratt
This book brings together some of the greatest
names in development practice including Robert
Chambers, and Jules Pretty, embracing a range of
entry points and experiences, to articulate the
forms of practice that have come to be called 'PRA'
Participatory Rural Appraisal; the most popularly
recognized and widely used approach to
participation..
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Learning from ChangeLearning from Change

Issues and experiences in participatory
monitoring and evaluation

Marisol EstrellaMarisol Estrella

This book explores conceptual, methodological,

institutional and policy issues which need to be

addressed in order to enrich our understanding

and practice of Participatory Monitoring and

Evaluation (PM&E).
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People's Knowledge and ParticipatoryPeople's Knowledge and Participatory
Action ResearchAction Research
Escaping the white-walled labyrinth

Edited by The People's KnowledgeEdited by The People's Knowledge
Editorial CollectiveEditorial Collective
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Práctica del Desarrollo ParticipativoPráctica del Desarrollo Participativo
Una metodología sistemática de
desarrollo comunitario para romper con el
ciclo de la pobreza

Anthony Kelly and Peter WestobyAnthony Kelly and Peter Westoby
Práctica del Desarrollo Participativo ofrece una
base teórica y aplicada para repensar la práctica
del desarrollo, que está profundamente
influenciada por una tradición de desarrollo de
“comunidad”, que tiene sus raíces en la
participación y el diálogo, y sin embargo, es más
amplia que tan solo eso.
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Practitioners and Poverty AlleviationPractitioners and Poverty Alleviation
Influencing urban policy from the ground
up

Edited by Sue Jones and Nici NelsonEdited by Sue Jones and Nici Nelson
This book makes a particular contribution to
achieving evidence-based pro-poor policy in the
urban sector. It is based on eight country-based
studies. It is ideal for policy makers, practitioners,
donor agencies, NGOs, service providers,
community groups, academics and students of
development.
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Removing UnfreedomsRemoving Unfreedoms
Citizens as Agents of Change in Urban
Development

Edited by Jane SamuelsEdited by Jane Samuels
The authors argue that good governance should
be not an end, but the means of delivering greater
freedom to the inhabitants of a city. Past
measures of successful urban development have
related to efficiency or the provision of services, a
new Freedom Approach will engage with local
priorities and promote local initiatives.
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Springs of ParticipationSprings of Participation
Creating and evolving methods for
participatory development

Edited by Karen Brock and Jethro PettitEdited by Karen Brock and Jethro Pettit
This book brings together the experiences and
reflections of a group of practitioners of
participatory methodologies, who work in diverse
situations and countries, in order that both
academics and practitioners can themselves learn
how to develop effective and sustainable new
methods.
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Understanding OrganizationalUnderstanding Organizational
Sustainability through African ProverbsSustainability through African Proverbs
Insights for Leaders and Facilitators

Chiku MalungaChiku Malunga
Rooted in proven practice, the book specifically
addresses the needs of leaders and consultants in
African organizations seeking to implement
performance improvement and organizational
change, and contains proverb-driven assessment
templates for use in workshop situations.
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People's Knowledge and ParticipatoryPeople's Knowledge and Participatory
Action ResearchAction Research
Escaping the white-walled labyrinth

Edited by The People's KnowledgeEdited by The People's Knowledge
Editorial CollectiveEditorial Collective
People’s Knowledge opens up a new realm of

understanding, one that has been created by

authors who are mainly non-academics, and

who bring their own perspectives on the

production and validation of knowledge. The

book attempts to address some of the tensions

between traditional and more participatory

approaches to research
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Voices from the MarginsVoices from the Margins

Roger Lewins, Stuart Coupe and FrancisRoger Lewins, Stuart Coupe and Francis
MurrayMurray
This text is highly useful in countries that reject
the role of NGOs in governance or human rights,
and in planning for disasters and humanitarian
interventions. Essential reading for national and
international NGOs, governance and rural
development advisors, Ministry officials, and
researchers in universities and development
institutes.
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Volunteer VoicesVolunteer Voices
Key insights from international
development experiences

Edited by Duncan McNichollEdited by Duncan McNicholl
Volunteer Voices is a guide for the critically
minded volunteer and early career development
worker. It is designed to help aspiring young
change-makers engage with the complicated
environment of international volunteering from a
hands-on perspective that can help them to
benefit and contribute as much as possible from
the experience.
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Who Counts?Who Counts?
The power of participatory statistics

Edited by Jeremy HollandEdited by Jeremy Holland
This book seeks to provide impetus for a step
change in the adoption and mainstreaming of
participatory statistics within international
development practice. The time has come for
participatory statistics to be recognised as the first
and best option for a “win win” approach to data
generation and analysis.
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The Barefoot Guides

The Barefoot Guides are practical, do-it-yourself guides for leaders and 
facilitators who want to help organisations to function and to develop 
in more healthy, human and effective ways as they strive to bring about 
meaningful social change.

HIGHLIGHT
Social Development

‘A unique and truly transformational 
approach to collaboration, 
learning and facilitating social, 
transformational change across 
borders.’

Tobias Troll, EDGE Europe at EDGE 
Funders Alliance, Belgium
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The Barefoot Guide to Exploring the RealThe Barefoot Guide to Exploring the Real
Work of Social ChangeWork of Social Change

The Barefoot Guide Writers' CollectiveThe Barefoot Guide Writers' Collective
For activists, civil society leaders, practitioners

and students, this is a book of experiences,

learnings and questions, all asking “What is the

real work of social change?” We have not

attempted to provide “best practice models”, but

rather something to be learned from, to deepen

our questions, and to be more thoughtful in our

practice.
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The Barefoot Guide to Learning PracticesThe Barefoot Guide to Learning Practices
in Organisations and Social Changein Organisations and Social Change

The 2nd Barefoot Guide Writers'The 2nd Barefoot Guide Writers'
CollectiveCollective
The Barefoot Guide 2 is a practical resource for

leaders, facilitators and practitioners involved in

social change who want to improve and enrich

their learning processes. But this is not just

another book on organisational learning and

social change.
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The Barefoot Guide to MobilizingThe Barefoot Guide to Mobilizing
Religious Health Assets forReligious Health Assets for
TransformationTransformation

The 3rd Barefoot Guide Writers'The 3rd Barefoot Guide Writers'
CollectiveCollective
The Barefoot Guide 3 explains how you can use

these ideas to take up the challenge of health in

your own communities -- whether you consider

yourself especially religious or not. It is an

invitation to take a journey, one whose goal is a

better life for all.
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The Barefoot Guide to Working withThe Barefoot Guide to Working with
Organisations and Social ChangeOrganisations and Social Change
Tools and Lessons

Edited by The Barefoot Guide Writers'Edited by The Barefoot Guide Writers'
CollectiveCollective
This book is essential reading for agribusiness

leaders and technical staff, bankers and

cooperative leaders working in agriculture, NGO

and microfinance development practitioners,

researchers and policy makers. Published in

association with FAO.
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Community Well-being in BioculturalCommunity Well-being in Biocultural
LandscapesLandscapes
Are we living well?

Edited by Bas Verschuuren, Suneetha M.Edited by Bas Verschuuren, Suneetha M.
Subramanian and Wim HiemstraSubramanian and Wim Hiemstra
This book shows how community well-being can

be measured using indicators chosen by local

people to reflect the worldviews of their culture

and is important reading for the staff of

international aid and conservation agencies, for

students of international development and those

exploring concepts of well-being.
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Critical Development StudiesCritical Development Studies
An Introduction

Henry Veltmeyer and Raúl Delgado WiseHenry Veltmeyer and Raúl Delgado Wise
This book provides an overview of the key issues of

development studies from a critical perspective:

the nature of the global capitalist system and the

dynamics associated with the development

process, the outmigration and urbanization of

rural areas, the formation of a global working

class and the emergence of powerful resistance

movements.
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Deconstructing Development DiscourseDeconstructing Development Discourse
Buzzwords and Fuzzwords

Edited by Andrea Cornwall and DeborahEdited by Andrea Cornwall and Deborah
EadeEade
Writing from diverse locations, contributors

critically examine some of the key terms in

current development discourse. The reflections

included here raise major questions about how we

think about development itself.
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Development and CultureDevelopment and Culture

Edited by Deborah EadeEdited by Deborah Eade
This collection of papers shows the need not

merely to view culture as an important dimension

of development but to see development itself as a

cultural expression and culture as the basis upon

which societies can develop through self-renewal

and growth.
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Funding Local GovernanceFunding Local Governance
Small grants for democracy and

development

Jo BeallJo Beall
This book explores the value of funding local

initiatives that are designed to support

development activities and promote local

democracy. Reviewing experiences from Africa,

Asia, Europe and Latin America, it demonstrates

how local funds can deliver development within

the context of a rights-based approach and

democratic decentralization.
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How Change HappensHow Change Happens
Roman KrznaricRoman Krznaric

The author argues that current development

thinking uses only a narrow range of approaches

to change and the result is that most development

strategies are limited; excessively reformist and

insensitive to underlying power and inequality

and largely ignore environmental issues that

confront our societies and planet..
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A New Weave of Power, People andA New Weave of Power, People and
PoliticsPolitics
The Action Guide for Advocacy and

Citizen Participation

Edited by Lisa VeneKlasen and ValerieEdited by Lisa VeneKlasen and Valerie
MillerMiller
This book provides an approach for promoting

citizen participation; separating human rights,

rule of law, development, and governance,

reconnecting them in order to create an

integrated approach to rights-based political

empowerment; delving into questions of

citizenship, constituency-building, social change,

gender, and accountability.
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The Oxfam Education ReportThe Oxfam Education Report

Kevin WatkinsKevin Watkins
This comprehensive report focuses on the fact that

millions of people in poor countries remain

uneducated and illiterate - which prevents them

from developing the skills they need to escape

poverty. The book looks at the underlying causes

of the problem and sets out a clear agenda for

reform.
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Play Fair at the OlympicsPlay Fair at the Olympics
45 Hours of Forced Overtime in One Week

Edited by ICFTUEdited by ICFTU
While the world's media spend two weeks

focusing on the struggle for sporting success,

away from the cameras thousands of workers -

mostly women in the developing world -employed

to produce the tracksuits, trainers, vests, and team

uniforms will be engaged in a different type of

struggle.
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Politics RulesPolitics Rules
Power, Globalization and Development

Adam SneydAdam Sneyd
In this concise volume, Adam Sneyd argues that it

is imperative to recognize the importance of the

sub-field of development politics. He demonstrates

how the difficult skill of careful political analysis

can shed new light on some of today’s most

intractable development challenges.
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Rights-Based ApproachesRights-Based Approaches
Jude RandJude Rand

This report presents the findings of a

collaborative Learning Project between CARE

USA and Oxfam America, who compared RBA

projects with non-RBA projects and identified

best practices; and lessons that could be used to

improve the application of rights-based

approaches in programming.
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Social Progress and SustainableSocial Progress and Sustainable
DevelopmentDevelopment

Neil ThinNeil Thin
Neil Thin sets out to clarify the meaning of the

social dimensions of development, with an

emphasis on sustainability, drawing on his

recent research and advisory work on social

development policy, poverty reduction strategies,

human rights assessment, and evaluation and

learning strategies for the analysis and examples.
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Understanding OrganizationalUnderstanding Organizational
Sustainability through African ProverbsSustainability through African Proverbs
Insights for Leaders and Facilitators

Chiku MalungaChiku Malunga
Rooted in proven practice, the book specifically

addresses the needs of leaders and consultants in

African organizations seeking to implement

performance improvement and organizational

change, and contains proverb-driven assessment

templates for use in workshop situations.
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Urban FuturesUrban Futures
Economic growth and poverty reduction

Nabeel HamdiNabeel Hamdi
This book explores and sets out methodologies for

understanding qualitatively the dynamics of

poverty and urban development. Organized into

three parts, the book adopts as its principal theme

poverty and the eradication of extreme poverty.
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Wellbeing and Quality of Life AssessmentWellbeing and Quality of Life Assessment
A practical guide

Edited by Sarah C White and AshaEdited by Sarah C White and Asha
AbeyasekeraAbeyasekera
Wellbeing and Quality of Life Assessment is a

practical resource for people working in social or

development policy and practice who are thinking

about integrating wellbeing or quality of life in

their work in both the global North and South.
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Wellbeing RankingWellbeing Ranking
Developments in applied community-level

poverty research

Edited by John RowleyEdited by John Rowley
Well-being Ranking describes the successful use

of ranking tools over large populations and the

value of using multi-dimensional models of well-

being and briefly explores the ideas used to make

assessments of well-being at national levels.
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Complexities of Urban 
GovernanceHIGHLIGHT

Urban Development

‘In good IHS tradition, this book captures a new mood in human 
settlements practice and scholarship. In the chapters of this insightful 
book, there is a new emphasis on public–private– community 
partnership, contractual solutions and institutional and incentive 
alignment. Th ere is a willingness to believe in the power of cities to 
selforganize... it will not only improve urban scholarship it will help it 
survive and prosper.’

Chris Webster, University of Hong Kong

Urban Governance in the Realm of Complexity presents cases 
from India, Ghana, Lebanon,  Indonesia, China, Vietnam, Ecuador 
and Macedonia, based around topics from climate change and the 

environment, fl ood-risk planning, 
to sustainable transport systems. 
It discusses the role of urban 
information systems, public private 
and community partnerships 
and co-operation between 
governmental, NGOs and CBOs, 
and a concern for participation and 
self-organization of stakeholders in 
the urban development process and 
attention for emerging institutional 
forms for urban governance in 
developing countries.

*****
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Development and CitiesDevelopment and Cities

Essays from Development and Practice

Deborah EadeDeborah Eade

Development and Cities focuses on the political,

social and economic viability of new or

alternative approaches to urban management in

the South that aim to increase access to adequate

levels of basic services and healthy living and

working conditions for all.
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Governing CitiesGoverning Cities

New institutional forms in developing

countries and transitional economies

Edited by Meine Pieter van DijkEdited by Meine Pieter van Dijk

The editors distil and discuss the elements

contributing to the changing role of urban

management: the prerequisites for and effects of

decentralization - the importance of good

governance and attention to cultural diversity -

the role and potential of technological

developments - the importance of formulating

policies at city level.
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Land, Rights and InnovationLand, Rights and Innovation

Improving tenure for the urban poor

Geoffrey PayneGeoffrey Payne

This book examines the complex issues

surrounding land tenure, and the challenges they

present for urban planners in the South and in

the transition economies of Eastern Europe. It

discusses examples where authorities, non-

governmental organizations or communities have

evolved practical, innovative approaches to

providing tenure for the urban poor.
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Making Planning workMaking Planning work

A guide to Approaches and Skills

Cliff Hague, Patrick Wakely, Julie CrespinCliff Hague, Patrick Wakely, Julie Crespin

and Chris Jaskoand Chris Jasko

Drawing upon case studies from some 20 different

countries, Making Planning Work shows why

new urban development and planning skills are

needed so urgently, and what can be done to grow

such skills and enhance capacities.
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Partnerships in Urban PlanningPartnerships in Urban Planning

A Guide for Municipalities

Nabeel Hamdi and Michael MajaleNabeel Hamdi and Michael Majale

Based on a three-year project in Kenya, this

booklet examines the key features in

understanding the development of participatory

urban planning strategies and approaches that

will assist in safeguarding of the position of poor

and vulnerable.
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Planning in CitiesPlanning in Cities

Sustainability and growth in the

developing world

Edited by Roger Zetter and Rodney WhiteEdited by Roger Zetter and Rodney White

Planning in Cities is an innovative collection

which bridges theory and practice to explore the

conflicting challenges of the increasingly rapid

scale and speed of city growth with providing

effective urban planning policies and

management strategies.
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understanding the development of participatory
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conflicting challenges of the increasingly rapid
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Influencing urban policy from the ground

up

Edited by Sue Jones and Nici NelsonEdited by Sue Jones and Nici Nelson

This book makes a particular contribution to

achieving evidence-based pro-poor policy in the

urban sector. It is based on eight country-based

studies. It is ideal for policy makers, practitioners,

donor agencies, NGOs, service providers,

community groups, academics and students of

development.
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Citizens as Agents of Change in Urban

Development

Edited by Jane SamuelsEdited by Jane Samuels

The authors argue that good governance should

be not an end, but the means of delivering greater

freedom to the inhabitants of a city. Past

measures of successful urban development have

related to efficiency or the provision of services, a

new Freedom Approach will engage with local

priorities and promote local initiatives.
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Sustainable CitiesSustainable Cities

Local Solutions in the Global South

Edited by Mélanie RobertsonEdited by Mélanie Robertson

The studies, conducted in the growing urban and

peri-urban areas of Peru, Senegal, Bangladesh,

Ethiopia, the Philippines, Thailand, and the

Democratic Republic of Congo, outline concrete

strategies for sustainable urban living and design,

developed in partnership with low income city

dwellers. Published in association with IDRC.
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Economic growth and poverty reduction

Nabeel HamdiNabeel Hamdi

This book explores and sets out methodologies for

understanding qualitatively the dynamics of

poverty and urban development. Organized into

three parts, the book adopts as its principal theme

poverty and the eradication of extreme poverty.
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Edelenbos and Kees van RooijenEdelenbos and Kees van Rooijen

This book discusses the role of urban information

systems, public private and community

partnerships and co-operation between

governmental, NGOs and CBOs, and a concern for

participation and self-organization of

stakeholders in the urban development process

and attention for emerging institutional forms

for urban governance in developing countries.
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This text aims to stimulate debate about risk

reduction in urban settings and to identify key

issues for further advocacy. The authors propose a

conceptual framework for understanding urban

vulnerability and link the concept with disaster

risk.
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achieving evidence-based pro-poor policy in the
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Faecal Sludge and 
Septage Treatment

4.5 billion people across the world 
lack access to safely managed 
sanitation, which means that over 
half the human waste generated on 
earth is not being safely managed 
before being released into the 
environment.

Faecal Sludge and Septage Treatment 
is the go-to manual for engineers 
designing faecal sludge treatment. 
Getting it right will help stop public 
health and environmental crises 
before they even start, and allow 
large swathes of the planet to live 
with the dignity and convenience 
that so many of us take for granted. 

HIGHLIGHT

‘I see it becoming the standard 
text for all sanitation courses in 
the global South.’

Professor Chris Buckley, University 
of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South 
Africa

‘A timely resource that provides 
practitioners with much-needed 
technical support to diagnose, 
plan and manage FSM services.’

Dr Darren Saywell, AECOM 
International Development, USA

***** *****

Now available in French!
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Achieving Water SecurityAchieving Water Security
Lessons from research in water supply,
sanitation, and hygiene in Ethiopia

Edited by Roger Calow, Eva Ludi andEdited by Roger Calow, Eva Ludi and
Josephine TuckerJosephine Tucker
Based on extensive field research and in-depth
interviews, Achieving Water Security draws
conclusions for policy and practice of relevance
not just for Ethiopia, but for sub-Saharan Africa
more widely, linking findings with current
international debates on service delivery in rural
areas. Published in association with ODI.
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The Challenges of Urban EcologicalThe Challenges of Urban Ecological
SanitationSanitation
Lessons from the Erdos Eco-Town
Project, China

Arno Rosemarin, Jennifer McConville,Arno Rosemarin, Jennifer McConville,
Amparo Flores and Zhu QiangAmparo Flores and Zhu Qiang
This book describes an attempt to create modern,
multi-storey urban dwellings that incorporate
ecological sanitation into their design and
highlights the experience of implementing the
Erdos Eco-Town Project in Inner Mongolia,
China. Published in association with Stockholm
Environment Institute.
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Community Water, CommunityCommunity Water, Community
ManagementManagement
From system to service in rural areas

Edited by Ton SchoutenEdited by Ton Schouten
Community management has become the leading
concept for implementing water supply systems in
rural areas . In the light of two decades of
experience, this book considers the opportunities
and constraints of community management in
providing a service to the millions of people who
need it:
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Developing GroundwaterDeveloping Groundwater
A guide for rural water supply

Alan MacDonald, Jeff Davies, RogerAlan MacDonald, Jeff Davies, Roger
Calow and John ChiltonCalow and John Chilton
This manual details techniques for siting wells
and boreholes, assessing the sustainability of
sources, constructing and testing the yield of
them, monitoring groundwater quality and the
technical aspects of rural water supply in their
socio-economic context, accounting for
community concerns as well as engineering
questions.
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Dictionary of Water EngineeringDictionary of Water Engineering

K.D. NelsonK.D. Nelson
This text provides an essential, up-to-date and
economically priced source of information on all
aspects of water engineering and technology.
Emphasis is placed on the needs of poorer
communities and on the importance of
environmental sustainability.
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Every Last DropEvery Last Drop
Rainwater harvesting and sustainable
technologies in rural China

Zhu Qiang, Li Yuanhong and John GouldZhu Qiang, Li Yuanhong and John Gould
This book focuses on some of the practical actions
and clever use of appropriate technologies which
have been at the heart of this positive grassroots-
driven change in rural Gansu Province. The real
significance of this case study is that most of the
approaches described are based on universal
principles of sustainable development.
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Faecal Sludge and Septage TreatmentFaecal Sludge and Septage Treatment
A guide for low and middle income
countries

Kevin TaylerKevin Tayler
Faecal Sludge and Septage Treatment confronts
the urgent need to treat increasing volumes of
faecal sludge and septage in the rapidly
expanding towns and cities of the global south. It
discusses the urban contexts that influence
treatment requirements and the overall septage
treatment processes.
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Greywater Use in the Middle EastGreywater Use in the Middle East
Technical, social, economic and policy
issues

Edited by Stephen McIlwaine and MarkEdited by Stephen McIlwaine and Mark
RedwoodRedwood
Greywater use in the Middle East is important
reading for researchers, donors, implementing
agencies, and policymakers, in the fields of water
supply, water reuse, livelihoods and agriculture.
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Innovations for Urban SanitationInnovations for Urban Sanitation
Adapting community-led approaches

Jamie Myers, Sue Cavill, Samuel Musyoki,Jamie Myers, Sue Cavill, Samuel Musyoki,
Katherine Pasteur and Lucy StevensKatherine Pasteur and Lucy Stevens
Innovations in Urban Sanitation has been
developed in response to calls from practitioners
for practical guidance on how to mobilize
communities and improve different parts of the
sanitation chain in urban areas. Urban
Community-Led Total Sanitation offers a set of
approaches, tools and tactics for practitioners.
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Innovations Pour l'AssainissementInnovations Pour l'Assainissement
UrbainUrbain
Adapter les approches pilotées par la
communauté

Jamie Myers, Sue Cavill, Samuel MusyokiJamie Myers, Sue Cavill, Samuel Musyoki
and Katherine Pasteurand Katherine Pasteur
Innovations pour l'assainissement urbain a été
rédigé en réponse aux demandes de conseils
concrets émanant des praticiens sur la manière de
mobiliser les communautés pour les inciter à
améliorer différents maillons de la chaîne
d'assainissement dans les zones urbaines.
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Negotiating Water RightsNegotiating Water Rights

Edited by Bryan Randolph Bruns andEdited by Bryan Randolph Bruns and
Ruth Meinzen-DickRuth Meinzen-Dick
This book presents a thorough exploration of
water rights in the context of growing water
scarcity and competition. It uses case studies from
across the globe to identify: the range of water
rights and basis for claims on the resource; local
experiences in negotiating water rights, and
opportunities to empower farmers in water
resource management.
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Productive Water Points in Dryland AreasProductive Water Points in Dryland Areas
Guidelines on integrated planning for
rural water supply

Chris LovellChris Lovell
This book shows how research in Southern
Africa has shed light on why conventional wells
and boreholes fail, on the potential of the
groundwater resource to support production
through improved siting and selection of more
appropriate well designs, and on the positive
impacts and some problems that can emerge at
productive water points.
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Scaling Up Multiple Use Water ServicesScaling Up Multiple Use Water Services
Accountability in the Water Sector

Barbara van Koppen, Stef Smits, CristinaBarbara van Koppen, Stef Smits, Cristina
Rumbaitis del Rio and John ThomasRumbaitis del Rio and John Thomas
Scaling Up Multiple Use Water Services presents
new conceptual and empirical insights in the role
of accountability for better performance of the
public water services sector. It analyses
experiences in the past decades of piloting and
scaling Multiple Use water Services (MUS)
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Scaling-up Community-Led TotalScaling-up Community-Led Total
SanitationSanitation
From village to nation

Kamal KarKamal Kar
Scaling-up Community Led Total Sanitation
starts with detailed instructions on how to
facilitate CLTS in a village or cluster of villages. It
then explores how to scale up and institutionalize
CLTS at a regional and national level by gaining
the commitment of leaders within government
ministries.
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Shit MattersShit Matters
The potential of community-led total
sanitation

Edited by Lyla Mehta and Synne MovikEdited by Lyla Mehta and Synne Movik
This book addresses both the potential and
challenges of CLTS and offers important
insights, covering critical aspects of the social,
ecological, technological, financial and
institutional dynamics surrounding CLTS. It will
be essential reading for anyone interested in
development, health, public policy and sanitation
issues.
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Small-Scale Water SupplySmall-Scale Water Supply
A review of technologies

Brian SkinnerBrian Skinner
Focusing chiefly on point supplies such as wells,
boreholes, springs and rainwater catchment
systems, the book also introduces the reader to
powered pumps, water treatment and piped
distribution systems. The subject of water supply
is vast and this handy book shows the reader
where to begin in designing water supply systems.
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Supporting Rural Water SupplySupporting Rural Water Supply
Moving towards a Service Delivery
Approach

Harold Lockwood and Stef SmitsHarold Lockwood and Stef Smits
This book offers insights into ways countries and
individual organisations can move towards a
service delivery approach and is a valuable
resource for professionals in who are interested in
improving the design and implementation of
rural water supply programmes. Published in
association with IRC.
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Sustainable Sanitation for AllSustainable Sanitation for All
Experiences, challenges and innovations

Edited by Petra Bongartz, Naomi VernonEdited by Petra Bongartz, Naomi Vernon
and John Foxand John Fox
Sustainable Sanitation for All describes the
landscape of sustainability of CLTS as it is now,
and reflects on key aspects, challenges,
innovations and insights around sustainability.
It aims to clarify a future research agenda and
gaps in current knowledge, and make
recommendations on policy and practice.
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Systems Thinking and WASHSystems Thinking and WASH
Tools and case studies for a sustainable
water supply

Edited by Kate NeelyEdited by Kate Neely
Systems Thinking and WASH introduces
practitioners, researchers, programme managers
and donors to the tools and approaches that have
been most successful in this area. This book
explores the different applications of systems
thinking used by an interdisciplinary group of
WASH researchers and practitioners.
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Toilets That Make CompostToilets That Make Compost
Low-cost, sanitary toilets that produce
valuable compost for crops in an African
context

Peter MorganPeter Morgan
This book provides examples of toilets that
provide a safe sanitation option and recycle
nutrients in excreta to produce compost. The
designs are suitable for regions where there is no
high water table or prolonged wet season with
instructions for constructing toilets, from the
simplest, most affordable to the more
sophisticated ecological toilet.
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Le traitement des boues de vidangeLe traitement des boues de vidange
Un guide pour les pays à revenus faibles et
intermédiaires

Kevin TaylerKevin Tayler
Cet ouvrage se penche sur le besoin urgent de
traiter des volumes croissants de boues de vidange
dans les villes en plein essor des pays du Sud. Il
traite de l’influence du contexte urbain sur les
exigences en matière de traitement et sur
l’ensemble du processus des gestions des boues de
vidange.
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Urban SanitationUrban Sanitation
A guide to strategic planning

Kevin Tayler, Jonathan Parkinson andKevin Tayler, Jonathan Parkinson and
Jeremy ColinJeremy Colin
This book shows how unified urban sanitation
planning is a vital weapon in the war against
disease and as a text for infrastructure planning
courses. It goes beyond simplistic formulae to
suggest ways in which formal plans, market
forces and actions at the local level can be brought
together to provide a viable response to sanitation
problems.
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Water, Sanitation and Hygiene inWater, Sanitation and Hygiene in
Humanitarian ContextsHumanitarian Contexts
Reflections on current practice

Edited by Richard C CarterEdited by Richard C Carter
The approach of Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
in Humanitarian Contexts is straightforward and
practical, with little theory – the focus being on
improving professional practice in the midst of
humanitarian suffering; written for those whose
everyday work involves humanitarian response to
WASH needs in emergencies and disasters.
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Water Is LifeWater Is Life
Progress to secure water provision in rural
Uganda

Edited by G. Honor Fagan, SuzanneEdited by G. Honor Fagan, Suzanne
Linnane, Kevin G. McGuigan and AlbertLinnane, Kevin G. McGuigan and Albert
RugumayoRugumayo
Water is Life is based on research collaboration
between Irish and Ugandan higher education
institutes and NGOs, centring on communities in
rural Uganda. Studies by social, physical and
environmental scientists proposes solutions for
community water supply that have eluded
government initiatives and NGOs for decades.
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Water Lifting DevicesWater Lifting DevicesA Handbook

Peter Fraenkel and Jeremy ThakePeter Fraenkel and Jeremy Thake
Water Lifting Devices has long been the authority
on the subject and this new third edition provides
updated essential practical information for
farmers, development workers, and all who need
to make informed choices about water lifting
technologies.
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Water Supply and Sanitation Services forWater Supply and Sanitation Services for
the Rural Poorthe Rural Poor
The Gram Vikas Experience

Pamela KeirnsPamela Keirns
This book describes how Gram Vikas engaged
with new villages, how costs were met by the
households, government and donors, and the
resulting impacts on health,education and
livelihoods. Asking, can this international
award-winning approach be scaled - up to
increase sustainable coverage of water and
sanitation and combat poverty worldwide?
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